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Abstract
One reason Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) is becoming increasingly
important to Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) is the need for a smooth ‘human-like’
communication between autonomous agents and people. The selected, yet general,
task motivating the work presented here is the scenario of an object conﬁguration
that has to be described by an observer on the ground using only relational object
positions. The description provided should enable a second agent to create a maplike picture of the described conﬁguration in order to recognize the conﬁguration
on a representation from the survey perspective, for instance on a geographic map
or in the landscape itself while observing it from an aerial vehicle. Either agent
might be an autonomous system or a person. Therefore, the particular focus of
this work lies on the necessity to develop description and reconstruction methods
that are cognitively easy to apply for a person.
This thesis presents the representation scheme QuaDRO (Qualitative Description and Reconstruction of Object conﬁgurations). Its main contributions are a
speciﬁcation and qualitative classiﬁcation of information available from diﬀerent
local viewpoints into nine qualitative equivalence classes. This classiﬁcation allows the preservation of information needed for reconstruction into a global frame
of reference. The reconstruction takes place in an underlying qualitative grid
with adjustable granularity. A novel approach for representing objects of eight
diﬀerent orientations by two diﬀerent frames of reference is used. A substantial
contribution to alleviate the reconstruction process is that new objects can be
inserted anywhere within the reconstruction without the need for backtracking
or re-reconstructing. In addition, an approach to reconstruct conﬁgurations from
underspeciﬁed descriptions using conceptual neighbourhood-based reasoning and
coarse object relations is presented.
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Introduction
Hello, hello? Can anybody hear me? I seem to be all on my own. I
don’t know where I am, nor how I got here. My compass is broken and
the GPS is malfunctioning.

Please remain calm; your rescue assistant is on its way. For
the moment stay right where you are. So that he can find you
quickly please describe the positions of the objects around
you in relation to your current position and orientation.

1.1 Motivation
In the rescue scenario presented above a configuration of the objects that the lost
agent (person or autonomous artificially intelligent agent) sees around him has
to be described. The agent is asked to describe the objects’ positions in relations to his own position, using his orientation as origin of a thought underlying
coordinate system. The description provided ought to enable a listening agent
(person or device) to derive an ‘imagination’ about how the situation looks. This
‘imagination’ can be regarded as a mental image or an internal diagram of the
situation, that becomes externalized when manifested in a sketch or any other
form of external representation. The external representation is supposed to be
used as a ‘qualitative map’ of the object configuration that surrounds the lost
agent. Therefore, the choice of information to be passed on must cover everything relevant to the task and should leave out unnecessary detailed descriptions
1
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that might be more disrupting than helpful. Furthermore, the important parts
must be presented in a way that makes it easy for the listener to take them in
and develop his own representation of the situation.
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
creating representations for one-, two-, or higher dimensional space by classifying
the aspects of space in suitable ways for the particular tasks to be solved. One
reason QSR becomes more and more relevant to AI is the need for a smooth
and ‘human-like’ natural language communication between an autonomous agent
and a person. People usually use qualitative information rather than quantitative
information when they describe scenes, scenarios and configurations of objects.
They abstract from details, aggregate objects into groups, and classify objects
into categories. Therefore, a human agent can be assumed to describe a situation
qualitatively while to a certain degree focusing on the information relevant for
the task. Computer-controlled systems, on the other hand, rely on input sensor
data and use quantitative information to describe coordinates of object position
or distance.
The smooth communication between the autonomous system and a person
calls for novel solutions using qualitative knowledge to enable the system to use
qualitative information that seems to be preferred by people. The challenge underlying this thesis is to develop a representation scheme with associated methods
for description and reconstruction of object configurations.

1.2 Project description
The research project addressed within this thesis aims to develop a representation
scheme for the description and reconstruction of object configurations. The configuration description is given by an agent on site. No technical device (compass,
GPS, etc.) is used, nor are measuring tools for distances between objects or sizes
of objects. The configuration description has to be given from the observer’s local
perspective. In order to provide a broader description, including more objects and
object relations, the agent (human or machine) might move, whereby he changes
his location and orientation and continues the description based on these new
parameters.
The description should enable a second agent, the listener (human or machine) to reconstruct the object configuration into a global frame of reference.
The resulting reconstruction is supposed to be used as an abstracted map of the
described environment. In order to be cognitively easy for a human observer
and easy to understand for a human listener, the description should be purely
qualitative. Furthermore, it should be naturally obtainable and understood by
people.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
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1.3 Research contributions
The main research contributions achieved during the project and presented in this
thesis are:
(1) The representation scheme QuaDRO (Qualitative Description and Reconstruction of Object configurations).
(2) The analysis of fourteen qualitative spatial calculi for suitability to this project.
QuaDRO does not use any of the presented calculi in their original version,
but merges many aspects of different approaches into one novel representation
scheme, which includes:
1. A specification and qualitative classification of information available from
different local view points providing an object configuration description that
allows for the configuration’s reconstruction into a global frame of reference.
2. Methods that reconstruct an object configuration from a given qualitative
description into a global frame of reference, which includes:
• A technique that decides the quantitative position within the reconstruction a qualitatively described object has to be inserted.
• A technique that allows the representation of objects at uncertain
(coarse) positions, a problem that occurs when the object configuration
description is underspecified, which means that not all object relations
are provided within the description.
• A novel approach which represents eight different orientations of objects using different reference frames for objects with orientations aligned
to the underlying coordinate system, and objects with orientations at
angles to the underlying coordinate system. This approach simplifies
the reconstruction process enormously.
As a proof of concept for many of the presented methods and techniques, a
technical prototype has been built.

1.4 Thesis outline
Firstly chapter 2 introduces the research areas of qualitative reasoning, qualitative spatial reasoning, and diagrammatic reasoning, which are the main areas
that the research provided within this thesis falls into. It also gives some background information on the WITAS project that was the umbrella project for the
research presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 introduces fifteen qualitative spatial calculi that have been developed over the years to fulfill different qualitative

4
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spatial reasoning tasks, or to provide a general approach on qualitative spatial
representations. Chapter 4 analyzes fourteen of these calculi with regard to their
usability for object configuration description from local viewpoints and their reconstruction into a global frame of reference from just the established qualitative
description. The chapter analyzes whether a calculus can express all relations
necessary while using as little information as possible to be cognitively easy to
use for a person. Chapter 5 follows with an introduction to describe the general aspects of a qualitative object configuration description. It considers how
people in psychological experiments choose perspectives while describing object
configurations, how people divide space into qualitative classes, and it provides
a description strategy based on the results of these experiments. Furthermore, it
introduces some results from mental model theory that help the understanding
of typical problems and human preferences concerning the object configuration
reconstruction process, and provides a list of requirements for the reconstruction
process.
The representation scheme QuaDRO, originated during this research project
is presented in the following four chapters. QuaDRO uses nine qualitative equivalence classes to describe positional relations between objects, which result in
cognitively easy to produce qualitative descriptions of object configurations. In
addition, QuaDRO provides the ability to reconstruct the configuration into a
global frame of reference. QuaDRO is introduced in chapter 6. This chapter
first describes the principal ideas and techniques using a simple example of a situation for orientationless objects. Chapter 7 follows expanding the description
for the situation of objects with eight different orientations. In chapter 8 the
QuaDRO technical prototype is presented and the scenario, introduced in chapter 5, is described using QuaDRO. For all scenarios presented so far a complete
object configuration description is necessary. Therefore chapter 9 follows with the
introduction of several techniques used to reconstruct object configurations from
underspecified descriptions. Finally, yet importantly, chapter 10 summarizes the
previously presented work followed by a discussion of the research results and
finishes with the outlook for continued research in the future.

Chapter

2

Background
The work presented here is strongly inspired by the WITAS project [Doh00;
Wzo06b] and its follow ups [Wzo06c; Dur07b]. The WITAS project, which is
further described in section 2.1, was a long-term project at the computer science
department of Linköping’s university. The aim of the project was to develop a
high-level control system for an autonomous helicopter that would be able to fulfill
several tasks on demand and communicate with the human operator or mission
leader through natural language.
The WITAS Dialogue Technology Project [San03a; Lem01b; Lem01a; Lem02],
further described in section 2.2, focused on developing a dialogue system for spoken and written natural language dialogue between a human operator and the
helicopter. Natural language dialog between an autonomous system and a person might be needed when autonomous agents and humans work together, for
instance while executing a rescue mission, where the autonomous agents are not
necessarily helicopters. The overriding scenario which this thesis is concerned
with comes from the following:
Imagine a disaster area, for instance a rapidly spreading forest fire, a flood or
an area after an earthquake. Rescue experts are busy organizing rescue teams and
equipment. To do their job as effectively as possible it would be advantageous
if they knew what the disaster area looked like, for instance, where people are
trapped, where the water level is rising, or in what direction the fire is spreading.
In contaminated areas where it is extremely difficult for humans to investigate
the disastrous terrain, autonomous agents like all-terrain vehicles and helicopters
can be deployed for the job of exploring the area and distributing survival kits to
trapped people.
Normally human rescue experts are only experienced in their specific rescue
field. It would be time consuming and a source of error if the experts needed
to learn to interpret all the data collected by the autonomous systems. It would
5
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also be a disadvantage if additional specialists were needed to translate the data
into natural language. Instead, the autonomous system itself should be able to
interpret the collected data and translate its findings into human natural language.
Nowadays the deployment of expert systems is also growing in many application areas where experts are rare or expensive. Therefore even human rescue team
leaders in the field might have to communicate with an expert system instead of
a person. The team leaders’ surroundings might be very stressful which demands
high levels of concentration and it would be disadvantageous to put an additional
load onto them by requiring communication to the expert system in a particularly
unfamiliar way. In these cases, we want the expert system to be capable of a calm
dialogue, requesting required information, and of supporting and alleviating the
leaders’ work.
To achieve the realization of theses scenarios, the autonomous- or expert system must not only be capable of a natural language dialogue, it must also be able
to use human concepts, for structuring space, classifying objects, giving directions
and describe object configurations. The latter has been chosen for this research
project. A representation scheme, presented in the chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9 had to
be built, that without much cognitive effort is usable by people and at the same
time is clearly structured to be implemented into a system. This undertaking
mainly touches the research areas of qualitative reasoning, qualitative spatial reasoning, mental images, and diagrammatic reasoning, which are briefly described
in the sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 below. Object’s relationships to each other can be
described differently, depending on the frame of reference used within the description. The term frame of reference and the different types of frames of reference
are described in section 2.6.

2.1 The WITAS project
As mentioned before, the WITAS project [Doh00] had the goal to develop a highlevel control system to a fully autonomous UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle), that
could fulfill several tasks on demand. Its main goal was to develop an integrated
hardware/software vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) platform. The platform
used in the project was a 21hp two-stroke engine powered Yamaha RMAX helicopter already equipped by Yamaha Motor Company with an attitude sensor
(YAS) and an attitude control system (YACS). The radio controlled helicopter,
shown in figure 2.1 is commercially available in Japan. Including the main rotor,
the helicopter has a total length of 3.6m and a maximum take-off weight of 95kg.
Three PC104 which carry the primary control system, the image processing system and the deliberative/reactive system have been added to the helicopter. A
wireless modem, a GPS, a barometric altitude sensor, sonar and infrared altimeter and a compass are part of the primary control system. The image processing
system uses a color CCD camera that is mounted on a pan-tilt unit, a video trans-
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Figure 2.1: The Yamaha Rmax helicopter used in the WITAS project.

mitter and a mini DVD recorder. The deliberative/reactive system is connected
via Ethernet using CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) to the
other PCs [Doh00; Hei04b; San03a]. The WITAS project that started 1997 and
successfully ended in 2006 was headed by Patrick Doherty and Erik Sandewall.
The project was financed by the Wallenberg Foundation, which gave it its name
(Wallenberg laboratory for Information Technology and Autonomous Systems).
Several follow up projects are currently building on the developed architecture.
These and the WITAS project itself host several multi disciplinary research
areas such as robot architectures and UAV control [Doh04; Con04; Wzo06a;
Mer06], fuzzy control [Kad04a] and fuzzy gain-scheduling [Kad04b], helicopter
dynamics [Dur07a], vision [Nor02a], image processing [Nor02b], visual naviga-
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tion [Mer04], knowledge processing [Hei04b; Hei04c; Hei04a; Hei05], sensor and
symbol integration [Hei07a; Hei07b], planning [Pet04; Pet06; Wzo06a], dialogue
systems [Lem01b; Lem01a; Lem02; San03a; San03b; San05] and case-based reasoning [Eli05a; Eli05b; Eli05c; Eli06; Eli07]. Further more, the project included
research in qualitative spatial reasoning, whose results are presented in this thesis
and can be read in [Ste04a; Ste04b; Ste05a; Ste05b; Ste06a; Ste06b; Ste08a;
Ste08b].
The long-term motivation for the WITAS project is that a UAV with high-level
autonomy is likely to be useful in some of the following ways.

2.1.1 Mission tasks
One of the tasks the helicopter should be able to fulfill is traffic monitoring and
surveillance. If necessary it should also be able to interact with the traffic, for
instance to prevent accidents or to guide an ambulance quickly and safely to a
desired place. The helicopter has to ‘see’ the traffic situation and to ‘understand’
what is going on on the ground. From this ‘understanding’ it draws conclusions
as to how the situation will develop in time. According to its conclusions and to
the given task it has to fulfill, it deliberates a plan for its own actions. Then it
executes this plan while frequently updating the information of the situation on
the ground and perhaps changing its plans according to new situations.
The helicopter can also be used for tasks such as photogrammetry, surveying,
checking the quality of a retaining wall in order to detect cracks or to carry out
patrol flights over mountains to recognize surface changes in order to predict
avalanches. Observing an ongoing catastrophe like a rising flood or a volcano
eruption are other possible tasks. The helicopter then uses the information it gets
as visual input and along with other information, for instance how the ground is
formed in this area, to predict how the catastrophe might develop.
Furthermore, the helicopter can serve as an emergency service assistant in
catastrophic situations, for instance in a contaminated environment where people
are trapped, to support them with necessary aid. It could also be used in catastrophic areas to find the right places where a help team is needed in order for all
available help personnel to act efficiently. A lot of valuable rescue time can be
saved by being able to guide rescue teams directly to victims without having the
teams searching by themselves.

2.1.2 Natural language communication
Natural language communication is getting more and more important for artificially intelligent systems. Imagine for example the autonomous helicopter in the
WITAS project patrolling over the rush-hour traffic and reporting to the police
headquarters. What’s more, you can think of a driver support system in your
car that not only gives you advice where to drive but also interprets the traffic
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around you in order to warn you of dangerous situations. It can even help you to
avoid them by predicting the potential tactics of other road users.
What we would like to achieve is that the system talks to us in natural language, using our vocabulary and concepts that we are used to when we talk about
traffic. The helicopter should say for instance ‘The red Porsche is driving along
Main Street, now passing the church and will soon turn right into Park Avenue.’
And you might expect your driver support system to express something like: ‘Be
careful, you should not overtake here, the car in front might turn left soon, its
indicator is probably broken.’ To be able to speak like this the system does not
only have to have the right interpretation of the information that it gets from
its sensors, it must also be able to express it in a way that precisely states the
information that is important to us.
Another application is a group of agents that work together in a disaster
area. The group consists of human experts that are needed in the specific type of
catastrophe. This could be experts for earthquake rescue or fire specialists in a
quickly spreading forest fire. The experts work together with autonomous robots
such as all-terrain vehicles and helicopters that explore the area and report what
kind of help is needed and where. They distribute the correct equipment to rescue
parties or survival kits to people trapped.
In the optimal scenario, the communication between the different kinds of
agents takes place in natural language. This is advantageous because the human
experts are often only experienced in their specific rescue field; they don’t need to
be trained how to communicate with the autonomous agents. Thus the experts
can concentrate solely on their work instead of on communication; and every
available expert can be deployed on the scene and not just those experts with
the relevant training in communication. Therefore, the problem with how the
communication is carried out has to be solved by the autonomous agents; they
have to learn how to communicate with the experts, using everyday language with
the terminology of the rescue field, and not the other way around.
‘Natural-language and multimedia dialogue with an autonomous robot
is a challenging research problem which introduces several important
issues that are not present in, for example, dialogue with a database
or a service provider such as an automated travel agency.’ [San03a]

2.2 The WITAS dialogue systems
The WITAS Dialogue Technology Project focuses on developing a dialogue system
for natural language communication, both spoken and written with the UAV.
Several dialogue systems have been developed through the years of the project.
The first was the WITAS Dialogue System [Lem01b; Lem01a; Lem02] that was
a system for multi-threaded robot dialogue using spoken I/O. The system was
run against the simple UAV environment simulator DOSAR (Dialogue Oriented
Simulation and Reasoning) [San03a].
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The following research dealt with developing operator assistants. An operator assistant is a system that communicates with the operator on the one side
and with one or several autonomous systems on the other side. This means that
communication becomes more convenient for the operator as he can talk to the
operator assistant, which then translates the orders of the operator to the autonomous systems.
The second system used in the WITAS Dialogue Technology Project is the
Robotic Dialogue Environment (RDE), which is an environment providing the
possibility for a natural language dialogue in restricted English, both spoken and
written. In addition, it provides video, which is meant to be the video taped by
the autonomous agent to whom the operator communicates. The operator has
the possibility to point into the video to define points (‘fly here’), areas (‘circle in
this area’) or trajectories (‘fly this way’).
RDE consist of three subsystems: The Autonomous Operator Assistant (AOA),
which contains the Dialogue Manager and a Speech and Graphical User Interface
(SGUI). Second, the Robotic Agent that consists of a Robotic World, which can
be either the actual UAV system and the world it is flying in or a simulator
called Dialogue-enabled Operator Support Agent for Robots (also abbreviated to
DOSAR). The third system is a Development Infrastructure, which is needed to
provide services for demonstration, validation and development of the dialogue
system [San05].
A third and latest dialogue system used is called CEDERIC, which is an
abbreviation for Case-base Enabled Dialogue Extension for Robotic Interaction
Control [Eli05a; Eli05b; Eli05c; Eli06; Eli07] and is based on the dialogue manager in the RDE system. CEDERIC focuses on discourse handling and learning
using Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). CEDERIC is able to deal with phrases that
have not been stored in the system before. A discourse model keeps track of the
dialogue history and can handle references to previously mentioned phrases and
even handle sub dialogues. CEDRIC learns from explanations by putting questions to the user about words it does not understand. Therefore, CEDERIC’s
performance improves over time [Eli06; Eli07].

2.3 Qualitative reasoning
‘Qualitative reasoning is the area of AI which creates representations
for continuous aspects of the world, such as space, time, and quantity,
which support reasoning with very little information.’ [For97]
People frequently use qualitative reasoning in their everyday life. They understand relations in the world; they draw conclusions and make predictions of what
is likely to happen using incomplete and imprecise information on the basis of estimations and rules of thumb. This section briefly describes the most important
terms in qualitative reasoning that are frequently used within this thesis.
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Qualitative knowledge
Often differences in values are given in comparison to each other instead of in
exact measures. Tom is taller than Mary, Stockholm is further away from Rome
than from Oslo and Sally gets a much higher salary than Peter, are fragments of
qualitative knowledge.

Quantitative knowledge
The counterpart to qualitative knowledge considers the exact and measurable
values. Tom is 10cm taller than Mary, Stockholm is 2030,24km further away from
Rome than from Oslo, and Sally earns $25000 more per year than Peter.

Qualitative classification
It is human to categorize and to classify. We speak of short versus tall people
or of rich versus poor people. We talk about the temperature in the room as
cold or hot. If we want to give information that is more specific, we divide the
object space into further categories and classify the temperature as too cold, cold,
normal, hot or too hot. Qualitative classification divides the space in classes at
the points where the differences suddenly get relevant. This would be that we
classify the temperature as too cold when we start freezing and consequently put
on a sweater or that we classify the temperature as too hot when we start sweating
and want to get rid of the sweater again. Therefore, the borders separating the
different classes might often be values that result in a change of consequences
for us and so qualitative knowledge can be viewed as aspects of knowledge which
critically influence decisions [Fre93].
One of the challenges for qualitative reasoning is to find the points where
a change from one class to another occurs. Certainly, those borders are often
individual but usually people do not have any problem dealing with them and
even prefer qualitative information to quantitative information in many cases. It
is just easier for us to say that it is pretty cold today instead of trying to guess
the current temperature.
Sensor equipped computers on the other hand usually collect quantitative
data. We can use this data directly or let the computer or even technically much
simpler devices, classify them into qualitative classes that are convenient for our
purpose. A simple relay in the thermostat of a heater ‘knows’ when it gets too
cold and starts the radiator and the computer of a nuclear power plant flashes
on a warning light, when the temperature in the reactor exceeds the normal
temperature bounds.
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Qualitative spatial reasoning
Qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) is the subfield of qualitative reasoning that
is concerned with spatial information.
Temporal reasoning
Temporal Reasoning [All83] considers reasoning about time. Temporal reasoning
can be regarded as a special case of spatial reasoning in one dimension, whereby
the direction of time is a crucial restriction.
Spatio-temporal reasoning
The term spatial reasoning often appears in connection with temporal reasoning
and is shortened to spatio-temporal reasoning which considers reasoning in space
and time.

2.4 Mental images
The term mental images is frequently used in literature about natural language
systems, dialogue systems, and vision systems. According to Barkowsky [Bar02]
mental images are spatio-analogical representations in working memory which are
constructed from knowledge in long-term memory. Ideally, a vision system should
describe the scene it sees in a way that the listener’s mental image of the scene
becomes identical with what it would be if the listener were to watch the scene
himself.
Arens and Nagel [Are03] want their system to impose the correct mental image
on a human listener. Whereas Herzog and Wazinski [Her94b] produce the mental
image within the listener model that the system maintains to keep track of what
the listener already knows. Sproat [Spr01] wants his system WordsEye to consider
even common sense knowledge and to apply additional context knowledge to given
textual description in order that the resulting mental image is as close as possible
to a human one. Mental images are to some degree individual as Johansson [Joh05]
realized during the work with the system CarSim.
All this work implies that the mental image of the described scene is meant
to be a representation of the scene that includes visual and spatial information of
objects and their relations.

2.4.1 Visual mental imagery
According to Kosslyn [Kos05] visual mental imagery is, unlike visual perception,
a set of representations that lead to the experience of a stimulus, without the
presence of any appropriate sensory input. Visual perception on the other hand,
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occurs only when an appropriate stimulus is presented. As the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, states, mental imagery is defined as a quasi-perceptual
experience that occurs in the absence of the appropriate external stimuli but
resembles perceptual experience [Nig05].
‘The belief that such mental representations are real is justified in the
same sort of way that belief in the reality of electrons, or natural selection, or gravitational fields (or other scientifically sanctioned ‘unobservables’) is justified.’ [Nig05]
Psychologists, cognitive scientists and philosophers have had complex and fractious debates on the different interpretations of mental imagery. Cognitive scientists today believe that mental images play an essential role in human mental
economy [Nig05]. In the area of Artificial Intelligence, mental imagery can be
seen as a problem-solving paradigm, thus becoming more and more important.
The concept of computational imagery has been proposed by Glasgow and Papadias [Gla92] as a potential application to problems that involve mental imagery
for people.

2.5 Diagrammatic reasoning
The area of diagrammatic reasoning is concerned with the question of how humans and machines can represent information using diagrams and then use this
representation for further reasoning.
Diagram
A diagram is an abstract pictorial representation of information e.g. a sketch, a
bar chart, or a map, whereas a photograph or a video is not a diagram. Therefore,
a diagram contains less detailed information than a photograph but still contains
spatio-visual information [Nar97].
Internal diagrams, external diagrams
Diagrammatic reasoning as well as mental imagery gains more and more interest
in Artificial Intelligence. Human-machine interaction tasks would be supported by
a representation that suits the person as well as the computer. People use mental
images when dealing with spatial reasoning tasks [JL91; JL01]. These mental
images can be seen as internal diagrams whereas diagrams drawn on paper are
external diagrams.
Barkowsky et al. [Bar05] explain that diagrammatic reasoning has been investigated over the last three decades from three distinct perspectives. These are
computational modelling of cognitive processes, spatial assistance, which would
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be human spatial reasoning, spatial interaction, and communication about spatial issues, and actions in space and the interplay of mental representations and
external diagrams. It is not yet clear to what extent the external diagrams drawn
by persons match their internal diagrams. However, diagrams normally concentrate on just the information that is important for the reasoning task, leaving
out the details unnecessary for the task. For instance, a flowchart of a computer
programme completely abstracts from the programming language and memory
management.
Bertel [Ber05] points out that collaborative human-computer reasoning creates
asymmetric reasoning situations due to dissimilar and sometimes even incomparable reasoning faculties. He goes on, that diagrams and sketches provide unique
opportunities to get an idea of mental reasoning. Actions performed on an external diagram reflect actions carried out mentally on the internal diagram. We
might be able to extrapolate from collected data of perceptual and manipulative
actions that a human reasoner performs on an external diagram, the corresponding mental mechanisms carried out on the mental representations. As diagrams
are a natural means for human-human interaction, they have great potential for
human-computer interaction even though much modelling effort is required to
synchronize the partners’ reasoning.

2.6 Frame of reference
The origin of the term frame of reference dates back to the 1920s and the Gestalt
theories of perception [Wer12; Wer22]. Many different research areas, e.g. philosophy, brain sciences, linguistics, psychology, vision theory, or visual perception,
have been and are still concerned with frames of reference. Unfortunately, each
of them has defined its own terminology. Levinson [Lev96] gives an overview of
the different terminologies, their exchangeability and their contradictions.
In general, a frame of reference is used to describe a spatial relation between
the figure (referent/target object) and the ground (relatum/reference object). The
position of the figure is described in a binary or ternary relation to the ground.
In a binary relation, the origin of the coordinate system within which the figure
is located is established at the ground object, whereas in a ternary relation the
origin of the coordinate system is situated at a point (viewpoint) different from
figure and ground.
Levinson [Lev03] emphasizes that it is not the type of object that is talked
about, but the underlying coordinate system, that people of certain cultures are
used to, which invokes distinctions between frames of reference. He distinguishes
three main frames of reference, which are intrinsic, relative, and absolute. It seems
that these three are the only frames of reference used in human natural language.
Nevertheless, not all three are used in every language. Whereas European languages mostly use relative frames of reference (viewpoint centered) many other
languages prefer absolute frames of references even for indoor environments and
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Figure 2.2: Frames of references. a) intrinsic frame of reference b) relative frame of
reference used in English c) relative frame of reference used in Hausa.

some Australian languages use topological terms like ‘under’ or ‘in’ to describe
spatial object relations [Lev03].
Intrinsic frame of reference
For an intrinsic frame of reference, shown in figure 2.2a), the coordinate system
is object centered and oriented by the features of that object. Objects often have
a prominent front, for instance a person’s or animal’s face, a car’s headlights or a
house’s main entrance. According to this natural front, the coordinate system is
established, and everything that is on the side of the object defined as its front,
is in front of the object. Everything on the opposite side is therefore behind the
object and the regions to the left and to the right are established accordingly.
Thereby the intrinsic frame of reference imposes a binary spatial relation between
the figure and the ground.
Motion can be expressed using an intrinsic frame of reference. The car is
moving backwards or the crab is walking sideways in relation to its own (intrinsic)
orientation. For objects not having an intrinsic front, back and sides, for instance
a ball, an intrinsic frame of reference is often attached to them by the direction
of their movement. The goalkeeper jumped in front of the ball in relation to the
ball’s direction of movement. Intrinsic relations are generally not transitive. If
object B is left of object A and object C is left of object B, nothing can be said
about object C ’s relationship to object A, because that depends on object A’s
orientation.
Relative frame of reference
A relative frame of reference imposes a ternary spatial relation between figure,
ground, and a viewer’s point. A primary coordinate system is established at the
viewer and a secondary coordinate system at the ground, which normally inherits
at least some of the primary system’s coordinates.
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In English, the sentence ‘The ball is in front of the tree’ means that the ball
is between the viewer (speaker) and the tree. As shown in figure 2.2b) are front
and back ‘mirrored’ at the ground (tree) and the tree can be seen to be facing the
viewer, whereas left and right are not exchanged and denote the viewer’s left and
right. This system however, does not appear to be entirely natural, as children
naturally use a system where left and right are also exchanged much earlier in
their development but do not learn the mixed system before the age of five or
six [Lev03]. On the contrary, Levinson [Lev03] considers the relative frame of
reference where the viewer’s coordinate system is shifted without any rotation or
reflection onto the ground object, as shown in figure 2.2c), as natural. He points
out that this system is used in many languages, for instance in the chadic language
Hausa [Hil82], an Afro-Asiatic language that is spoken by 24 million people as
first language and a further 15 million people as second language [wik].
As long as the viewpoint does not change, the relations in a relative frame of
reference are transitive and conversable. If object B is left of object A and object
C is left of object B the conclusions that object C is left of object A, object B is
right of object C, object A is right of object B, and object A is right of object C
can be drawn.
Absolute frame of reference
An absolute frame of reference uses fixed bearings, for instance the cardinal directions north, south, east, and west. However, several other absolute frames of
reference are used in natural language. Brown [Bro00] reports that the people
living in Tenejapan Tzetal use an absolute frame of reference that is given by
the slope of the landscape and manifests into the terms uphill and downhill. An
absolute frame of reference is fixed. It depends neither on the viewer’s position
nor on the object’s orientation. The binary relations between figure and ground
are transitive and conversable.

2.6.1 Projection-based frame of reference
A projection-based frame of reference is in a sense similar to the representation of
position in latitude and longitude [Fra91]. A line, for instance from north to south,
shown in figure 2.3a), divides the plane into the two half planes that represent
the directions east and west. A line from east to west establishes the half planes
representing the directions north and south shown in figure 2.3b). If both lines are
applied at the same time the half planes overlap and result in the four directions
north-west, south-west, north-east and south-east presented in figure 2.3c).
Hernandez [Her94a] describes a relative frame of reference for the directions
right, left, front and back. He draws a straight line between the viewpoint and
the reference object. A target object can be left, right or colinearlr to this line,
as shown in figure 2.3d). The index lr indicates that the relation is collinear on
the line that separates left from right. Establishing a perpendicular line at the
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Figure 2.3: Frames of references. a), b), and c) projection-based d) and e) relative
frame of reference by Hernandez [Her94a] f ) rotated frame of reference [Her94a] g)
projection-based with neutral zone h) and i) cone-based.
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reference object the space is divided into the areas front, back, and colinearf b .
Using both lines together the four regions leftfront, rightfront, rightback, and
leftback, shown in figure 2.3e) appear.
Projection-based frame of reference with neutral zone
The frame of reference shown in figure 2.3g) is projection based with neutral
zone [Fra91]. It can be seen as a representation of the reference object by its
two-dimensional bounding box or a buffer zone around it. The separation into
the areas east, west, north, and south takes place at the east, west, north, and
south edges of the reference object, and the object itself is in between all areas
in a neutral position. Using four directions the plane around the reference object
divides into nine areas. Four are non-overlapping one-directional (east, west,
north, south) and four are overlapping in two directions (north-east, north-west,
south-east, south-west), and the neutral area.
Cone-based frame of reference
A cone-based frame of reference, like the two presented in figure 2.3h) and 2.3i),
represents the areas for each direction as sections of an infinite circle originating
at the reference object [Fra91]. The further away from the reference object, the
wider the area of a direction becomes. Frank [Fra91] points out that this approach
captures the human intuitive concept of moving in a direction.
Hernandez [Her94a] establishes the cone-based frame of reference, shown in
figure 2.3f) by rotation of the previously established projection-based frame of
reference described in section 2.6.1 and shown in figure 2.3e), by 45 degrees and
renaming the areas as front, back, left and right.
This chapter introduced some background information to the thesis project
and defined some frequently used terms. Chapter 3 introduces fifteen spatial
calculi, which are subsequently analyzed in chapter 4 with regards to their ability
to describe object configurations suitable for the task introduced in chapter 1.

Chapter

3

Qualitative spatial calculi
Over the years, several qualitative spatial calculi have been developed to reason with qualitative spatial information. Most of them concentrate on reasoning
about one particular aspect of space, for instance topology (reasoning about regions) [Ege91; Ran92; Pap95], or position (reasoning about orientation and direction) [Güs89; Fra91; Fre92b; Lig93; Sch95; Bal98; Mor00; Ren04; Mor05; Dyl05].
Reasoning about position can be classified further to reasoning about configurations of point objects [Fra91; Fre92b; Lig93; Ren04; Mor05], lines or line
segments [Sch95; Mor00; Dyl05], rectangles [Güs89; Bal98] or objects’ positions
within in a grid [Rag03]. For an overview about qualitative spatial calculi, see for
example [Coh01; Fre93].
Usually a system of qualitative relationships between spatial entities is developed, which covers the particular spatial aspect that is of interest to a degree that
appears useful from an applicational or a cognitive point of view [Ren02]. Qualitative spatial calculi are usually designed to infer implicit knowledge from given
knowledge. This means, given the relationship of object A with regard to object
B, R(A,B), and the relationship of object B with regard to object C, R(B,C), the
relationship of object A with regard to object C, R(A,C), is in question. Often a
composition table (which Allen [All83] calls a transitivity table) is provided. In
such a table the relationships R(A,B) and R(B,C) are given in row and column
and the intersection entry of the two reveals all possibilities for the relationship
R(A,C) that might hold under certain given premisses.
In many cases, the derived information is ambiguous as it is possible to infer several alternatives from the underlying knowledge. Consider the following
example in one-dimensional space (time) as an illustration: Imagine a group
of people, all arriving separately at a friend’s house. If one knows that Mary
arrived before Tom, before(Mary,Tom), and that Annie arrived before Mary,
before(Annie,Mary), one can draw the unambiguous conclusion that Annie ar19
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rived before Tom, before(Annie,Tom). If we know that Chris also arrived before
Mary, before(Chris,Mary) we can be certain that Chris arrived before Tom, before(Chris,Tom). However, we do not know if Chris arrived before, at the same
time as, or after Annie. In this case the relationship for Chris and Annie is
the disjunction of all possibilities, before(Chris,Annie) ∨ same(Chris,Annie) ∨
after(Chris,Annie).
To several qualitative spatial calculi, for instance [All83; Fre92b; Mor00;
Sch95; Ran92; Rag03] standard constraint-based reasoning techniques can be applied. Historically constraint-based reasoning techniques were first developed for
temporal reasoning [All83] and later for spatial reasoning [Ren98; Ren01; Ren07].
A typical constraint-based reasoning problem (constraint satisfaction problem [Mac77]) is the consistency problem CSPSAT(S), of deciding whether a given
set of spatial constraints over the set S of basic relations is consistent. An instance of CSPSAT(S) is a given set V of n variables over the domain D, further
a given set Θ of binary constraints in the form xRy where R ∈ S and x, y ∈ V.
The question is if there exists an instantiation of all variables in Θ with values
from D that possibly satisfies all constraints in Θ.
The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of several qualitative spatial calculi for orientation (reasoning about point configurations and about points
in relation to a line or line segment). Furthermore, some calculi for rectangle
relations and also for topological reasoning about rectangle relations and cardinal
directions in two-dimensional space are introduced. As several of them are twodimensional extensions of Allen’s Interval Calculus [All83], the Interval Calculus
itself is presented first.

3.1 Interval Calculus
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Figure 3.1: The 13 relations of the Interval Calculus.

Allen [All83] introduced the interval-based temporal logic together with a computationally efficient reasoning algorithm based on constraint propagation. The
calculus describes all possible relations between two temporal intervals, A and B,
with thirteen jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) terms. The thirteen relations: before, meets, overlaps, starts, contains, equals, finishes, started
by, contained by, finished by, overlapped by, met by, and after are illustrated in
figure 3.1. A typical reasoning task for this calculus is to determine the relationship of interval A to interval C, given the relationships of A to B, and B to C.
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The composition table (transitivity table) for the Interval Calculus, revealing all
possible relationships for A to C, is presented in Allen [All83].

3.2 Line Segment Relations
D
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Figure 3.2: Line segment relations.

An interval can be seen as a line segment. In Allen’s Interval Calculus, all line
segments are collinear. Schlieder [Sch95] adds 50 relations for line segments in
the plane. Fourteen are called line segment relations and describe relations of line
segments with starting point and ending point at general positions. 36 further
relations describe all cases where three of the points are collinear. All 63 relations
together are referred to as line segment relations in the broad sense.
The approach is based on the idea that given two line segments AB and CD,
four triangles, ABC, ABD, ACD, and BCD, that are each given in lexicographic
order, can be established between the four points A, B, C and D. The orientation
of a triangle is given as + for counter-clockwise order of the points, - for clockwise
order, or 0 in the case where all three points are collinear. If all four points are in
general positions, the line segment relationship is given by the orientation tuple of
the four triangles, presented in lexicographic order. The orientation information
is then encoded into a natural number. Each number from 0 to 15 describes a
unique relation. The relations 5 and 10 are not geometrically realizable and 14
relations for points in general positions remain. Figure 3.2a) shows the relation
with number 3, that is derived from the four triangle orientations [ABC ] = -;
[ABD] = -; [ACD] = +; [BCD] = +. The relation tuple - - + +, coded as a
binary number where + converts to 1 and - converts to 0, gives 0011bin which
equals 3dec .
When three points are collinear, 36 further relations are possible. Figure 3.2b)
shows one example of this case: [ABC ] = +; [ABD] = 0 ; [ACD] = -; [BCD] =
+. If all four points are collinear, no triangles can be established. An ordering
between the points can be achieved by classifying each pair of points by the
terms of before (-), at the same position (0 ), and after (+). This is the case in
figure 3.2c) where the ordering of the points is [AB ] = +; [AC ] = +; [AD] = +;
[BC ] = +; [BD] = +; [CD] = +. All possible combinations for collinear points
result in 13 different cases, which are similar to Allen’s temporal relations [All83].
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Schlieder is mostly concerned with the subset of 14 relations for line segments
whose endpoints lie in general positions. In [Sch95] he gives the conceptual neighbourhood graph for those relations. The neighbourhood graph considers movement of one point of one line segment at a time. The neighbourhood graph can
be used for motion planning, where an object has to be moved around another
object, both presented as line segments. The object’s start and end positions
are given as line segment relations. The task is to find the shortest path in the
conceptual neighbourhood graph not containing a collision (touching or crossing)
of the two line segments.

3.3 Dipole Relation Algebra

C

C rrrr D

D

C

D

C rrrrA D

C

D

C rrrr- D

C

D

C rrrr+ D

Figure 3.3: Dipole relations. left: a DRAc relation, right: the corresponding relations
in DRAfp .

A directed line segment with start point s and end point e is what Moratz
[Mor00] calls a dipole. Dipoles are used to represent spatial objects with intrinsic
orientations [Dyl05]. The relationship of two dipoles in two-dimensional continuous space, R2 , is given by the quadruple of relationships of each point of each
dipole to the other dipole. The relationship of a point to a dipole can be left of
(l ), right of (r ), or on the straight line through that dipole (o). Yet the latter
relation (o) is neglected and only the relations left (l ) and right (r ) are of further
interest. The relationship of the dipoles C (sC , eC ) and D (sD , eD ) in figure 3.3
to the left side of the arrow is C rrrr D. This is the abbreviation of the case
where sD and eD are to the right of C, and sC and eC are to the right of D (C r
sD ∧ C r eD ∧ D r sC ∧ D r eC ).
Using this notation, 14 different dipole relations are possible which are similar
to the 14 line segment relations with end points at general positions developed by
Schlieder [Sch95]. The reference frame for the dipole relation algebra, DRA24 , by
Moratz, Renz and Wolter [Mor00] is shown in figure 3.4a). It contains ten further
relations that capture the cases where two dipoles share a common point. The
start point of one dipole can be equivalent to the other dipole’s start point (s),
or to the other dipoles end point (e). This means that sD can be equivalent to
sC or to eC . Also respectively sC can be equivalent to sD or to eD .
Taken together, the dipole relation algebra consists of 24 jointly exhaustive and
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Figure 3.4: Frame of reference for a) DRA24 (DRAc ) b) DRAf . c) Spatial navigation
example [Mor00].

pairwise disjoint (JEPD) basic relations, a set which is referred to as D24 , where
DRA24 refers to the powerset of D24 , which contains 224 possible unions of basic
relations. In [Dyl05] DRA24 is called DRAc due to the coarse distinction between
different orientations within this algebra. DRA24 forms a relation algebra that
allows applying constraint-based reasoning techniques.
A further development of the dipole relation algebra adds the relations b,
where a point is straight behind the dipole; i, where a point is in the interior of the
dipole, and f, where a point is straight in front of the dipole. This reference frame
is shown in figure 3.4b). Together with these new relations, a total of 72 basic
relations is obtained which also contains Allen’s 13 one-dimensional relations as
special cases. This dipole relation algebra was originally called DRA69 in [Mor00]
and later referred to as fine grained dipole relation algebra (DRAf ) for instance
in [Dyl05].
The application domain for DRAf is spatial navigation. One example, given
by [Mor00], is a car navigating its way through the network of one-way streets
shown in figure 3.4c). The car starts from the intersection point of the three streets
A, B and C and attempts to reach a goal on Street D. Due to one-way traffic,
it cannot turn into Street D directly from Street A and has to make the decision
whether to turn to Street B or Street C in the hope that the chosen one will lead to
Street D. The initial knowledge is expressed as A{slsr}B, A{srsl}C, A{rele}D.
The questions are if B{ells, errs}D or C{elles, errs}D hold. This leads to two
sets of constraints; Θ1 contains the initial knowledge and B{ells, errs}D, whereas
Θ2 contains the initial knowledge and C{elles, errs}D. The path-consistency
method [Mac77] is used and leads to the result, that only Θ2 is path-consistent
whereas Θ1 contains a contradiction. That means, that Street B cannot turn into
Street D whereas there is the possibility that Street C might turn into Street D.
To facilitate application for robot navigation, Dylla and Moratz [Dyl05] extended DRAf to DRAfp , which contains information about the angle between
the two dipoles. The four relations P (parallelism), A (antiparallelism), + and
- for a positive respectively negative angle between the dipoles are added. This
leads to refinements of several relations of DRAf . One example is given in fig-
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ure 3.3, which shows the DRAf relation rrrr on the left side of the arrow and its
refined relations, rrrA, rrr-, and rrr+ in DRAfp to the right.
For robot navigation the conceptual neighbourhood graph between two dipoles
is used. One dipole represents an object, and the other represents the robot. When
the robot moves, its relation to the object changes only between conceptually
neighboring states.

3.4 Bipartite Arrangements
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Figure 3.5: Pictorial representation of the 23 Bipartite Arrangements [Got04].
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Figure 3.6: Bipartite Arrangements. Left: Abbreviations for the 23 Bipartite Arrangements. Right: The eight possible orientations for each relation [Got04].
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Gottfried [Got04] provides a set of qualitative interval relations in the plane,
the so-called Bipartite Arrangements (BA). From originally 225 possible Bipartite Arrangements, he chooses 23 JEPD relations that are sufficient for a coarse
representation of rigid objects that do not naturally intersect. The relation xy
describes the relative position of the primary interval y to the reference interval
x. Furthermore, the orientation of the primary interval can be taken into account. Gottfried distinguishes eight different orientations. 125 interval relations
are obtained, which he refers to as BA823 . These 23 basic relations are pictorially
presented in figure 3.5 and their mnemonic description is given in figure 3.6 to
the left. To the right in figure 3.6, the eight possible orientations of the primary
interval are given: 0◦ (F ), ]0◦ ; 90◦ [ (Fl ), 90◦ (r ), ]90◦ ; 180◦ [ (Fr ), 180◦ (B ),
]180◦ ; 270◦ [ (Bl ), 270◦ (l ), ]270◦ ; 360◦ [ (Fl ). Note that for instance the relation/orientation combinations for the arrangements Dl and Cr equal each other
if the consideration of primary and secondary interval is lost. The same is the
case for Dr and Cl , Fl and Br , as well as Bl and Fr which leads in total to 125
relations.

3.5 Qualitative Triangulation
Schlieder’s line segment relations [Sch95] mentioned above are based on triangle
orientations of the four possible triangles that can be established between the
end points of two line segments. If just one triangle (ABC ) is considered, its
orientation is clockwise (-) if point C lies to the right of the straight line through
A and B, and counterclockwise (+) if C lies to its left. If the coordinates of A and
B are given, and both angles α and β are known, C ’s coordinates and its distance
from the straight line between A and B can be determined using triangulation.
Triangulation, illustrated in figure 3.7, is a geometric technique used for many
purposes within metrology, astrometry, binocular vision, gun direction of weapons,
surveillance, and navigation.
Qualitative Triangulation [Lig93], shown in figure 3.8, is the qualitative version
thereof, where the angles α and ν (with ν = 180◦ − β) are not quantitatively
measured but qualitatively estimated and assigned to a certain class of angles
whose members are not differentiated. In the case where only angles of 45◦ can
be distinguished, these sixteen angle classes are to be used: 0◦ , ]0◦ ;45◦ [, 45◦ ,
]45◦ ;90◦ [, 90◦ , ]90◦ ;135◦ [, 135◦ , ]135◦ ;180◦ [, 180◦ , ]180◦ ;225◦ [, 225◦ , ]225◦ ;270◦ [,
270◦ , ]270◦ ;315◦ [, 315◦ , ]315◦ ;360◦ [. An angle of 183◦ then falls into the interval
]180◦ ; 225◦ [.
Therefore, the result for C ’s position will be a region instead of an exact point,
as in the quantitative counterpart. When the observer at point A estimates α to
point C as between 0◦ and 45◦ , and the observer at point B estimates ν as
between 90◦ and 135◦ , point C can be anywhere in the intersection of these two
regions shown in figure 3.8. The accuracy of the resulting position description of
C depends on the estimation skills of the two observers. The more angle classes
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B

C
distance
baseline

A

Figure 3.7: Triangulation.

that are distinguished, the more accurate the result becomes. In any case, both
observers are using the same classification. Qualitative triangulation provides
a family of calculi where each calculus is specified by its specific set of angle
classes [Lig93].

B

baseline

A

Figure 3.8: Qualitative Triangulation. Angle ν at point A is estimated to be between
0◦ and 45◦ and angle α at point B is estimated between 90◦ and 135◦ . Point C must be
in the intersection region of this two angle classes.

3.6 Flip-Flop Calculus
One of the qualitative triangulation calculi is the Flip-Flop Calculus by Ligozat
[Lig93] that uses four angle classes. It is assumed that the two observers are
only able to distinguish between something being straight front (0◦ ), to the right

SINGLE AND DOUBLE CROSS CALCULI
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Figure 3.9: The Flip-Flop Calculus [Lig93].

(]0◦ ; 180◦ [), straight behind (180◦ ), or to the left (]180◦ ; 360◦ [). From all combinations of angles for α and ν, seven different regions for the position of C can be
distinguished, as illustrated in figure 3.9. Region 0 is on the straight line behind
point A, region 1 is at point A, and region 2 is on the straight line between A
and B. Region 3 is at point B, region 4 is on the straight line in front of B, region
5 is to the right of the straight line through A and B and region 6 is to the left
of that line. The region that C lies in can be looked up in the composition table
shown in figure 3.9 for any combination of angles.
LR Calculus
The LR Calculus [Sci04] refines the Flip-Flop Calculus by adding two more relations equal and e12. equal describes the situation in that all three points A, B,
and C are at the same location and the relation e12 stands for the case where
only A and B are at the same location. The resulting LR Calculus, therefore, has
nine different relations.

3.7 Single and Double Cross Calculi
A neighbourhood-oriented representation is used in Freksa’s Single and Double
Cross Calculi for oriented objects, which are both used for reasoning about spatial
direction information [Fre92b; Zim96]. The overall motivation for the Single Cross
Calculus can be thought of as follows: Given two points, a and b, we would like to
know where a third point, c, is in relation to a directed line from a to b. Therefore,
a front back dichotomy is established in point b by introducing an orthogonal line
with regard to the vector ab through point b, see figure 3.10a).
This approach yields the eight qualitative regions straight front (0 ), right front
(1 ), right neutral (2 ), right back (3 ), straight back (4 ), left back (5 ), left neutral
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Figure 3.10: Frames of reference for Single and Double Cross Calculi. a) Single Cross
established at point b b) Single Cross established at point a c) Double Cross Calculus [Fre92b].

(6 ) and left front (7 ) as shown in figure 3.10a). Note that the regions straight
front, right neutral, straight back and left neutral are one-dimensional, whereas
the regions right front, right back, left front and left back are two-dimensional. In
figure 3.10b) the front back dichotomy is established in point a and the position
of point c can be given in relation to the directed line from b to a. Combining
the two single cross reference frames of figure 3.10a) and 3.10b), the Double Cross
Calculus with 15 different qualitative regions, shown in figure 3.10c), is obtained.
Six regions are areas, seven are lines, and two are points. Freksa [Fre91b] points
out that only distinguishable features count for qualitative reasoning and that
the type differences of the regions have no importance for it. The double cross
presented here can also be seen as a special case of a qualitative triangulation
calculus, which uses the eight angle classes 0◦ , ]0◦ ; 90◦ [, 90◦ , ]90◦ ; 180◦ [, 180◦ ,
]180◦ ; 270◦ [, 270◦ , and ]270◦ ; 360◦ [ [Lig93].
A typical reasoning task for the Double Cross Calculus is given in figure 3.11a)
where it is known that c is in region 1/5 of vector ab and d lies in region 3/5
of vector bc. The question is what d ’s position is in relation to vector ab. As
no distance information is included in the model and therefore nothing is known
about the length of ab and bc, no definite answer for the position of d in relation
to ab can be given. The relation can either be 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 3/6 or 3/7.
Reasoning in the Double Cross Calculus is typically done by composition tables
where the entries are the position of c in relation to vector ab, here shown in
figure 3.11b) and the position of d in relation to vector bc, shown in figure 3.11c).
The entries in the intersection, given in figure 3.11d) are then all possible positions
of d in relation to ab. For the complete composition table of the Double Cross
Calculus, see [Fre92b]. Further examples of reasoning and inferences can be found
in [Fre92b] and [Zim96].
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Figure 3.11: Reasoning within the Double Cross Calculus. a) c is right front of the
vector ab and d is right neutral of the vector bc. The question is where is d in relations
to the vector ab. b) Pictorial presentation of c’s qualitative position to vector ab. c)
Pictorial presentation of d’s position to vector bc. d) Pictorial presentation of the inferred
relations that d can have to vector ab.

3.8 Ternary Point Configuration Calculus
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Figure 3.12: TPCC. a) The TPCC reference frame [Mor03a]. b) Abbreviations for the
qualitative regions in the TPCC reference frame.

The Ternary Point Configuration Calculus (TPCC) [Mor03a] has been developed for robot navigation. It can be used to integrate an agent’s local and survey
knowledge about a spatial environment. The calculus is derived from the Single Cross Calculus. By adding another and by 45◦ rotated cross at the relatum
finer distinctions can be made where all planar regions are divided into two parts.
Furthermore, a circle whose radius is the distance between origin and relatum is
added around the relatum. Regions inside the circle are close regions whereas
regions outside the circle are distant regions. One further difference to the single and double cross frame of reference is that the relatum is facing the origin
whereas in the other two calculi, the relatum is facing the same direction as the
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origin. The development of the reference frame, shown in figure 3.12a), is based
on psycholinguistic research results on reference frames [Ten02; Mor03b]. Thus,
the TPCC consists of 27 atomic relations that are listed in figure 3.12b).
A possible application is that an autonomous agent derives a map from the
information it gathers by its sensors while exploring an environment given as
a route graph. The agent follows the route sequences and makes observations
at certain time points. Its task is to distinguish between the landmarks that it
reaches during its exploration and to know when two landmarks are identical.
Due to its separation of close and distant regions, the TPCC allows the agent to
distinguish between landmarks even if more than just orientation knowledge is
needed for that distinction. For a complete example and details on the inference
process see [Mor03a].

3.9 Rectangle Algebra
The rectangle algebra [Bal98; Güs89; Muk90] is based on Allen’s Interval Calculus [All83] and represents axis parallel rectangles in two-dimensional Euclidian
space. The rectangle’s projections on each of the axes are intervals as shown in
figure 3.13. Each dimension is regarded separately and the relationship between
two rectangles is given as a tuple of the relationships of each dimension. 13 x 13
pairs of atomic relations are available. The relationship of rectangle A to rectangle
B in figure 3.13 is therefore
µ
A/B =

xbef ore
yoverlaps

B

¶

B
A

A

A overlaps B

B

A
A before B

Figure 3.13: Rectangle algebra.
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Like the previously presented calculi, the rectangle algebra is designed to infer
new object relations from given ones. If, for instance, the relationships A/B
and B /C are given, the relationship A/C can be read from a composition table,
where the relationship for each dimension is inferred separately and the results
are combined to the relationship tuple.

3.10 Relations of Minimum Bounding Rectangles
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Figure 3.14: Relations of MBRs. a) Rectangle Relations b) MBR Matrix [Pap95].

Papadias et al. [Pap95] describe how topological information can be retrieved
from Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) relations. MBRs are often used to
approximate a topological geographic object for instance in a geographic information system (GIS), where a topological object O is included in its minimum
bounding rectangle O’.
The relationships between two rectangles are based on Egenhofer’s 9-intersection
model [Ege91]. A rectangle has an interior, a boundary, and an exterior. The 9intersection model covers 512 relations. However, only eight pairwise disjoint and
jointly exhaustive relations disjoint, meet, equal, overlap, contains, inside, covers,
and covered by, shown in figure 3.14a), are sufficient to describe the relationships
of two rectangles.
The projection of any two rectangles onto an axes of the coordinate system
provides two intervals that can have one out of Allen’s [All83] relationships. Projected onto both axis 13 x 13 = 169 relations are available. Ri j denotes the
relationship between two rectangles, where i and j indicate the corresponding interval relationship on the x an y axes respectively. The relationships for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3
and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 are depicted in figure 3.14b).
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This approach is used as an initial filtering step for retrieving topological
information from a GIS to a given query. If the query is to find all objects A that
are equal to B, all MBRs A’ that are equal to the MBR B’ have to be found,
because only these MBRs can hold objects that might be equal to B but also
could overlap B, are covered-by B, cover B, or meet B. Additional filter steps are
necessary to separate the actual equal objects. The MBRs are equal in 2-D space
when their projected interval relationships onto the x-axis and y-axis are both
equal in 1-D space.

3.11 Mukerjee and Joe’s approach
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Figure 3.15: Mukerjee and Joe’s relations in each dimension matches Allen’s interval
relations.

Mukerjee and Joe [Muk90] propose a model for qualitative relations between
objects in one-, two-, or three-dimensional space. For one dimension, they base
their object relations on Allen’s Interval Calculus [All83], but redefine the interval
relations by specifying the relations of the two end points of one interval to the
second interval. An end point can be in one of the relationships: ahead (+), front
(f ), interior (i ), back (b) or posterior (-) to the other interval. Figure 3.15 shows
how this description matches Allen’s relations.
For two- or three-dimensional space, Mukerjee and Joe handle objects whose
enclosing boxes or cuboids are aligned with the orthogonal reference system, with
an approach similar to rectangle algebra [Bal98; Güs89]. The objects are projected
onto the x and y (respectively x, y, and z) axes and their relationship is given as
the tuple of interval relationships in all dimensions.
For objects at arbitrary angles in two-dimensional space, an enclosing box
around a two-dimensional object is used. The object must have an identified
front, so that the plane around the box can be divided by extending the boxes’
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lines into eight two-dimensional regions, shown in figure 3.16a). The regions are
named 1 to 8. Only the lines of travel are used, which are the lines in the forward
and backward direction, shown in figure 3.16b).
front

front
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8

2

II

I

III

IV

7

3

front

6

4
5
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.16: Mukerjee and Joe’s approach. a) The eight regions around the reference
object. b) the lines of travel. c) Four quadrants that are obtained by establishing a
left/right and a front/back dichotomy in a point.

In order to reason about direction information, the object is seen as a point.
The directions left/right and front/back form four quadrants around the object.
Figure 3.16c) illustrates that quadrant I lies between the directions front and
left, quadrant II between left and back, quadrant III between back and right and
quadrant IV between right and front. Another object’s direction is given in terms
of which quadrant of the reference object it faces. In the example in figure 3.17a)
object B is facing A’s first quadrant whereas A is facing B ’s fourth quadrant.
Where two objects’ lines of travel intersect, they form a collision parallelogram
(CP ). While the objects move, both of them will eventually pass the CP or already
have passed it. An object, as well as an interval, has two end lines: its front line
and its back line. To describe an object’s position its end lines’ relationships to
the CP are regarded. The relationship between an end line and the CP can be
one out of the five relationships described above and illustrated in figure 3.17b)
To fully describe the relationship of two objects we need the quadrant information, dir (A/B ), the location of object A with respect to B, pos(A/B ), and the
location of object B with respect to A, pos(B /A). The example constellation of
figure 3.17a) is described by dir (A/B ) = IV which means that A is facing object
B ’s fourth quadrant, pos(A/B ) = - -, which means that both end lines of B have
not reached the collision parallelogram yet, and pos(B /A) = - - which means that
both end lines of A have not reached the collision parallelogram either.
Mukerjee and Joe developed their approach without any particular application
in mind and are mostly concerned with precisely the spatial relations [Muk90].
However, given two relationships that have one object in common, the relationship
between the other two objects can be composed. If the relationships between
(A,B ) and (B,C ) are known, the relationship (A,C ) is inferable. In figure 3.17c),
the relationship (A,B ) is given by pos(A/B ) = - i (A is before the CP with
B ), pos(B /A) = + + (B is after the CP with A) and dir (B /A) = I and the
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Figure 3.17: Reasoning in Mukerjee and Joe’s approach. a) The collision parallelogram.
b) The five different relations that an endline of the object can have to the collision
parallelogram. c) A reasoning situation with three objects.

relationship (B,C ) by pos(B /C ) = - b (B meets the CP with C ), pos(C /B ) = - (C is before the CP with B ) and dir (B /C ) = IV. The inferences that can be
drawn for the relationship (A,C ) are: pos(A/C ) = - -, dir (A/C ) = III or IV.
However, the relationship pos(C /A) (which in this example is A is before the CP
with C ), is not inferable. Also in this approach composition tables are used to
infer the composite information. For more detail on the approach see Mukerjee
and Joe [Muk90].

3.12 AC Calculus

Ragni [Rag03] presents the AC calculus for spatial reasoning on a grid structure.
The grid Gn (N2 ) ∈ N2 is sized n x n. Spatial objects are given as ordered pairs
(x, y) denoting an x-y-coordinate in the grid. An object is represented in the grid
by obtaining a grid cell between the four coordinates (x, y), (x+1, y), (x, y+1),
(x+1, y+1). The AC Calculus uses thirteen binary position relations to the given
coordinate (x, y). The relation of object z1 at position (x1 , y1 ) to object z2 at
position (x2 , y2 ) is defined as:

AC CALCULUS

EQz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 = y2 )
ARz1 z2 := (x1 + 1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 = y2 )
DRz1 z2 := (x1 + 1 < x2 ) ∧ (y1 = y2 )
ALz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 + 1) ∧ (y1 = y2 )
DLz1 z2 := (x1 > x2 + 1) ∧ (y1 = y2 )
AFz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 + 1 = y2 )
DFz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 + 1 < y2 )
ABz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 = y2 + 1)
DBz1 z2 := (x1 = x2 ) ∧ (y1 > y2 + 1)
FRz1 z2 := (x1 < x2 ) ∧ (y1 < y2 )
FLz1 z2 := (x1 > x2 ) ∧ (y1 < y2 )
BRz1 z2 := (x1 < x2 ) ∧ (y1 > y2 )
BLz1 z2 := (x1 > x2 ) ∧ (y1 > y2 )
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(Equal)
(AdjacentRight)
(DistantRight)
(AdjacentLeft)
(DistantLeft)
(AdjacentFront)
(DistantFront)
(AdjacentBehind)
(DistantBehind)
(FrontRight)
(FrontLeft)
(BehindRight)
(BehindLeft)

The AC calculus has two levels of granularity. For example, an object to
the right can directly neighbour the reference object, which is given by the relation AR (AdjacentRight), or lie further away to its right, given by the relation
DR (DistantRight). AC is a representation algebra, which is a finite concrete
relational algebra without the compose operator. For more details see [Rag03].
The motivation behind AC is to analyze psychological experimental data about
human spatial reasoning from the computational perspective. It is assumed that
people use a set of formal rules which they apply to the information given at the
premisses while establishing a mental representation of the described scenario and
while concurrently reasoning about objects’ positions within the described object
configuration. The problems to be modelled are given by a set of premisses followed by a question such as:
The hammer is to the right of the pliers.
The screwdriver is to the left of the hammer.
The wrench is in front of the screwdriver.
The saw is in front of the hammer.
What is the relationship of the saw and the wrench?

ACSAT
Ragni [Rag03] defines the constraint satisfaction problem ACSAT, which is to
decide consistency of a described spatial configuration. The description consist
of the set θ of spatial formulas. Ragni states that the problem of satisfiability of
an ACSAT problem θ with n spatial variables can be answered in a grid of size
(2n)2 but is NP-complete. However, he provides a complete, nondeterministic
polynomial time algorithm for the smaller problem ACSAT for Base Relations.
The algorithm presented in [Rag03] delivers the coordinates of the objects in
Gn (N2 ).
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3.13 Star Calculi
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Figure 3.18: Star Calculi. a) ST AR4 (0) b) ST AR3 [23, 90, 135](23) c) ST ARr3 [23,
90, 135](23).

Star Calculi [Ren04] are a class of qualitative direction calculi for point objects.
They can be specified with arbitrary fixed granularity. A Star Calculus of the
class ST ARm is established at a point, p, it uses a global reference direction,
P for instance north, and consists of m lines that intersect at p. Thereby, the
plane around p is partitioned into 4m+1 star relations, whereof 2m are half lines,
2m are two-dimensional sectors and one is the point p itself. The zones are
numbered clockwise from 0, to 4m, starting with the first half line clockwise from
the reference direction P. The relations {1,3, 5,...,4m-1} are called odd relations
and the relations {2,4,6,..., 4m} are called even relations.
The angles between the intersecting lines may vary, and the reference direction
P does not have to be one of the relations. Figure 3.18a) shows the reference frame
of ST AR4 (0), with 4 intersection lines at equal angles. The first relation (0 ) is
identical to the reference direction (differing from the reference direction by 0◦ ).
Figure 3.18b) shows the reference frame of ST AR3 [23, 90, 135](23), with three
intersecting lines at the angles 23◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ in clockwise direction from P. The
first relation (0 ) differs by 23◦ from the reference direction.
A Star Calculus A over the 4m + 1 basic relations (bas(A)) consists of 24m+1
different relations. The consistency problem CSPSAT(bas(A)) can be solved with
quantitative methods but is not decidable with only qualitative reasoning methods [Ren04]. In order to change this Renz, and Mitra [Ren04] revised the Star
Calculus to decide consistency of a set of constraints over bas(A) by the pathconsistency method [Mac77].
Revised Star Calculus
In the revised Star Calculus, the one-dimensional relations are removed so that
each of the 4m lines is subsumed by its preceding two-dimensional relation in
clockwise order. Figure 3.18c) shows the revised Star Calculus ST ARr3 [23, 90,
135](23). The consistency for a set of constraints, Θ over bas(A), for a revised
Star Calculus A ∈ ST ARrm , with m ≤ 3, can be decided by the path consistency
method [Ren04].
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A suggested application areas for Star Calculi and revised Star Calculi is
location of positions in relation to the direction of given landmarks, for instance
reasoning about positions relative to a cell phone transmitter. The transmission
cells of different angle sizes can be represented exactly by the Star Calculus.
Another application area is direction description for navigation tasks. A direction
can be described at the finest granularity at which the user or user’s navigation
tool is capable [Ren04].

3.14 Oriented Point Relation Algebra
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Figure 3.19: OPRAm . a) OPRA1 b) OPRA2 c) OPRA4

OPRAm [Mor05; Mor06; Dyl06] is designed to describe the relative orientation of two oriented points, so called O-points. An O-point is a point pair and a
direction in the 2D-plane, which can also be described as a dipole [Mor00; Sch95]
with infinitely small length [Mor06]. An O-point is therefore the simplest spatial
entity with an intrinsic orientation [Mor05]. It is suited to model objects with
intrinsic fronts or intrinsic direction of movement that are abstracted to points.
OPRAm with granularity parameter m ∈ N has scalable granularity that
determines the number of relations distinguished. An angular reference frame
2π
is attached to each of the two O-points. The 2m planar and
with the resolution 4m
2m linear regions are numbered 0 to (4m-1), where region 0 always coincides with
the O-point’s orientation. The qualitative spatial relation, relOP RAm , between
two O-points, A and B, is given as the pair of relations (reli , relj ) where i is the
region of A in which B falls and j the region of B in which A falls, usually written
as A m∠ji B [Dyl06].
OPRA1 induces for instance, as shown in figure 3.19a), the qualitative regions
left (1) and right (3) which are planar, and the regions front (0) and back (2)
which are linear together with a fifth relation same which denotes the position of
the O-point itself. In OPRA1 the two objects in figure 3.19a) have the relation
A 1∠13 B, whereas in OPRA2 , shown in figure 3.19b), where two lines intersect
at an O-point which results in four planar and four linear qualitative regions,
the relation can be given more precisely as A 2∠17 B. Using OPRA4 with four
intersecting lines, at the O-points, resulting in 16 regions, shown in figure 3.19c),
the relation between the objects will be A 4∠313 B.
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The motivation for a scalable qualitative calculus was given from cognitive
robotics where fine distinctions are useful in many tasks but the calculus nevertheless provides provably minimal composition tables. Using OPRAm the granularity can be adjusted to the robot’s perception capabilities during task execution.
The highest possible resolution is set by the maximal possible resolution of the
vision system. However, the maximum resolution might not be needed in simple
tasks, for instance when to decide if something is left or right. A lower resolution
can be used to save computation time [Mor05].
OPSAT
OPRA1 results in 20 jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint atomic relations that
build the set OP 1 . OPRA1 refers to the 220 possible unions of atomic relations,
the powerset of OP 1 . Constraint-based reasoning techniques should be used for
reasoning in OPRA1 . A typical constraint satisfaction problem is OPSAT. Given
Θ, a set of constraints in the form xRy, with x, y as variables and R is an OPRA1
relation, it needs to be decided whether Θ is consistent. OPSAT can be solved
using standard CSP methods [Mor05].

3.15 Direction Relation Matrices
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Figure 3.20: Direction Relation Matrix.

Direction Relation Matrices [Goy00a; Goy00b; Goy01] are used to retrieve
geographical information about objects from a geographical information system
(GIS). The matrices use a global frame of reference where the relation of the target
object to the reference object is given in cardinal directions. A user’s query to a
GIS could for instance be: Find all lakes northeast of a city. Any city in the GIS’
database is taken as a reference object and thereafter, if there are any lakes in the
region northeast of the object is checked. The GIS will try to find all city/lake
pairs that match the description. Furthermore, it might grade them (for instance
by considering additional distance information) and display lakes that lie close to
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cities and exactly to the northeast of them first, and lakes that are further away
and only vaguely to the northeast later.
The reference frame for the Coarse Direction Relation Matrix [Goy00a], shown
in figure 3.20, partitions the space around the reference object into nine mutually
exclusive regions, the direction tiles. The boundaries between the tiles have no
extent and the union of the nine tiles forms a complete partition of the space.
The tile in the middle is the minimum bounding box around the reference object,
A, and is referred to as same, whereas each of the remaining tiles represents one
of the eight cardinal directions north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest,
west, northwest.


N WA ∩ B NA ∩ B N E A ∩ B
0A ∩ B
EA ∩ B  (3.1)
dirRR (A, B) :=  WA ∩ B
SWA ∩ B SA ∩ B SEA ∩ B


∅ ∅ ¬∅
dirRR (A, B) :=  ∅ ∅ ¬∅  (3.2)
∅ ∅ ∅
The Direction Relation Matrix (equation (3.1)) that gives the cardinal direction of the target object, B, consists of 3x3 entries, each of which stands for the
intersection of B with one of the nine regions. 29 = 512 distinct configurations are
theoretically possible to describe with the nine elements in the Direction Relation
Matrix, but not all configurations are possible direction relations. For instance,
the matrix with only empty values would describe a configuration with no target object and is therefore excluded. Furthermore, all configurations where the
target object would have to be disconnected are excluded. The geographical configuration depicted in figure 3.20 leads to the Direction Relation Matrix shown in
equation (3.2).
More detailed Direction Relation Matrices have been developed to capture
object relations more precisely. The Detailed Direction Relation Matrix also considers the arial distribution of the target object, that is, how big a percentage of
it falls into a certain tile of the matrix. When a tile contains more than one component of the target object, it is meant to compute the area of each component.
To answer a user’s GIS query, the Coarse Direction Relation Matrix could be
applied as a first filter for the retrieved information and the Detailed Direction
Relation Matrix could be used afterwards to prioritize certain candidates provided
by the coarse Direction Relation Matrix. Goyal [Goy00a] discusses a 5x5 Direction
Relation Matrix in order to take not only the nine partitions but also all 16
boundaries into account. However, he considers this approach to be cognitively
overwhelming due to its 25 different relations, and does not explore this solution
further.
Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis provide a consistency-based composition algorithm for cardinal direction relations based on the relations used in the Direction
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Relation Matrix [Ski04] and they introduce an algorithm for consistency checking
of a set of cardinal constraints [Ski05].
The matrices considered so far have been only applicable for region objects. It
can however be important to also handle point and line objects as the representation of an object can change across different scales within the GIS. The Deep
Direction Relation Matrix [Goy00a] is designed for any combination of point, line,
and region reference and target object and takes the appearance of the target object within a tile and on the boundaries between the tiles into account. For further
details on the different Direction Relation Matrices see [Goy00a].
This chapter presented besides Allen’s Interval Calculus [All83] fourteen qualitative spatial reasoning calculi developed for different tasks in two-dimensional
space. The next chapter analyzes how applicable these calculi are for describing
an object configuration from several local viewpoints and for reconstructing it
into a global frame of reference.

Chapter

4

Applicabilities of the described
calculi for map-like object
configuration reconstruction
The qualitative spatial calculi introduced in chapter 3 are all designed to reason
about spatial relationships between objects, mostly in the way that given relationship B/A and relationship C/B, relationship C/A can be inferred. However,
any of these calculi can be used to describe an object configuration. In order to
be applicable for the situation described in chapter 1, four requirements must be
fulfilled.
• The observer on site might not have any knowledge of the underlying global
frame of reference and should therefore be allowed to describe the object
positions in relation to each other using only their intrinsic frames of reference.
• In order to alleviate the configuration description for the observer and the
reconstruction for the listener only binary relation descriptions are of interest.
• The nine positional relation classes need to be distinguished and shall be
called: STRAIGHT FRONT (SF ), RIGHT FRONT (RF ), RIGHT NEUTRAL (RN ), RIGHT BACK (RB ), STRAIGHT BACK (SB ), LEFT BACK
(LB ), LEFT NEUTRAL (LN ) and LEFT FRONT (LF ), and SAME (S ).
Figure 4.1 shows the frames of references that divide the plane exactly into
these nine position classes. It is not necessary that a calculus uses this exact
classification. However, it is necessary that the members of different classes
can be distinguished within the calculus.
41
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• In addition eight object orientations that will accordingly be called straight
front (sf ), right front (rf ), right neutral (rn), right back (rb), straight back
(sb), left back (lb), left neutral (ln), and left front (lf ) have to be expressible.
This means that a calculus must be able to distinguish between 72 positionorientation combinations independently of the object representation used.
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Figure 4.1: Frames of reference using nine position classes. a) rectangle representation
b) line representation c) point representation.

Not all presented calculi use an intrinsic frame of reference or binary object
relation description in their original version. However, any of them can be deployed after small adjustments. An absolute frame of reference can be changed
into an intrinsic frame of reference, and a ternary point calculus can be changed
into a binary point calculus for the special case where origin and relatum are at
the same position. Alternatively, the objects can be represented as lines with two
end points that can be interpreted as origin and relatum. The following sections
show how the calculi introduced in chapter 3 can be applied for the description
and reconstruction of an object configuration into a global frame of reference.
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Figure 4.2: Object representation. a) Rectangle projections onto the axis. b) Oriented
object representations.
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4.1 Rectangle representations
Any object can be represented as a rectangle by their minimum bounding box,
either aligned with the coordinate system or at any free angle. An object’s orientation can be attached to the rectangle by an arrow pointing into its facing
direction. Objects without known orientation can be represented just by its minimum bounding boxes. Rectangle based representations include Minimum Bounding Rectangle Relations [Pap95], Rectangle Algebra [Bal98; Güs89; Muk90], the
Direction Relation Matrix [Goy00a; Goy00b; Goy01] and the part of the Mukerjee
and Joe’s approach that deals with aligned objects [Muk90]. These use an absolute projection based frame of reference with neutral zone, and are of particular
interest for the task at hand as opposed to calculi that use a projection based
frame of reference without neutral zone. The neutral zone specifies the position
of the reference object. The space around the reference object is divided into
eight two-dimensional areas that each represent object positions for objects with
a specific alignment to the reference object.
Within the projection-based frame of reference without neutral zone, parts
of the reference object itself might overlap with the areas and an intersection
between the reference object and a target object cannot be expressed.
As mentioned before, an absolute frame of reference can be changed into an
intrinsic one, which is demonstrated in figure 4.3. In the example, the object
faces increasing y-dimension. The areas given by the absolute frame of reference
are renamed according to the object’s orientation. They are then permanently
attached to the object. Whenever the object turns, the frame of reference turns
accordingly.
Except for Mukerjee and Joe’s approach, none of the calculi presented here
takes rectangles at angles into account. However, as long as only the object’s
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position in relation to the reference object is considered, the object can have any
shape and orientation. The relations are based on a tuple of interval relations
that are given by the object’s projections onto the coordinate system’s axes. As
shown in figure 4.2a) this technique works equally well for objects at angles.

Relations of Minimum Bounding Rectangles
The 169 Minimum Bounding Rectangle Relations [Pap95] are too fine-grained
to be cognitively easy to use, but can be grouped into nine relation classes that
correspond to the relations we want to distinguish. Figure 5.6 in chapter 5 shows
which relations are part of the relation classes. The others are combined relations
that can all be expressed by a combination of the chosen relation classes.

Rectangle Algebra
The rectangle relations [Bal98; Güs89; Muk90] are tuples of interval relations
from the rectangle’s projections onto the coordinate system’s axes. This leads
to the same 169 rectangle relations as for MBRs. The rectangle relations can be
grouped into nine relation classes, shown in figure 4.4. Each describing one of the
nine relations needed.
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Figure 4.4: The nine relation classes for rectangle relations.
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Direction Relation Matrix
The Direction Relation Matrix [Goy00a; Goy00b; Goy01] considers nine basic
relations. When its absolute frame of reference is changed into an intrinsic frame
of reference, the nine relations coincide exactly with the nine relations needed
in our task. Designed for the application in geographic information systems,
reasoning processes developed for the Direction Relation Matrix are aimed for
recognition of described object configurations available from the GIS’ database.
The reconstruction of of object configurations has not been considered.
AC Calculus
From all calculi, presented in this thesis, the AC calculus [Rag03] is the only
one that clearly considers reconstruction of a whole object configuration. The
reconstruction takes place in a grid Gn (N2 ) of rectangular cells. A cell could be
interpreted as the object’s minimum bounding box. Therefore the AC representation can be regarded as a rectangle representation. Thirteen binary relations
that include the nine relations needed are used. If the relations AR and DR are
combined to the relation RIGHT NEUTRAL, AL and DL to the relation LEFT
NEUTRAL, AF and DF to the relation STRAIGHT FRONT, and AB and DB to
the relation STRAIGHT BACK, the nine relations remain. However, the calculus
does not consider objects with intrinsic orientations. The objects’ relationships
are seen from the observer’s perspective, which is a survey perspective. Object
orientations at at angles to the grid are not possible to represent.
All four approaches naturally succeed to distinguish objects at the nine positions and the target object’s own intrinsic orientation can be distinguished between four orientations that differ from each other by an angle of at least 90◦ .
For more orientations, all three rectangle representations become ambiguous. Using finer MBR- or Rectangle Algebra relations does not overcome this problem.
These relations only consider the objects’ alignment but not their orientations.
In the AC calculus, objects with orientations at angles to the grid can not be represented. Therefore, AC is restricted to four object orientations each of which is
aligned to one of the coordinate axis. Mukerjee and Joe [Muk90] follow a different
approach. In order to be able to distinguish objects’ orientations they take the
objects’ relations to the intersecting part of the objects’ regions into account.
Mukerjee and Joe’s approach
For objects aligned with the coordinate system, the approach of Mukerjee and
Joe [Muk90] uses the same representation as the MBR relations and the Rectangle Algebra and it provides the same expressibility and shortcomings. Nine
positional relations and four orientations are distinguishable. For objects at arbitrary angles a second approach, as described in section 3.11, is applied. Here
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the objects have an arbitrary orientation and the relation between them is given
with respect to their collision parallelogram (CP ). This approach distinguishes
between eight orientations but fails to describe the objects’ positional relationships unambiguously for which reason the configurations in figure 4.5a), 4.5b) and
4.5c) that should be distinguished to object B being in a) LB, in b) LN, and in
c) LF of object A, are described the same.

B

A

B

A

A

B

a) LB
dir (B/A) = IV
pos (B/A) = - pos (A/B) = - -

b) LN
dir (B/A) = IV
pos (B/A) = - pos (A/B) = - -

c) LF
dir (B/A) = IV
pos (B/A) = - pos (A/B) = - -

Figure 4.5: Different positional relations that cannot be distinguished in Mukerjee and
Joe’s approach.

A combination of the two approaches does not solve the problem. Even if
the positional relation, dir(B/A), pos(B/A), pos(A/B) and dir(A/B) is given,
some position orientation combinations are still not possible to be described
unambiguously. For instance, both configurations in figure 4.6 are described
with: B/A = (−−
−− ), dir(B/A) = II, pos(B/A) = ++, pos(A/B) = ++, and
dir(A/B) = III.

4.2 Line representations
An object representation such as a line or line segment given by an ordered tuple
of points [Sch95], or dipole, given by an arrow [Mor00], automatically includes
the object’s orientation, which makes it impossible to represent orientationless
objects. An oriented line does not represent an object homogeneously. The object’s extension in the front/back direction is represented by the length of the line,
whereas its extension in the left/right direction is not represented. The consequence is that some relations distinguishable for objects represented as rectangles
are not distinguishable in a line representation. Figure 4.7a) shows the line relations that are unambiguous representations of the objects’ positions. Each red
line represents two objects facing opposite directions. For the relations SF, SB,
and S, only objects with the directions sf or sb can be represented unambiguously.
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Figure 4.6: Two different relations that still are described the same in the combined
version of Mukerjee and Joe’s approach.
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Figure 4.7: Position relations. a), b), and c) in a line representation. d) in a frame
of reference for oriented point objects.

In figure 4.7b) it is shown, that the objects that are SF, SB, or S of the
reference object and have the orientation rf, rb, lf, lb, rn, or ln, can not be distinguished from objects having the same orientations but intersect the three regions
RF, SF, and LF, and respectively, RB, SB, and LB or RN, S, and LN. One further
difference is that the lines separating the regions RF and LF, and respectively
RB and LB, or RN and LN represent the basic relations SF and respectively
SB, or S whereas the lines separating the regions RF and RN, RN and RB, LF
and LN, LN and LB do not represent basic relations. Consequently, objects that
intersect with two of these neighbouring regions and have the orientation rn or ln
are represented on the line between the regions. Conversely, the objects that are
represented on the lines between RF and LF, and respectively, between RB and
LB, or RN and LN do not intersect the two regions. A different approach is used
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for Bipartite Arrangements [Got04]. Objects are represented as lines that only
show where the object is in relation to the reference object. In addition, a second
representation provides the object’s orientation. Thus Bipartite Arrangements
allow representation of objects without orientation.

Line Segment Relations
Line Segment Relations [Sch95] are formulated by the orientation of the four
triangles that can be established between the four end points (A, B, C, D) that
define the two line segments AB and CD. If the triangle ABC is ordered clockwise,
C is to the right of the straight line through A and B. If the triangle is ordered
anticlockwise, C is to the left of that line. If all four points are collinear, an
ordering of the pairs of points on the line is given.
An end point that is not on the straight line through the other line segment
can be either to the left or to the right of that line segment. The more finegrained relations RF, RN, and RB, and respectively LF, LN, and LB cannot be
distinguished. For instance, the relationships RF, RN and RB are all coded by
([ABC] [ABD] [ACD] [BCD]) = (− − ++) = 0011bin = 3dec and the positions
LF, LN and LB as ([ABC] [ABD] [ACD] [BCD]) = (++−−) = 1100bin = 12dec .
Furthermore, the orientations lf, sf, and rf, and respectively lb, sb, and rb are not
distinguishable from each other.

Dipole Relation Algebra
The relationship of two dipoles is given by a quadruple of relationships of each
point of each dipole to the other dipole. DRAc [Dyl05] only distinguishes between
the positions RIGHT, LEFT, SF, SB and S. The more fine-grained relations
RF, RN, and RB, and respectively LF, LN, and LB are not distinguished. At
the positions RIGHT, LEFT and S, the four orientations sf, rn, sb, and ln are
distinguished, whereas at the positions SF and SB, only the orientations right
and left are available.
DRAf adds 48 basic relations to the 24 that DRAc provides, which leads to
the result that the positions SF ∧RF , SF ∧LF , SB∧RB, and SB∧LB can also be
distinguished. Furthermore, at the positions SF and SB, the objects’ orientations
sf and sb can be described. Unfortunately, DRAf suffers from the same problem
as DRAc and the Line Segment Relations. The more fine-grained relations RF,
RN, and RB as well as LF, LN, and LB cannot be distinguished. The three
relations to the right are all coded as ArrllB whereas the three relations to the
left are coded AllrrB. Furthermore, only four orientations can be distinguished.
DRAf p adds some orientation information that allows the differentiation of eight
orientations for all available positions. However, the relations RF, RN, and RB
as well as LF, LN, and LB are still not distinguishable.
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Bipartite Arrangements
Bipartite Arrangements [Got04] use a local frame of reference and represent the
objects as line segments. The difference to Dipole Relation Algebra and Line
Segment Relations is that the representation of the target object’s orientation is
detached from the representation of its position. Furthermore, the frame of reference, shown in figure 4.7c), distinguishes the positions Fl , Fm , Fr , Bl , Bm , Br ,
Dl , Dr , and I. These relations identically match the needed relations RF, RN,
RB, LF, LN, and LB as well as SF, SB and S. Fourteen of the 23 basic relations
distinguished by Gottfried represent configurations where the target object overlaps with several reference regions. The remaining nine relations are the basic
relations that we consider necessary to distinguish.
The target object’s orientation is given by the circle next to the line that
represents the object. The circle describes exactly eight different orientations that
coincide with the desired orientations: sf, rf, rn, rb, sb, lb, ln, and lf and therefore
leads to a distinctive description of all cases that need to be differentiated. Due
to the detached orientation information, the line that represents the object can
overlap all regions that the real world object is at least partly inside. Furthermore,
objects without orientation can be represented.

4.3 Ternary point representations
The abstraction of an object to a point does not preserve its orientation. In this
case, the orientation information has to be given separately. An alternative is
used by OPRAm where objects are oriented points, which can be regarded as
arrows with infinitely small length [Mor06].
Flip-Flop- [Lig93], LR- [Sci04] , Single- and Double Cross Calculus [Fre92b;
Zim96], and TPCC [Mor03a], are ternary point calculi. A typical position description of a target object in a ternary point calculus would be formulated as:
‘The church (target object) is to the right of the town hall (relatum), seen from
the post office (origin).’ In our scenario, origin and relatum coincide, as the observer is located at the reference object. This can be seen as a special case of
the ternary point calculus, where the line from origin to the relatum becomes
infinitely small and legitimizes the use of oriented points. Another solution that
makes it possible to use a ternary point calculus, even though only two different
positions are available, is to represent the reference object as two points. In this
case one point represents its back (origin) and the other its centroid or its front
(relatum). This representation is similar to a line representation.
Flip-Flop- and LR Calculus
The Flip-Flop Calculus [Lig93] does not take the special case into account when
origin and relatum lie at the same position. Its refinement, the LR Calculus,
includes the relation equal, where all three points are at the same position, and
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the relation e12, where origin and relatum are equal. However, the position
for the target object in e12 will not be further distinguished other than being
DIFFERENT from origin and relatum.
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Figure 4.8: Different approaches to change the frame of reference of ternary point
calculi to binary point calculi and line representations for the special case where origin
and relatum coincide. a) and b) LR Calculus, c) Single Cross Calculus d) Double Cross
Calculus e) and f ) TPCC.

The LR Calculus [Sci04] can be modified, in such a way that the point representing origin and relatum is an oriented point. Figure 4.8a) shows that after
this modification, the five LR relations equal SF (4), SB (0), S (A, B, 1, 2, 3),
LEFT (6), and RIGHT (5). However, the relations RF, RN and RB as well as
LF, LN and LB, are not available.
At the positions SF and SB, Flip-Flop and LR Calculus distinguish between
the four orientations sf, rn, sb, and ln, but at the positions RIGHT and LEFT
only between the two orientations right and left. Representing the object as a line
from its back to its front as shown in figure 4.8b), instead of an oriented point,
leads to the same expressibility regarding orientations. The difference with the
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previous approach is a finer granularity with regard to the position S, which is
not of interest.
Single Cross Calculus
When origin and relatum coincide in the Single Cross Calculus [Fre92b; Zim96],
and the object is represented as an oriented point, the frame of reference becomes
the one shown in figure 4.8c) which equals the frame of reference that we consider
suitable for point objects. The nine positional relations can clearly be differentiated but for the target object’s intrinsic orientation only at the positions SF,
SB, LN, and RN eight orientations are distinguishable. At the positions RF, LF,
RB, and LB only four different orientations can be described. The same expressibility is gained by using the alternative where the objects are represented as line
segments.
Double Cross Calculus
When origin and relatum coincide, and the objects are represented as oriented
points, the Double Cross Calculus [Fre92b; Zim96] becomes equivalent to the
Single Cross Calculus. In the second alternative, when a line describes the object
from its back to its front, the Double Cross Calculus, shown in figure 4.8d), allows
for the distinction between all nine regions and becomes the suitable reference
frame for line objects. The frame of reference is similar to the one used in Bipartite
Arrangements but the representation of objects includes the objects’ orientations.
Even in this approach, it is only possible to distinguish between four intrinsic
orientations of the target object at the positions RF, LF, RB, and LB.
Ternary Point Configuration Calculus
The TPCC [Mor03a] is derived from the Single Cross Calculus but makes finer
distinctions. A further difference is that the relatum is facing the origin whereas
in the Single Cross Calculus, origin and relatum are facing the same direction.
The relation names in TPCC use the relatum’s front/back orientation and the
origin’s left/right orientation.
When origin and relatum coincide, the close regions that are defined by a circle
around the relatum, with the distance between origin and relatum as radius,
disappear. The resulting frame of reference is shown in figure 4.8e). Thirteen
regions remain, eight of which are areas, four are lines, and the position of the
relatum itself. In TPCC, not only the relations RF, RN, and RB as well as LF,
LN and LB are distinguished, but also RF, RB, LF, and LB are each divided
into two separate regions. This allows for the distinction of eight different intrinsic
orientations for the target object. Figure 4.8f) shows the reference frame where
the reference object (the red square) is represented as a line from its back to its
centroid. The close regions are kept (inside the red circle), but depending on the
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reference object’s shape, it can be assumed that at least parts of the close regions
are occupied by the object itself.

4.4 Binary point representations
In a binary point calculus, the target object’s relation to the reference object is
described by using just the two points, relatum and target. To use a binary point
calculus the relatum must either have an intrinsic orientation as is the case in
OPRAm [Mor05; Mor06; Dyl06], or a global frame of reference must be used,
something which is true for Star Calculi [Ren04].
Star Calculi
Star Calculi [Ren04] is a group of binary point calculi with arbitrary granularity,
originally using a global frame of reference. Star Calculi can be either projectionbased or cone-based, depending on the offset that the first relation has to the
reference direction. Star Calculi with no offset provide a projection-based frame
of reference. To apply Star Calculi for the given task, the global frame of reference
is changed into an intrinsic one by applying the object’s intrinsic orientation as
its reference direction. ST AR1 (0) consists of one line through the object that
splits the plane around it into the five regions SF, SB, LEFT, RIGHT and S. This
approach equals the previously described special case of the LR Calculus where
origin and relatum coincide and the objects are represented by oriented points.
In ST AR2 (0) the nine regions SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF and S are
distinguished. This results in the same frame of reference as Single- and Double
Cross Calculus, with coinciding origin and relatum and an object representation
as oriented points. ST AR4 (0) uses seventeen position relations and is able to
distinguish between eight orientations that differ by at least 45◦ . ST AR4 (0) is
therefore equivalent to the special case of the TPCC. Further Star Calculi provide
an even finer categorization of positions and orientations. ST AR8 (0) for instance,
is able to distinguish orientations with a resolution of 22, 5◦ and ST AR16 (0) with
a resolution of 11, 25◦ .
Oriented Point Relation Algebra
A relation in OPRAm [Mor05; Mor06; Dyl06] is a relation tuple where each
object’s position is given in relation to the other object. This automatically
captures the objects’ relative orientations. The frame of reference is intrinsic and
the objects are represented as oriented points. Assumed that the relationships of
two objects are always given in pairs (A/B and B/A) using calculi different from
OPRAm , OPRA1 and OPRA2 are similar to the previously described versions of
ST AR1 (0) and ST AR2 (0). OPRA4 ’s expressibility equals the modified version
of ST AR4 (0). The 16x16 relation tuples describe seventeen different positions,
and eight different orientations. It is not necessary to use the relation tuple just
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to describe the target object’s position in relation to the reference object. This
can be described with only one piece of information. It is therefore possible to
represent objects with unknown orientation and add orientation information later,
when it becomes available.

4.5 Evaluation
Four rectangle representations, one grid representation, three line segment representations, four ternary point calculi and two binary point calculi have been
analyzed. Several general criteria, listed in the beginning of this chapter, must
be fulfilled by a spatial calculus to be appropriate for the overall purpose when
describing an object configuration from a local perspective and reconstructing it
into a global frame of reference.
The advantage of a rectangle representation and the grid representation is their
inherent representation of three-dimensional objects two-dimensionally. The representation is symmetrical; all represented dimensions are equally abstracted. It
allows also for overlapping relations, such as an object being in more than one basic relation to the reference object at the same time. In addition to this, objects
without orientation can be represented. All four rectangle representations and
the grid representation are able to distinguish the nine positions that are considered necessary but none of them is able to represent more than four orientations
unambiguously.
Lines represent objects asymmetrically. An object’s length is abstracted by
the line’s length, but its width is neglected with the consequence that not all overlapping relations can be represented unambiguously. Line Segment Relations and
Dipole Relation Algebra use the orientation of the line to represent the object’s
orientation and are therefore not able to represent objects with unknown orientation. Neither calculus is able to distinguish between nine positions nor between
eight orientations. Bipartite Arrangements represent an object’s orientation separately from the line that represents the object at its relative position. This
allows for objects with unknown orientation. Furthermore, nine positions and
eight orientations can be differentiated and the calculus is thus able to represent
overlapping relations.
Using a ternary point calculus seems to be unsuitable in a situation where
only two objects are available. However, this situation can be seen as the special
case where origin and relatum coincide. Two approaches were discussed. In the
first the objects were represented as oriented points whereas in the second the
objects were represented as lines. In both alternatives, LR- and Single Cross
Calculus could not distinguish between the three different relations RF, RN, and
RB, and respectively, LF, LN, and LB. Double Cross Calculus could express
the relations RF and LF but could not distinguish between RN and RB, and
respectively, LN and LB. In both alternative representations, TPCC was the
only calculus that could distinguish between the nine necessary positions. It
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distinguishes between thirteen position relations (26 in the case where close and
distant positions are distinguished). The relations RF, RB, LF, and LB are
divided into two subregions, which make it possible to distinguish between the
eight orientations.
A binary point calculus seems to be more appropriate to represent the reference
and the target object. Both ST AR Calculi and OPRAm represent a group of
calculi with scalable granularity. ST AR4 (0) and OPRA4 distinguish between
seventeen position relations that include the nine relations required as such or
as union of three relations each. The fine-grained positional distinction makes it
possible with regard to both calculi to distinguish between the eight orientations.
Not regarding the close and distant regions in TPCC, the ST AR4 (0), OPRA4
and TPCC representation equal each other except for region naming. Hereafter,
only OPRA4 will be referred to because it provides this functionality naturally
by way of design. TPCC had to be modified for the special case where origin and
relatum coincide and ST AR4 (0) originally uses a global frame of reference.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 provide an overview of the different aspects that have been
analyzed for all calculi (except the AC calculus) within this chapter. To summarize, when objects are abstracted to lines, Bipartite Arrangements are a good
choice and for point objects it is appropriate to use OPRA4 . Unfortunately, no
rectangle representation has been found that covers the requirements. As rectangle representations are regarded to be natural and appropriate for objects that
are relatively close to each other, it would be an advantage to have a rectangle
representation available that covers the requirements. Therefore, the representation scheme QuaDRO, introduced in chapter 6 has been developed. QuaDRO
represents objects as rectangles and covers some, but not all, important aspects
that the previously discussed rectangle approaches did not cover. To the author’s
knowledge, no comparable system designed for description and reconstruction of
object configurations does exist. Before QuaDRO is introduced, chapter 5 presents
the psychological background and technical requirements for this representation
scheme.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the discussed aspects for rectangle- and line representations.
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Table 4.2: Summary of the discussed aspects for ternary- binary point representations.

Chapter

5

General aspects of object
configuration description and
reconstruction
The rescue scenario outlined at the beginning of chapter 1, demonstrates that
a global overview of an object configuration has to be reconstructed from a description that is formulated from one or several local points of view. The description should be neither cognitively complex to produce from the local point
of view nor should it be cognitively complicated to reconstruct from the given
description. The challenge is that the observer (speaker) and the reconstructor
(listener/hearer) have very different perspectives on the object configuration.
To describe an object configuration the positional relationships between the
objects have to be given. In sections 5.1 and 5.2 it is shown that the perspective
taken (the frame of reference used) in communication depends on people’s preferences that are grounded in the language used, their cultural environment [Lev96],
and on the task to fulfill [Tve99]. Depending on the circumstances, one out of
the three alternative perspectives, gaze tour, route tour and survey perspective is
used to describe an object configuration [Tve99]. The information necessary to
reconstruct an object configuration into an absolute frame of reference is given in
section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the object relations necessary to describe objects’ positions in relation to each other and section 5.5 combines the previously
introduced aspects and presents the approach to describe an object configuration
for reconstruction made in this thesis. Finally, section 5.6 provides a list of requirements that a representation scheme applicable for the route tour scenario
must fulfill.
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5.1 Taking perspective
A perspective entails a point of view, a reference object and a frame of reference.
In verbal communication, perspectives are mixed depending on the purpose of
the communication [Tve99]. Tversky, Lee, and Mainwaring [Tve99] distinguish
between three basic perspectives: gaze tour, route tour, and survey perspective,
which are frequently used to describe configurations of objects.

5.1.1 Gaze tour
A gaze tour describes the configuration from a fixed viewpoint. Objects’ positions
are given in relation to other objects. A gaze tour is for instance suitable for the
description of rooms seen from the entrance and other small environments that
can easily be overlooked from one single viewpoint.

5.1.2 Route tour
In a route tour, the hearer is taken on a mental tour through the environment.
The speaker constantly changes the perspective and describes objects’ positions
in relation to the hearer’s assumed position and orientation while the hearer is
supposed to follow the route tour mentally. This technique is often applied to
describe indoor environments with several rooms where the hearer is mentally
walked from room to room.

5.1.3 Survey perspective
Using a survey perspective, the speaker takes a fixed viewpoint above the environment and describes the objects’ positions to each other using an absolute frame
of reference, for instance cardinal directions.

5.2 Changing perspective
Speakers are able to change perspective. If their culture or the language used
contains more than one frame of reference, it is possible to change between them.
The position of the furniture in a room can be described using cardinal directions, whereas the position of Belgium can be described with ‘when you go from
Germany to France you have Belgium to your right’ (assumed that you walk in a
straight line).
Using an intrinsic or absolute frame of reference, the positions of speaker and
hearer do not matter, but using a relative frame of reference speaker and hearer
must know the point of view from which the configuration is described. Reference
objects are selected in order to produce an easy to understand description for
the communication partner. Tversky, Lee, and Mainwaring [Tve99] call this the
Principle of Salience of the Referent Object. Furthermore, the terms used in the
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description are selected after the Principle of Ease of the Reference Terms [Tve99],
which means that the terms in front of and behind are preferred over the terms
to the left of and to the right of which are considered to be cognitively more
difficult [Fra90].
People often produce incoherent descriptions of an environment where they
change perspective frequently; even though it is clear that a consistency of perspective provides descriptions that are more coherent. Tversky, Lee, and Mainwaring [Tve99] experienced that the type of task influences the speaker’s chosen
perspective. If the hearer has a cognitively more difficult task to do, the speaker
will take the hearer’s perspective to reduce the hearer’s cognitive load. If the
speaker has the cognitively more difficult task to do, he will take his own perspective to reduce his cognitive load. For more details on the experiments that
led to these results and on the cognitive load that is attached to using a certain
perspective, see [Tve99].
Levelt [Lev82] describes an experiment that analyzed the way people describe
a network of coloured nodes, such as the one shown in figure 5.1, to a hearer
that has the task of drawing the network from the given description. He found
that two different approaches were used which were both tours from object to
object. One was a gaze tour, where the speaker described the configuration from
a fixed viewpoint, which is what Levelt calls the deictic perspective (relative frame
of reference). The other is a route tour, where the speaker mentally moved from
object to object and attached his own orientation to the object, so that the object
inherited an intrinsic orientation that was used as intrinsic frame of reference to
localize the next object. Levelt calls this the intrinsic perspective but points out
that this perspective could also be regarded as deictic (relative), as the speaker
uses his own (deictic) orientation, standing at another object’s position [Lev82].

5.3 Alignment
The observer’s task is to produce a description of an object configuration in such
a way that the listener is able to reconstruct the configuration from it. The aim
is that the reconstruction provides a representation from the survey perspective
(map-like) of the original object configuration. This means that the description
must contain the information needed to recognize the object configuration from
a survey perspective, for instance to compare the reconstruction with a map,
or the reconstruction with the original object configuration seen from a survey
perspective, for instance from a helicopter.
Zimmermann and Freksa [Zim96] point out that research in cognitive psychology shows that people prefer to make use of rectangular reference systems
for spatial orientation. A typical feature to distinguish between configurations is
alignment. The object configurations in figure 5.2 are usually regarded as being
distinct. The differences can be described by more than just the difference in distance whereas the differences in the configurations in figure 5.3 are obvious but
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Figure 5.2: Object configurations with objects aligned differently.
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Figure 5.3: Object configurations with objects aligned alike.
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very difficult to express without referring to the differences in distance. Reconstructing an object configuration containing more than two objects, the overall
global alignment of all objects to each other needs to be preserved. This means
that the relations used must be transitive. If object A is north of object B and
object C is north of object B then there is no doubt about object C ’s position
in relation to object A. Geographic maps represent object configurations in this
way. They usually use an absolute frame of reference with cardinal directions,
which are used to describe objects in relation to each other [Wil90; Hak94]. Geographic maps usually represent object configuration true to the scale whereby
other spatial information besides the object’s positional relations are preserved.
For instance, the distances between objects in a map are usually proportional to
the distances in the original object configuration. However, in the given task the
object configuration descriptions are restricted to only positional object relationships.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.4: Preservation of global alignment information. a) projection-based with
neutral zone b) cone-based frame of reference with eight zones c) cone-based frame of
reference with 16 zones.

5.3.1 Preservation of global alignment information
In order to reconstruct the object configuration into an absolute frame of reference certain object alignment relationships must be preserved within the object
configuration description. This information can be regarded as the qualitative
counterpart of the object positions in latitude and longitude. Objects that are
on the same latitude must be classified as such, as must objects lying on the
same longitude. This information is best preserved by a projection-based frame
of reference.
In the projection-based frame of reference with neutral zone in figure 5.4a) the
three red objects have three different relationships to the black reference object
(e.g. northeast, east, and southeast).
A cone-based frame of reference does not preserve this information as reliably.
Depending on the distance from the reference object, objects that are distinguished in a projection-based frame of reference, might now be classified within
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the same relationship. This is the case for the three objects in figure 5.4b) that
all three are now classified to be in the relationship east of the reference object.
The further away these objects are from the reference object, the error in position
increases in comparison to a description of latitude. Such errors might accumulate in the reconstruction. The more zones a cone based frame of reference uses
the smaller the error rate becomes, but with increasing distance to the reference
object the error is still present. In addition, the user’s cognitive load increases
with the number of zones used.

5.4 Object representation
Real world objects occupy space and to abstract them to lines or points leads
to loss of the information about relative size and alignment. This information
might not be important for objects that are relatively far apart from each other.
To describe configurations of objects that are close to each other, such as indoor
environments (e.g. the description of furniture layout) or outdoor environments
(e.g. the description of a city- or garden design) the ability to describe the object’s
alignment is essential. It is seen as an advantage if the configurations shown in
figure 5.2 are distinguishable, which is the case in a rectangle representation.
Any object’s position can be represented by its Minimum Bounding Rectangle
(MBR), and the spatial relations between the actual objects can be approximated
by their MBR relations [Pap95]. The 169 Minimum Bounding Rectangle relations
that can be distinguished taking alignment of the objects into account have been
introduced by Papadias et al. [Pap95], an approach further explained in chapter 3.
MBR relations are based on Allen’s Interval Calculus [All83] that is also explained
in chapter 3. For the MBR relations, the 13 interval relations: before, meets,
overlaps, starts, contains, equals, finishes, started by, contained by, finished by,
overlapped by, met by, and after are used in tuples of relations where one entry
gives the relationship of the rectangles in one dimension, and the second entry
gives their relationship in the second dimension.
The frame of reference used for Papadias et al.’s MBR relations is absolute.
Switching to an intrinsic frame of reference the position of an object must be given
in relation to the reference object’s intrinsic, or pseudo intrinsic orientation. The
nine two-dimensional regions that provide a complete partition of the space around
the reference object can be named to express the direction in which a target object
can be found. Figure 5.5 shows the result. The position classes (areas) are named
with capital letters: STRAIGHT FRONT (SF ), RIGHT FRONT (RF ), RIGHT
NEUTRAL (RN ), RIGHT BACK (RB ), STRAIGHT BACK (SB ), LEFT BACK
(LB ), LEFT NEUTRAL (LN ), LEFT FRONT (LF ), and SAME (S ). These nine
basic relations are all that is needed to completely describe an object configuration. All other relations are compositions of them. In figure 5.6 it is shown that
each basic relation includes a group of MBR relations. Assuming that the reference rectangle is facing the top of the page, the first row in Papadias et al.’s
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Figure 5.5: Position classes based on differences in alignment.

MBR relation table (the MBR relations R1
the intrinsic frame of reference, as:

1

to R1

13 )

can be expressed using

R1 1 ⇒ LEFT FRONT
R1 2 ⇒ LEFT FRONT and aligned with STRAIGHT FRONT
R1 3 ⇒ LEFT FRONT and STRAIGHT FRONT
R1 4 ⇒ LEFT FRONT and STRAIGHT FRONT and aligned with RIGHT FRONT
R1 5 ⇒ LEFT FRONT and STRAIGHT FRONT and RIGHT FRONT
R1 6 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT and aligned with LEFT FRONT
R1 7 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT and aligned with LEFT FRONT and aligned with RIGHT
FRONT
R1 8 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT and RIGHT FRONT and aligned with LEFT FRONT
R1 9 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT
R1 10 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT and aligned with RIGHT FRONT
R1 11 ⇒ STRAIGHT FRONT and RIGHT FRONT
R1 12 ⇒ RIGHT FRONT and aligned with STRAIGHT FRONT
R1 13 ⇒ RIGHT FRONT

An object can be completely within one region, or can be overlapping several
regions. Furthermore, an object can be aligned with a neighbouring region. The
object’s position is described by a combination of the names of all regions the
object is at least partly inside and the naming of neighbouring regions the object
is aligned with. Leaving the alignment information aside, 36 of the originally
169 relations remain which only give the positional information. Twenty-seven
of these are combined relations in the form of more than one region which the
object is partly inside.
Many approaches to qualitative reasoning about orientation use a set of eight
basic relations (nine if the position of the reference object itself is also taken into
account). Freksa’s Single Cross Calculus uses the eight regions straight front,
right front, right neutral, right back, straight back, left back, left neutral and left
front [Fre92b]. Mukerjee and Joe [Muk90] use eight regions around their reference
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Figure 5.6: The nine relations are groups of several MBR relations. The groups are
circled in red on Papadias’ original MBR table [Pap95].

object that are numbered 1 to 8. Goyal and Egenhofer [Goy01], in their Direction
Relation Matrix and Ligozat [Lig98], for his cardinal directions, settled for the
eight regions north, north east, east, south east, south, south west, west, and north
west, using an absolute frame of reference. Fernyhough et al. [Fer00] use the same
eight regions as Mukerjee and Joe but give them the intuitive names: ahead, ahead
right, right, behind right, behind, behind left, left, and ahead left to be used within
the traffic domain.
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5.5 Components of object configuration description
In the scenario described earlier, the observer is in an environment too wide to
be overlooked from one position, and therefore has to move around in order to
provide position relationships for all objects. This excludes the possibility of a
description from a survey perspective or of a gaze tour given from a single viewpoint. The observer describes parts of the configuration from different viewpoints,
using intrinsic frames of reference. In order to allow the listener to reconstruct the
described configuration into a global frame of reference, with the global alignment
information preserved, the observer needs to explain exactly what his viewpoint
is for each part of the description. If the orientation of that applied frame of
reference is different from the previously applied this orientation change must
be traceable for the listener. The listener has a survey perspective onto the reconstruction. Furthermore, he has the notion of the observer’s orientation and
orientation information for some of the objects. Therefore, the listener is able to
switch between the different frames of reference that the observer uses and able
to keep track of the object configuration description.
To solve the task of describing an object configuration from different local
viewpoints by an observer on site and to reconstruct it into a map-like representation from the survey perspective, the previously discussed aspects of object
relation descriptions and information necessary to establish a map-like reconstruction of an object configuration are combined and the following conclusion has been
drawn: An appropriate object configuration description can be given by a combination of a route tour with several gaze tours, one for each step within the route
tour. In addition to each gaze tour that describes the position of the seen objects
in relation to the reference object, the relative positions between these objects
have to be described. This is done in a momentarily applied absolute frame of
reference, a concept that is further explained in section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 Route tour observation
To describe the objects’ relative positions a pseudo intrinsic reference frame, similar to the reference frame used by Levelt’s subjects [Lev82] during the route tour,
is used for the objects that function as reference objects. Standing at an object the
observer uses his own orientation that he had when he arrived at the object and
merges it onto the object as if it would be the object’s intrinsic orientation. This
way, the listener always knows what orientation an object has, as he knows from
which direction the observer approached the object, assuming that the observer
always moves in a straight line between objects.
Considering that people in wayfinding or route description tasks usually distinguish between eight direction classes, that Klippel [Kli03a; Kli03b], calls sharp
right, right, half right, straight, half left, left, sharp left and back, eight directions
are used in this approach. In order to be consistent with the terminology for the
objects’ positions introduced below, the eight orientations will be named in lower
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case: right back (rb), right neutral (rn), right front (rf ), straight front (sf ), left
front (lf ), left neutral (ln), left back (lb) and straight back (sb). Standing at an
object, the observer can leave that object in one of these eight directions.
Using an intrinsic frame of reference for each object leaves the possibility open
to actually use the object’s own intrinsic frame of reference if available. In this
case, the observer has to explain, how the object is oriented, which can be done
by naming the position of the object he came from in relation to the new reference
object. Using the object’s own intrinsic orientation, the observer might approach
an object from any direction. In the present case, where the orientation of the
arriving observer sets the intrinsic orientation for the reference object the observer
will always approach an object from behind (straight back ). While approaching
the object the observer’s viewpoint and the place of the new reference object
differ. The frame of reference that matches the process of approaching the object
is the frame of reference used in Hausa [Hil82].
In figure 5.7 a possible route tour between four objects is pictured. Grey lines
inside the object represent the eight directions that the observer can take. The
direction that he takes to continue his route is shown with a red arrow, pointing in
the leaving direction, the arrow line is continued as a dashed red line outside the
object to indicate the route. The direction the observer approaches the object
from is shown by a dashed black line outside the object that becomes a black
arrow pointing at the centre point of the object. This incoming direction sets the
intrinsic orientation of the object, whereby the object’s front is the object’s edge
or corner the arrow points to. The line from the middle of the object to its front
is represented in black. Somewhere, roughly in the middle of the two objects,
the dashed line turns from red (leaving direction) to black (incoming direction).
In figure 5.7 the observer starts at object A. He decides to move right front to
object C, his incoming direction sets the intrinsic frame of reference for object
C. He proceeds in the direction right front to object F. From there he takes the
direction left front to object H.

H

C
F

A

Figure 5.7: Route tour between reference objects.
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5.5.2 Gaze tour observation
The purpose of the route tour presented above is that the observer describes parts
of the object configuration with gaze tours from different positions. Figure 5.8
describes the route starting from object A via object C to object F. At the position
of object A the observer gives the relative positions of the objects B, D and C as
B being to the LEFT FRONT, (B LF A), C to the RIGHT FRONT, (C RF A),
and D to the RIGHT NEUTRAL, (D RN A), of reference object A. He continues
his route to object C, which means that he leaves object A in the direction right
front (rf ).
The incoming direction at object C is straight back (sb), because the orientation that the observer has when he arrives at object C is attached to the object as
its intrinsic orientation. Standing at object C the observer describes the positions
of the objects B, E, F, and D in relation to object C as (B LB C ), (E SF C ), (F
RF C ), and (D RN C ). The relationship of object A to object C does not have
to be explicitly given, as the relationship (C RF A) and both object’s relative
orientations are known, the relationship (A SB C ) can be concluded.
The observer continues his route to object F in the direction right front (rf )
and approaches object F from straight back (sf ). The object adopts his orientation and the positions of the objects E, H, D and G with regard to object F are
therefore (E LB F ), (H LF F ), (D RB F ), and (G RF F ). In the example, the
observer gives the relative position of all the objects that he can see from a viewpoint. Some objects are visible from more than one viewpoint and therefore their
position is given in relation to more than one object. The more relationships are
presented that describe the position of an object the more accurately the object’s
position can be determined and the less reasoning about unknown relationships
is necessary, which leads to a more exact reconstruction.
H

E

C

B

A

F

D

G

Figure 5.8: Route tour (black and red) combined with several gaze tours (blue).

5.5.3 Momentarily applied absolute frame of reference observation
In the example shown in figure 5.8 the observer starts at object A and during his
gaze tour from this viewpoint, he describes the positions of object B and object
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C in relation to object A. The listener learns first about object A, and represents
it in the reconstruction. As it is the first object within the reconstruction, any
orientation is possible and the listener is free to choose one out of the eight possible
orientations. For simplicity it is assumed that he uses cardinal directions with
north at the top of the page. In this example it is assumed that he chooses the
orientation north for object A. Thereafter he adds object B LEFT FRONT of
object A in relation to object A’s orientation, which translates to northwest in
the absolute frame of reference.
So far, the objects could just be placed into the reconstruction without any
complications. When object C is to be added RIGHT FRONT, and therefore
northeast, of object A, the listener has no information on the relationship object C
has to object B. Depending on object B ’s and object C ’s sizes, the relationship of
object C to object B in the reconstruction could be northeast, northeast and east,
east, east and southeast, southeast, or northeast and east and southeast.
It is advantageous, if the observer mentions the relationship between the two
objects. For the moment the optimal is assumed whereby the observer, standing
at object A sees both object B and object C. Ideally, he is able to classify their
relationship to each other from his current position. Therefore, one of these objects becomes the reference object and the other’s position is described in relation
to it. Several alternatives exists of how a frame of reference could be attached to
the reference object in order to describe this relationship.
Firstly, a pseudo intrinsic frame whose orientation is similar to the observer’s
orientation while the observer is facing the reference object. This is similar to the
pseudo intrinsic frame of reference used during the route tour where the reference
object inherited the observer’s orientation by arrival. The difference is that the
observer is not estimating the relative position of the target object from the
position of the reference object but from his current viewpoint. In the example
this translates to the observer standing at object A facing object B and describing
object C’s position in relation to B seen from object A. This adds additional load
to the listener, who not only has to follow the orientation attached to the reference
objects, but also from what viewpoints relationships were estimated.
Secondly, if available, the reference object’s own intrinsic frame could be used.
This alternative contains the same difficulty that the relationship between the
objects is estimated from the observer’s current viewpoint. Additionally, the
orientation of the reference object has to be explicitly transmitted to the listener.
Furthermore, this solution does not work for objects without an intrinsic frame
of reference. In both alternatives the observer changes his orientation so that he
always faces the reference object used for a relationship and the listener must
follow all orientation changes. The more changes there are the more complexity
is added to the process and the possible sources of error increase.
Finally, the alternative chosen for this thesis, suggests that the observer describes the relationships between the objects he sees from his current position in
relation to each other, whereby he keeps the same orientation for all relationships
given. This is called a description in a momentarily applied absolute frame of
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reference. In the same way that cardinal directions can be used, fixed bearings
that the observer establishes according to his own orientation are used to describe
the relations between the objects that are seen from the current viewpoint. As
mentioned before it is assumed that all objects occupy a two-dimensional space
on the ground that can be approximated by their minimal bounding boxes. The
frame of reference applied here would therefore become a projection based frame
of reference, exactly like the frame of reference used for the reference object at
which the observer stands. In order to keep the terminology simple, the same
terms, introduced before are used to describe an object’s relationship to a reference object in a momentarily applied absolute frame of reference. This means for
the objects in figure 5.8 that object C is RIGHT NEUTRAL of object B, object
B is LEFT NEUTRAL of object C, object D is RIGHT BACK of object C and
RIGHT BACK of object B and object B and object C are both LEFT FRONT
of object D.

5.5.4 Summary of the description process
The steps of the description process are summarized within the activity diagram
presented in figure 5.9. The observer moves from object to object in a route tour,
and a pseudo intrinsic frame of reference inheriting the observer’s orientation, is
attached to each object. Therefore, the observer always approaches a new object
from straight back (sb). At each step within the route tour he provides the relative
position of all objects he can see from where he stands in relation to the object
he stands at in a gaze tour. Eight (nine if the position of the reference object
itself is included) position classes are available for the observer to classify object
positions.
A description of the relations between the objects in a gaze tour follows. After
that, the observer keeps his position and orientation and describes the relations in
a momentarily applied absolute frame of reference with a neutral zone, whose axes
are given by the observer’s orientation. When all relations have been described
the observer explains to which of the other objects, previously mentioned, he
continues his route. The listener is able to switch between the different frames
of reference due to his survey perspective onto the reconstruction area using its
own absolute frame of reference. For reasons of convenience, cardinal directions
are used.

5.6 Object Configuration Reconstruction
An object configuration shall be reconstructed from a description that is established in the way described in the previous section. The reconstruction has to
match all the nine qualitative relations that were considered necessary (SF, RF,
RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF, S ). The reconstruction process should be cognitively
easy to fulfill.
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Figure 5.9: The route tour description process.
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5.6.1 Reasoning with mental models
Research in cognitive psychology examines the human cognitive processes of constructing mental models and reasoning with these models. Even though the focus
in this thesis lies on physical object configuration reconstruction rather than reconstruction with mental models, research in mental model theory (MMT) [JL91;
JL01] might help the understanding of typical problems and preferences concerning reconstruction processes in general.
Mental Model Theory (MMT)
Johnson-Laird [JL01] and Johnson-Laird and Byrne [JL91] suggested that people when mentally constructing spatial relationships between objects, use a symmetrical mental spatial array into which they insert the objects. The objects’
relationships represent the scenarios described by the premisses.
Preferred Mental Model (PMM)
Psychological experiments about human spatial reasoning with mental models
show that people usually only construct one mental model that is consistent with
the given premisses, even for indeterminate problems. Indeterminate problems are
those for which several consistent reconstruction alternatives are possible. When
a mental model has to be varied in order to match additional premisses the new
mental model is created as a variation from the PMM with as little difference as
possible [Rau05; Jah04; Kna95].
First free fit (fff )
When objects have to be inserted into the mental array, the array cells that lie
in the given relationship are scanned from the reference object and the object is
inserted in the next empty cell found. This strategy is called the first free fit (fff)
opposed to the first fit strategy (ff) where the object is inserted into the array
cell adjacent to the reference object and an object that could have possibly been
there earlier is moved to the next adjacent cell [Rag06].

5.6.2 The SRM model
Ragni et al. [Rag05] present the SRM model (Spatial Reasoning by Models) for
human spatial reasoning by means of mental models. It was developed to simulate human spatial reasoning. The spatial working memory is represented by a
two-dimensional grid in which a simulated spatial focus places objects, inspects
reconstructed object configurations in order to draw conclusions, and manipulates
the objects’ positions.
In the SRM model, four relations: to the left of, to the right of, in front of, and
behind are represented. The relations have to be interpreted so that objects that
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are to the left or to the right of the reference object are on the same horizontal
line as this object and objects that are in front or behind the reference object are
on the same vertical line as it. A relation is a triple (X, r, Y) where X is the target
(referent), Y is the reference object (relatum) and r the relationship between the
two. When objects have to be inserted into the grid, the spatial focus locates the
reference object and according to the provided relationship, inserts the target into
the grid. Mental spatial reasoning is modelled in three phases: the construction
phase, the inspection phase, and the variation phase.
Formally the SRM model is a quintuple (I, O, A, F, C) where:
• I is the input mechanism to the model.
• O is a set of object names.
• A is the spatial array.
• F is the focus.
• C is a control process, controlling the focus and other executive functions.
The following examples of input premisses are cited:
The hammer is to the right of the pliers.
The screwdriver is to the left of the pliers.
The wrench is in front of the screwdriver.
The saw is in front of the pliers.
What is the relation between the wrench and the saw?
During the construction phase one premiss at a time is read and the described
target object is inserted into the grid. If the reference object was already in the
grid the target object is inserted by first free fit [Rag06] into the next free grid cell
in order for the relationship given in the premiss to hold. If the reference object
is not in the array a new spatial array is generated and reference object and target object are inserted according to the relationship given in the premiss. When
reference object and target object are both members of two already existing but
separate arrays, the two arrays are connected into one array, and the relationship
functions as the connector.
The SRM model stops when it has found one model. This, with reference to the
preferred mental model theory (PMM) [Kna95; Jah04; Rau05], is called the PMM.
If model variation is necessary, SRM starts from the PMM and generates new
models by changing it with minimal changes following the principle of conceptual
neighbourhood [Rau05]. The SRM model has been implemented with the ACTR production system. The result allows to predict reasoning times of human
spatial mental reasoning. For more information on the implementation see [Boe06;
Rag07].
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5.6.3 Requirements for object configuration description and reconstruction
The strategies chosen for an observer on site are outlined in a route tour through
the environment. The route tour is combined with several gaze tours from certain reference objects and a description of object relationships in a momentarily
applied absolute frame of reference.
The reconstruction process as the focus of this thesis, aims at a physical reconstruction of a described object configuration opposed to a mental reconstruction
as in [Rag05; Boe06; Rag07]. Many more objects than in the psychological experiments are to be reconstructed and a person is usually not able to hold all
the objects and their relationships in mind. Instead he has to successively reconstruct the configuration physically. The listener is allowed or even expected
to use a strategy for the reconstruction. This strategy is meant to make the
reconstruction process easier for the listener.
From the MMT and the fff theory it is known that people prefer not to relocate objects once inserted into the model. This is, of course, also an advantage
within a physical reconstruction. Furthermore, MMT shows that people prefer
to establish only one mental model, the preferred mental model (PMM) and only
look for alternative models if necessary. In many cases the PMM is used instead
of a correct alternative which might lead to wrong conclusions about implicit relationships within the model. For the physical reconstruction task it is desirable
to only work with one reconstruction but to keep this reconstruction correct at
all times with all explicit and implicit relationships between the objects included.
The summarized requirements for a description and reconstruction technique
allowing for a map-like reconstruction within a global frame of reference are as
follows:
• Objects are to be represented as rectangles.
• A rectangular frame of reference with neutral zone is needed.
• An intrinsic (or pseudo-intrinsic) orientation must be attachable to any
reference object.
• The frame of reference must be aligned to the underlying global frame of
reference even though its intrinsic orientation might be at an angle to the
underlying global frame of reference. This is necessary in order to allow for
an object configuration reconstruction from the survey perspective.
• The space around the reference object has to be divided into eight position
classes.
• Eight orientation classes for the objects and for the orientation of the observer and the direction of the observer’s movement have to be distinguishable.
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• The position classes (except the class that describes the position of the
reference object itself) must coincide with the eight orientation classes.
• The object relations used to describe the relative object positions must be
binary.
• Objects whose orientation are unknown have to be representable.
• The reconstruction shall be consistent with the premisses that have been
considered within the reconstruction, at any time during the reconstruction
process.
• An object’s position has to be calculated completely before the object is
inserted into the reconstruction.
• The strategy must be general and result in a consistent reconstruction for
any number of objects.
• The strategy shall guide the listener during the reconstruction process and
help him to avoid typical mistakes.
• The strategy must avoid the necessity of recalculating objects’ positions,
when new objects have to be inserted into the reconstruction in between
already represented objects.
The cognitive effort for both participants, that is, observer and listener, needs
to be minimized. For example, the orientation information the observer has to
keep in mind concerning his and the objects’ orientation within the underlying
global frame of reference needs to be minimal. To measure cognitive effort, carefully designed experiments are necessary. However, experiments of this kind are
not within the scope of this research. Nevertheless the cognitive effort of a description or reconstruction process is taken into account by applying the intuitive
rule of thumb, that ‘the less to keep in mind, the better’.
This chapter has introduced general aspects of object configuration description
and reconstruction from a psychological point of view. Furthermore, it describes
a cognitively motivated solution to describe an object configuration qualitatively
from different local viewpoints in order to reconstruct the configuration based on
the resulting description. For the reconstruction process mental model theory has
been considered in order to become aware of possible mistakes that might arise
even in physical object configuration reconstruction and that should be avoided
by a guided reconstruction process. The following chapter introduces the representation scheme QuaDRO (Qualitative Description and Reconstruction of object
Configurations) that has been developed to match the requirements of object configuration description and reconstruction presented above.

Chapter

6

QuaDRO, a representation scheme
to qualitatively describe and
reconstruct object configurations
The overall motivation to develop QuaDRO is the need for natural language communication about observed objects, between a person and an autonomous system.
The most salient example is that it could be used in connection with the WITAS
helicopter [Doh00] where it could describe any kind of object configuration that
mission control might be interested in at a given time. Traffic situations, damaged land areas, after an earthquake or a flood, for instance, places where people
are trapped, or oil slicks in the sea after oil tanker accidents, are some possible
scenarios. However, QuaDRO’s use is not restricted to the above scenarios nor is
it restricted to use within the WITAS project. Any kind of object configuration
seen from above can be described and reconstructed. Ancient rock formations,
island distributions, things lying on a desk or garden design are some examples
not within the WITAS project’s scope. Even star constellations can be described
and reconstructed.
Where people often describe object positions by naming the object’s qualitative positional relationships, autonomous systems usually collect quantitative
sensor data. To improve natural language communication between an intelligent
system and a person, a system must be able to understand and to produce relative
object position descriptions like ‘to the left of’, ‘to the right of’, ‘in front of’, etc.
QuaDRO is a representation scheme developed to qualitatively describe and
reconstruct object configurations seen from different local viewpoints. An observer might have a limited field of view, which leads to a qualitative description
of just a small part of the configuration at a time. Several descriptions from differ75
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ent viewpoints together might provide all the information needed to reconstruct
the configuration into a map-like picture. Using QuaDRO, the observer does not
have to know his global orientation and can change his location and orientation
freely almost without keeping track of it. QuaDRO uses nine positional equivalence classes to describe qualitative positional relationships between two objects.
Therefore, the cognitive load for a human observer or listener (reconstructor) is
kept minimal.
The description provided by the observer is a set of qualitative positional
constraints between objects. In order to graphically reconstruct the object configuration described, a model of the given set of constraints, mapping the objects
onto concrete positions within a Cartesian coordinate system, is needed. For
the infinite domain of coordinates in the plane, standard constraint satisfaction
strategies such as backtracking or search do not apply. Therefore QuaDRO uses a
novel approach for computing a single geometric model for a set of distinct local
observations.
Two underlying general scenarios, presented in section 6.1, set the scope of
QuaDRO’s applicability. In the first scenario, an autonomous system describes
an observed object configuration to a person. In the second scenario, a human
observer describes an object configuration for an expert system. The two central
aims in QuaDRO are (1) to automatically generate an object configuration description (ocd ) from a given geometrical scene description (GSD, a term adopted
from [Nov86]); and (2) to automatically reconstruct the configuration from an
object configuration description into a reconstructed scene description (RSD). In
the case of the observer being an intelligent system, as described in the first scenario, the input into the system is the geometrical scene description, produced by
a simulator or a vision system, and the output is the corresponding object configuration description. In the case of a human observer, as presented in the second
scenario, the input into the system is the written object configuration description
and the output is the reconstructed scene description. To verify the qualitative
correctness of the process of obtaining an ocd from a given object configuration
and of establishing a reconstruction from a given ocd, these two processes are
combined into one, which is briefly described in section 6.2.
Section 6.3 provides a brief introduction to the object configuration description process used in QuaDRO. To establish object configuration descriptions that
alleviate the reconstruction process, it is an advantage to consider several aspects
of the configuration, such as the order in which the objects are described during the description process. Due to the difficulties that might arise during the
reconstruction it is explained how these can be prevented if already considered
during description. The reconstruction described in section 6.5 takes place on the
QuaDRO grid. The grid allows for scalable granularity of object positions and is
described before the reconstruction process in section 6.4. The description and
reconstruction operations will be explained using the simple case of a completely
described configuration of objects that all have the same orientation or no orientation at all. Most techniques used in QuaDRO can be explained within this
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example. Additional techniques used to reconstruct configurations of objects with
intrinsic orientation are described in chapter 7. Techniques applied to reconstruct
object configurations from incomplete object position information are presented
in chapter 9.

6.1 Scenarios
The two scenarios illustrated in figure 6.1a) and 6.1b) and described below, sketch
the typical high-level flow of information in situations where QuaDRO is applied.
These scenarios are important for two reasons. (1) They illustrate the area of application for the QuaDRO representation scheme. (2) They describe the methodology used to validate the design. In order to verify the different parts of the
description and reconstruction processes, the parts of both scenarios fulfilled by
the autonomous system are combined to one chain of processes, illustrated in
figure 6.1c).

6.1.1 Obtaining an object configuration description from a given
object configuration
An intelligent agent functioning as observer talks to a human listener. The agent
observes an object configuration using some kind of observing device. The data
collected by the device is evaluated to a quantitative representation. In this
representation, all observed objects are recognized and identified. The object’s
positions are kept in a x-y-coordinate system. This description can be regarded as
a form of geometrical scene description (GSD). A GSD is a description of already
recognized objects in a world coordinate system where all objects are described
with their positions and orientations [Nov86].
Problems that arise due to, for example, noise in the camera data are not
within the scope of this work. The image processing tool that produces the GSD
will solve these problems in one way or another; it follows that the GSD more or
less reflect real world scenarios. To avoid being dependent on frequently reproduced GSDs from real world situations requiring autonomous systems’ outdoor
missions, a simulator is used to generate GSDs. The ocd is a qualitative description of the quantitative information contained in the GSD. Instead of coordinates,
qualitative position terms, as introduced by [Fre92a], and describing the qualitative areas of the frame of reference presented in 5.5 are used, such as: STRAIGHT
FRONT (SF ), RIGHT FRONT (RF ), RIGHT NEUTRAL (RN ), RIGHT BACK
(RB ), STRAIGHT BACK (SB ), LEFT BACK (LB ), LEFT NEUTRAL (LN ),
LEFT FRONT (LF ), and SAME (S ). Knowledge quantitatively deposited in the
GSD needs to be imparted to the human listener in a natural language via a
dialogue system. The spoken text must be able to comprehend all information
necessary for the listener to be able to reconstruct the configuration. It is therefore based on the ocd, and its range of phrases and expressions depends on the
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Figure 6.1: Example scenarios. a) An artificially intelligent autonomous observer
describes to a human listener. b) A human observer describes to an artificially intelligent
system. c) Combined scenarios for process verification.
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dialogue system’s abilities. The dialogue system itself is not within the scope of
this work and for the remainder of this thesis, there is no differentiation between
the natural language description based on the ocd and the ocd itself.
A listener has the job of reconstructing the object configuration from the
provided ocd. In the dialogue situation, the ocd will be heard only. Listening to
it leads to a mental representation [Bar02; Kos05; Nig05] of the objects and their
relative positions. Eventually, the listener has to externalize this representation
for instance as a sketch on a piece of paper, a blackboard, or a digitalization table.
Perhaps, he might even have to rebuild the configuration with model objects or
building blocks. Externalizing the representation implies needing to decide on a
distinct position for each object. An object described as being RF of a reference
object is somewhere within the infinite region RF. Placing the object into the
reconstruction implies to decide on its specific position. The human listener may
construe the whole reconstruction mentally before externalizing it as a whole.
However, usually ocd s are too comprehensive and he needs to externalize parts of
the reconstruction during the reconstruction process. The problem of relocating
objects arises when further information adds new constraints to the objects’ areas.
QuaDRO provides a strategy for a reconstruction that allows externalized diagrams wherein the objects’ qualitative relationships do not need to be retracted
in the course of the process. Using this strategy, the partly reconstructed configuration at any time provides qualitatively correct object position relationships of
all objects already represented. However, in the case of incomplete configuration
descriptions, the size of objects previously placed into the reconstruction might
have to be adjusted. Nevertheless, for incomplete descriptions, the reconstruction
is qualitatively correct after each completed reconstruction step.

6.1.2 Obtaining a reconstruction from a given object configuration
description
This scenario describes a human observer talking to an expert system. The person, not using any measuring tools, describes an object configuration observed
from one or several viewpoints to the expert system. The observer gains a mental
representation of the parts of the configuration creating a more or less complete
whole. This internal representation together with the real world situation, functions as the basis for his natural language description of the configuration. The
extent to which each of the two aspects are used is not within the scope of this
research. Knowing that the configuration has to be described for the purpose of
reconstruction, the description will concentrate on the relative object positions.
Additional distance information is not needed. Ideally, the observer’s description
formulation is not restricted and it is the task of a dialogue system to extract an
ocd from the natural language. The ocd will be passed on to the expert system for
reconstruction. However, depending on the dialogue system’s power, the observer
has to stick to certain routines producing the description. In the remainder of this
text, therefore, there will be no distinction between the actual natural language
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description and the ocd that the dialogue system extracts from it.
The ocd is the basis from which the expert system gains its understanding
of a given situation. Qualitative position relations usually allow an object to be
somewhere within a certain area. The expert system is expected to be able to
operate directly on these region constraints. Nevertheless, the vague object positions induce a lot of uncertainty, not only about the concrete object positions but
also about how to reason with the information. Reasoning under uncertainty and
reasoning with fuzzy information are challenging research areas where qualitative
strategies and common sense reasoning strategies gain more and more importance. One solution promoted in this thesis is to solve this problem the same
way often ascribed to people, namely to decide on a concrete object position that
conforms with all given constraints and to take that as the basis for further reasoning. QuaDRO provides a strategy to concretize the object’s position. If all
relationships necessary to place the object are available, a corresponding number
of cells in the underlying reconstruction grid is allocated for the object. In case
of incomplete knowledge about the relationships to other objects enough space
is allocated so that every possible relationship is covered. The reconstruction
process results in the reconstructed scene description (RSD) which has the same
format as the geometrical scene description.

6.2 Process verification using the scenarios in sequence
To verify the qualitative correctness of the process of obtaining an ocd from a given
object configuration and to establish a reconstruction from a given ocd, these two
processes are combined into one sequence. At first, ocd1 is established on the basis
of the geometrical scene description. It is then fed into the reconstruction process.
The resulting reconstruction can quantitatively be described by the reconstructed
scene description. This in turn is used as input into the description process to
establish ocd2 for the reconstruction. If the reconstruction is correct regarding all
qualitative positions using the nine positional equivalence classes, ocd1 and ocd2
are identical.

6.3 The description procedure
The purpose of the description procedure is to construct an ocd consisting of
binary object relationships. Every relationship describes an object’s position in
relation to a reference object. To obtain such a relationship a projection based
frame of reference with neutral zone as shown in figure 5.5 in chapter 5 using
the nine following basic relations is applied: STRAIGHT FRONT (SF ), RIGHT
FRONT (RF ), RIGHT NEUTRAL (RN ), RIGHT BACK (RB ), STRAIGHT
BACK (SB ), LEFT BACK (LB ), LEFT NEUTRAL (LN ), LEFT FRONT (LF ),
and SAME (S ). In the case described here (chapter 6), all objects are orientation-
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less, meaning that they all are regarded as having the same orientation so that
the intrinsic frame of reference can be applied.
In the corresponding illustrations throughout this chapter, it is assumed that
the objects’ fronts point towards the top of the page. The object configuration
description is complete and can be obtained from a survey perspective. By having
this, the observer does not have to change position or orientation.
The reference object in figure 6.2a) is object 1 and the relationship of object 2
to object 1 is therefore (2 RF 1 ) which is read as: object 2 is RIGHT FRONT of
object 1. Of course, the configuration can be described by using object 2 as the
reference object as well. The description would then be (1 LB 2 ) meaning that
object 1 is LEFT BACK of object 2. In figure 6.2b) object 1 is again chosen as
a reference object and the relationship of object 2 to object 1 is (2 RF 1 ). The
relationship of object 3 to object 1 is (3 LF 1 ). In the latter case though, there
is not enough information to describe the scene unambiguously because nothing
is known about the relationship of object 2 to object 3. To describe the configuration completely, one of the relationships (3 LF 2 ) and (2 LB 3 ) needs to be
given. This means that the reference object has to be changed for example to
object 2, which has been done in figure 6.2c). Thus the relationship (3 LF 2 )
can be obtained. The reference object could be changed to object 3 to obtain the
relationship (2 RB 3 ) respectively. A possible ocd for the configuration in the
figures 6.2b) and 6.2c) is therefore {(2 RF 1 ), (3 LF 1 ),(3 LF 2 )}. In total eight
different complete ocd s are possible for an object configuration of three objects,
where the relationships of each object to every other object need to be provided.
Note, that by reversing the relationships these ocd s can be converted into each
other. For the configuration shown in figure 6.2b) and 6.2c) the eight alternatives
are:
ocd1 ={(1 LB 2 ), (1 RB 3 ), (2 RB 3 )},
ocd2 ={(1 LB 2 ), (1 RB 3 ), (3 LF 2 )},
ocd3 ={(1 LB 2 ), (3 LF 1 ), (2 RB 3 )},
ocd4 ={(1 LB 2 ), (3 LF 1 ), (3 LF 2 )},
ocd5 ={(2 RF 1 ), (1 RB 3 ), (2 RB 3 )},
ocd6 ={(2 RF 1 ), (1 RB 3 ), (3 LF 2 )},
ocd7 ={(2 RF 1 ), (3 LF 1 ), (2 RB 3 )},
ocd8 ={(2 RF 1 ), (3 LF 1 ), (3 LF 2 )}).
Any object configuration consisting of n objects is completely described by
all n2 − n object relationships. However, this number may be argued to be unnecessarily large, since the relationship (A/B ) already contains the information
of the reversed relationship (B /A). If, for instance, object A is RIGHT FRONT
of object B then object B can be nowhere else than LEFT BACK of object A.
2
Therefore, n 2−n relationships are sufficient. For instance the configuration in figure 6.3a) can be described by the ocd : {(2 RF 1), (3 RN 1), (4 RF 1), (3 RB 2),
(4 RF 2), (4 RF 3)}.
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Figure 6.2: Obtaining an ocd by describing object positions in relation to a reference
object. a) (2 RF 1) meaning that object 2 is RIGHT FRONT of object 1. b) and c)
Three relationships are needed to describe this configuration unambiguously. Reference
object 1 in b) gives the relationships (2 RF 1), (3 LF 1). The reference object has been
changed in c) to object 2 to obtain the relationship (3 LF 2).

6.3.1 Problems encountered during object configuration description
The following example illustrates some problems that arise in the context of description and reconstruction of an object configuration. Herein the listener (reconstructor) is thought of as a person. One alternative is that he reconstructs the
relationships successively in the order they are provided and that he accepts that
the reconstructed picture might need to be rearranged when further information
is obtained. At some points during the reconstruction process he might be forced
to decide on an object’s position and an object’s relationships to other objects,
knowing, that these decisions might be wrong and might have to be retracted
when further information arrives. How these problems are omitted within the
QuaDRO representation scheme follows in the following sections.
Reconstructing the configuration from the previous ocd, {(2 RF 1), (3 RN 1),
(4 RF 1), (3 RB 2), (4 RF 2), (4 RF 3)} considering the entries, one at the time
in the order they are presented leads to uncertainties about the object’s positions.
For the first relationship (2 RF 1 ) only one solution is possible. Already the second relationship (3 RN 1 ), however, leads to three different possible positions for
object 3 that are consistent with the part of the ocd that has been processed so
far. The next relationship (4 RF 1 ), leaves us with 36 different possible configurations. The fourth relationship, (3 RB 2 ) brings some clarification and eliminates
22 configurations where object 3 is not RIGHT BACK of object 2. The following
relationship (4 RF 2 ) eliminates an additional 11 configurations and the final
relationship (4 RF 3 ) chooses between the remaining three possibilities; leaving
only the correct solution.
To keep up to 36 possible configurations in mind, or to manually reconstruct
them, is cognitively difficult for a person and therefore unacceptable for spontaneous human-machine dialogue. Besides, people tend even in mental models not
to keep all possibilities open simultaneously. Instead, they decide on one concrete
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possibility, the preferred mental model [Kna95; Jah04; Rau05] and rearrange this
when further information demands it. One possible alternative to reconstruct the
configuration from the ocd in question is illustrated in figure 6.3b) to 6.3f). The
position of the objects 1 and 2 from the relationship (2 RF 1 ) is unambiguous.
When object 3 is mentioned in the relationship (3 RN 1 ), however, nothing is
known about object 3 ’s relationship to object 2. Therefore, the reconstructor
has to place object 3 somewhere in the area RIGHT NEUTRAL of object 1 and
has to keep in mind that this relationship is already definite, whereas 3 ’s relationship to object 2 can, however, still be changed. The same problem appears
for object 4 that is known to be RIGHT FRONT of object 1 when the entry
(4 RF 1 ) is reached, while its relationships to objects 2 and 3 are still open.
Figure 6.3c) is consistent with all the information known so far regarding the ocd,
but unfortunately not with the original configuration shown in figure 6.3a).
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Figure 6.3: A possible chain of intermediate configurations during the reconstruction
from the OCD: {(2 RF 1), (3 RN 1), (4 RF 1), (3 RB 2), (4 RF 2), (4 RF 3)}. a) The
original configuration. b) The intermediate configuration after the relationship (2 RF
1) has been processed. c) One, out of 36 possible configurations after the relationships
(3 RN 1) and (4 RF 1) have been dealt with. d) The relationship (3 RB 2) makes
the reconstructor reorder the objects. e) The reconstructor has to reorder again after the
relationship (4 RF 2) came to his attention. f ) The final picture after the last relationship
(4 RF 3) has been processed, is qualitatively equivalent to the original configuration.

The next ocd entry, (3 RB 2 ), clarifies that object 3 needs to be moved. It
can be moved to the position shown in figure 6.3d), which again is consistent
with the ocd processed so far but not with the original configuration, and it has
to be remembered that 3 ’s relationships to 1 and 2 are definite but the others
are not. The next entry, (4 RF 2 ), makes the reconstructor reconsider object
4 ’s position, which might lead to the result shown in figure 6.3e). Thereafter,
the last entry clarifies object 4 ’s final position. At last the resulting picture,
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given in figure 6.3f), is consistent with the original object configuration. When
the ocd provides a complete description of the object configuration, the order in
which the object relationships are presented influences the degree of uncertainty.
Well ordered ocd s avoid retracting already placed objects. For incomplete ocd s
another strategy is used, that is to allocate as much space for an object as needed
to fulfill every possible, so far unknown relationship, to any other object. The
reconstruction process for incomplete ocd s is described further in chapter 9.

6.3.2 Well ordered ocds
Algorithm 1. buildWellOrderedOCDfromSurveyPerspective
=========================================================
input:
observedObjectList (A sequence of observed objects)
output:
ocd (a sequence of ocd_entries)
--------------------------------------------------------1 describedObjectList <- getFirstObject
(observedObjectList)
2 observedObjectList <- removeFirstObject
(observedObjectList)
3 for all entries in the observedObjectList do
4
target <- current observedObjectList entry
5
for all entries in the describedObjectList do
6
create a new ocd_entry
7
ocd_entry.reference <- the current object from the
describedObjectList
8
ocd_entry.relation <- the relation the
target object to the
current object from the
describedObjectList
9
ocd_entry.target <- target
10
add ocd_entry to ocd
11
end for
12
add target to describedObjectList
13 end for
14 return ocd
--------------------------------------------------------The problem of reconsideration of objects’ relationships, described in this section can be avoided under certain conditions. If all relationships of an object
needed to locate it correctly are known before the object is inserted into the
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reconstruction this problem does not occur. If, in other words, the reconstructor waits until the complete ocd has been transmitted and can be reordered, or
searched for the appropriate entry when needed there is no problem. An alternative solution is that the observer provides well ordered ocd s using algorithm
1 ‘buildWellOrderedOCDfromSurveyPerspective’. In the preferred order, all relationships of a newly introduced object to all previously mentioned objects are
given (in the inner for loop, line 5 to 11) before the next object is introduced
(in the outer for loop, line 3 to 13). Using this algorithm saves time and effort
during the reconstruction process as it allows the reconstructor to place an object
correctly into the scene. He never has to reconsider its qualitative relationships
to the other objects.
The input to algorithm 1 is a sequence of all objects observed from the observer’s current position. At the moment it is assumed that the observer has
a complete overview of the object configuration and all objects that have to be
described are visible at once. The algorithm provides an ocd which is a sequence
of triples of the form <target object, qualitative relation, reference object>.
An ocd entry therefore consists of the slots ocd entry.target, ocd entry.relation,
and ocd entry.reference. Each object that has been described as a sequence of
ocd entries is removed from the set of observed objects (observedObjectList) and
added to the set of described objects (describedObjectList).
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6.4 The QuaDRO grid
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Figure 6.4: The QuaDRO grid. Objects are represented by nxn (n²N ) (sub)cells. a)
n=1 b) n=2 c) n=3 d) n=4.

The reconstruction process produces a structure over a two-dimensional coordinate system with adjustable granularity, called the QuaDRO grid. The advantages of adjustable granularity is that adjustments can be made for example to the observer’s perception capabilities and that the minimal resolution
can be used when providing sufficient results in order to save computational
effort [Dyl06; Ren04]. This grid is regarded to be qualitative as no metric is
applied on it. Therefore, no information about the distance between two objects
occupying neighboring cells is available.
The underlying data structure is a Cartesian coordinate system. An object is
represented by nxm (n, m ∈ N) cells. The concrete number of cells representing an
object depends on its relationships to other objects and on the available knowledge
about these relationships. For the sake of simplicity, throughout this and the
following two chapters, the objects are all supposed to be of the same size and
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represented by nxn (n ∈ N) cells. Chapter 9 uses objects occupying nxm (n, m ∈
N) cells. The cell denoted by (x,y) is defined as in [Rag03] by the coordinates
(x,y), (x+1, y), (x, y+1), (x+1, y+1). Subcells are defined accordingly.
QuaDRO’s expressibility varies with the granularity of the underlying grid.
If only the nine basic relations (SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF ) are to be
expressed, one grid cell for each object is sufficient (n=1). If overlapping relations, such as RIGHT FRONT AND RIGHT NEUTRAL, are needed the grid’s
granularity needs to be increased. An object that was previously represented by
one cell, sufficient to distinguish the nine basic relations, must now be represented
by four subcells (n=2). This representation allows a distinction between sixteen
combined relations.
If the grids granularity represents an object by nine subcells (n=3) 49 relations are distinguishable, which may express where the bigger part of an object is.
Figure 6.4c) shows, among other things, the relationship (B RIGHT FRONT +
AND RIGHT NEUTRAL A) where the bigger part of object B is in the RIGHT
FRONT region indicated by + . In natural language, this could, for instance, be
formulated as: ‘Object B is to the right front and to the right of object A, but
its bigger part is to the right front.’ For n=4, 81 relations make it possible to
express where the bigger part of an object is or if the object is equally distributed
in the neighboring regions. The relationships (B RIGHT FRONT A), (B RIGHT
FRONT + AND RIGHT NEUTRAL A), (B RIGHT FRONT AND RIGHT NEUTRAL A), and (B RIGHT FRONT AND RIGHT NEUTRAL+ A) are shown in
figure 6.4d).
No matter how many relations are distinguished they are all based on the nine
basic relations that represent the eight regions around the minimal bounding
box of the reference object and the region of the reference object itself. All other
relations express cases where an object is distributed between neighboring regions
and can be described by the combination of the regions’ names where the object is
at least partly inside. This allows observers and listeners to learn only the names
of the nine basic relations and to combine them in the way needed, thus easily
handling them in case of a change in the grid’s granularity.
This section described the QuaDRO reconstruction grid with adjustable granularity in general. However, in order to achieve a more straightforward reconstruction process with less relationships to overlook and to concentrate on the
elements of the reconstruction process, the remainder of this thesis only deals
with the basic relationships.
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6.5 The reconstruction process
An object configuration described by an ocd is successively reconstructed into the
QuaDRO grid. Definition 6.1 formally describes a reconstructed object configuration.

Definition 6.1 Configuration
A configuration in QuaDRO is an eleventuple
Conf = hO, P, L, OL, G, S, R, OR, OCD, RSD, GCDi where
• O is a finite set of objects.
• P is a mapping from O to the objects’ handles or names.
• L is a (finite or infinite) set of locations.
• OL is a mapping from O to L, providing the objects’ locations.
• G is a finite set of binary predicates, describing the regions in the underlying global frame of reference.
• S is a finite set of binary predicates, describing the regions in the objects’
intrinsic frames of reference. The observer uses the relations in S within
the object configuration description (ocd).
• R is a finite set of unary predicates, describing orientations.
• OR is a mapping from O to R, describing the objects’ orientations.
• OCD is a subset of O×S×O, using the intrinsic frames of reference. The
OCD contains the part of the ocd, that has been reconstructed.
• RSD is a finite set of triples of the form <o, OL(o), OR(o)> : o ∈ O.
• GCD is a subset of O×G×O called the global configuration description,
using the global frame of reference.
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Definition 6.2 simple Configuration
A simple configuration is a configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 , R1 ,
OR1 , OCD, RSD, GCDi where
• O a finite set of objects.
• P is a mapping from O to N+ reflecting the order in which the objects
have been encountered.
• L ⊆ N+ × N+ , representing the set of points in the Cartesian plane with
integer coordinates.
• X ⊆ L × L = {<x, y>, <x’, y’> : x=x’ ∧ y=y’} is the equality relation.
• OL is a mapping from O to L with OL(o)=<x, y> : o ∈ O.
• G8 is a finite set of binary predicates: {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW}.
• S8 is the set of binary predicates: {SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF}.
• R1 is the unary predicate north, describing an object’s orientation.
• OR1 is a mapping from O to R1 .
∀ o ∈ O : OR1 (o) = north.
• OCD is a subset of O×S8 ×O the object configuration description.
• RSD is a finite set of tuples of the form <o, OL(o), OR1 (o)> : o ∈ O.
• GCD ⊆ O×G8 ×O the global configuration description.

The set O describes the objects in the configuration. Each object can be
addressed by its handle or name that is assigned to it by the mapping P. The
set L defines all locations at which objects can be placed. An object’s location is
described by the mapping OL from the object to its location. The set G defines
the qualitative regions used to describe an object’s position within the underlying
global frame of reference for instance NORTH, EAST, etc. The observer uses
the set S of qualitative intrinsic orientations for instance STRAIGHT FRONT,
RIGHT NEUTRAL, etc. The mapping OR assigns an orientation out of the set
R to an object. In order to place an object whose position was described by
intrinsic relationships given by the set S into the global frame of reference of the
reconstruction area, the objects’ global relationships to its reference objects have
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to be calculated. The OCD contains all ocd entries (provided by the observer) that
have been reconstructed using the intrinsic relations. In contrast to that, the GCD
contains the corresponding global object relationships. Finally the RSD describes
all triples of objects, their concrete positions within the QuaDRO reconstruction
area and their orientations within the reconstruction.
A configuration containing only orientationless objects is called a simple configuration and described in definition 6.2. In a simple configuration the objects’
handles are natural numbers, the locations are given in a Cartesian coordinate
system with integer coordinates. The set G8 of global relations (definition 6.3)
and the set S8 of intrinsic relations (definition 6.4) are used. The relation SAME
is excluded, which is especially defined by the equality relation X, in order to
prevent situations where more than one object is at the same position. R1 is a
set of orientations, which for simple configurations only contains the orientation
north. R1 is subset of R8 . Both are presented in definition 6.5. The mapping
OR1 maps orientations out of the set R1 to the objects.
Definition 6.3 G8 - Global relations
The set G8 of global spatial relations is a finite set of
binary predicates over locations <x,y>,<x’,y’> : x, x’, y,
y’ ∈ N+ in the Cartesian plane:
N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, where:
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>
<x’,y’>

N <x,y> iff (x’ = x) ∧ (y’ < y)
NE <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ < y)
E <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ = y)
SE <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ > y)
S <x,y> iff (x’ = x) ∧ (y’ > y)
SW <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ > y)
W <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ = y)
NW <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ < y)

Definition 6.4 S8 - Intrinsic relations

The set S8 of intrinsic spatial relations is given by:
{SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF}.
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Definition 6.5 Rm - Orientations

The sets Rm of orientations with parameter m ∈ {1, 4, 8} where
R1 ⊂ R4 ⊂ R8 is defined as follows:
R1 = {north}
R4 = {north, east, south, west}
R8 = {north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west, northwest}

A reconstruction is said to be OCD-consistent, when an object configuration
description of the reconstruction, using the set S of intrinsic relations, is equal to
the relationships of the OCD component. Comparing to the scenario described in
section 6.2, the OCD represents the reconstructed elements of the input ocd1 . The
RSD represents the object’s positions and orientations within the reconstruction.
ocd2 is then an object configuration description using the intrinsic relationships of
S of the reconstruction over the reconstruction itself. If the configuration is OCD
consistent then ocd1 = ocd2 under the premiss that the objects are introduced in
the same order in both cases. Formally OCD-consistency is defined in definition
6.6
Definition 6.6 OCD-consistency
A configuration Conf = hO, P, L, OL, G, S, R, OR, OCD, RSD, GCDi is
OCD-consistent
iff

∀ <o, r, o’> ∈ OCD : <OL(o), r, OL(o’)>

6.5.1 Reconstruction algorithms
The reconstruction is done in polynomial time. It starts with algorithm 2 ‘reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCD’ that takes the ocd provided by the observer
as input and provides a corresponding RSD, describing all object’s concrete positions and orientations within the reconstruction. On the basis of the RSD the
graphical representation is established. Furthermore, the algorithm provides a
GCD describing the object’s relations mentioned within the ocd in the global
frame of reference. It further fills the OCD-component with all spatial relations
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from the input ocd that have been reconstructed.
The first object can be placed anywhere within the reconstruction area. At
this point, QuaDRO places it in the middle of the initially shown part of it, which
by default is the quantitative position 7,7 (line 3-6). The object’s orientation is
set to north (line 7). For every newly introduced object in the ocd an rsd entry
is created. Such an entry consists of the object’s x-y-position in the coordinate
system (rsd entry.x, rsd entry.y), the object’s handle (rsd entry.object) and the
object’s orientation (rsd entry.orientation). The location for the following objects
are calculated by algorithm 3 ‘placeNextObject’ (line 16) whose input is the target object, the position of which has to be calculated, the ocd from which the
relationships that have to be considered are taken, and the RSD that is used to
know where the objects that are qualitatively described in the ocd, are situated
within the reconstruction. The output of algorithm 3 is an x,y-coordinate where
the target object has to be placed. This is assigned to the rsd entry in line 17
and 18 and the object’s orientation is set to north (line 19).
Furthermore, algorithm 2 translates the intrinsic object relationships, given in
the ocd into global object relationships, stored in the GCD. A gcd entry consists of
a target object (gcd entry.target), a reference object (gcd entry.reference) which
are the same as in the corresponding ocd entry, and a relation (gcd entry.relation)
which is the translation of the intrinsic relation presented in the corresponding
ocd entry, provided by algorithm 5 ‘SG’ called in line 24.
Algorithm 3 works as follows: Before any relationship is known an object can
be anywhere within the reconstruction area. Therefore, the whole reconstruction
area becomes the target object’s region (targetRegion in line 1). The reference
relation is the first relation of the target object to be considered. The variable
referenceRelation keeps this value for later use (line 2). All entries in the ocd that
describe a relation of the target object are considered next. In the for loop (line
3-14) each such entry is considered. Its reference object (referenceObject) and the
relation between target and reference object (relation) is needed. The reference
region (referenceRegion) is the region that the target object is allowed to be in
according to its relation to the reference object. It is quantitatively specified by
the function ‘calculateReferenceRegion’, described in algorithm 4. The reference
region has to be intersected with the target region in order to calculate the new
target object’s region. This is done by the function ‘intersect’, which is straight
forward and therefore not explicitly provided. In case the resulting region becomes
too small to hold another object, it is broadened using the function ‘moveObjects’.
Dependent on the dimension in which more space is needed this function calls the
algorithm ‘splitHorizontally’ (algorithm 6) or ‘splitVertically’ that are described
further later in this chapter. After that the two steps of calculating the reference
region and intersecting are repeated. The for loop (line 3 to 14) ensures that each
relationship that follows that considers the same target object is intersected with
the previously calculated target region. When the final target region is found, the
target object’s location is given by the function ‘insertObjectUsingDistanceDefault’, which according to the object’s relationship to the first provided reference
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object (referenceRelation), calculates the object’s concrete position within the reconstruction. This function straight forwardly, applies the distance default from
definition 6.9 and is therefore not explicitly presented.
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Algorithm 2. reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCD
=========================================================
input:
ocd (a sequence of ocd_entries)
output:
RSD (a sequence of rsd_entries)
GCD (a sequence of gcd_entries)
OCD (a sequence of ocd_entries that
have been reconstructed)
-------------------------------------------------------1 if ocd != {}
2
then
3
create new rsd_entry
4
rsd_entry.x <- 7
5
rsd_entry.y <- 7
6
rsd_entry.object <- 1
7
rsd_entry.orientation <- north
8
add rsd_entry to rsd
9 end if
10 for all entries in the ocd do
11
if current ocd_entry.target
= previous ocd_entry.target
12
then %
13
else
14
create new rsd_entry
15
rsd_entry.object <- current ocd_entry.target
16
position <- placeNextObject
(current ocd_entry.target, ocd, RSD)
17
rsd_entry.x <- position.x
18
rsd_entry.y <- position.y
19
rsd_entry.orientation <- north
20
add rsd_entry to RSD
21
create new gcd_entry
22
gcd_entry.target <- ocd_entry.target
23
gcd_entry.referenc <- ocd_entry.reference
24
gcd_entry.relation <- SG(ocd_entry, RSD)
25
add gcd_entry to GCD
26
add ocd_enry to OCD
27
end if
28 end for
29 return RSD, GCD, OCD
---------------------------------------------------------
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Algorithm 3. placeNextObject
=========================================================
input:
ocd_entry (the target object has to be placed)
ocd (The object configuration description)
RSD (The reconstructed scene description)
output:
targetPosition (The x,y coordinate for the target)
--------------------------------------------------------0 target <- ocd_entry.target
1 targetRegion <- the whole reconstruction area
2 referenceRelation <- SG(ocd_entry, RSD)
3 for all entries in the ocd that have target
as target object do
4
referenceObject <- the chosen
ocd_entry.reference
5
relation <- the chosen ocd_entry.relation
6
repeat
7
referenceRegion <- calculateReferenceRegion
(chosen ocd_entry, RSD)
8
targetRegion <- intersect
(referenceRegion, targetRegion)
9
if targetRegion is empty
10
then moveObjects
(referenceObject, RSD, relation)
11
end if
12
until targetRegion is not empty
13
add the chosen ocd_entry to OCD
14 end for
15 targetPosition <- insertObjectUsingDistanceDefault
(targetRegion, referenceRelation)
16 return targetPosition
---------------------------------------------------------
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Algorithm 4. calculateReferenceRegion
=========================================================
input:
ocd_entry
RSD
output:
referenceRegion
--------------------------------------------------------1 referencePosition <- getPosition
(ocd_entry-reference, RSD)
2 referenceOrientation <- getOrientation
(ocd_entry.reference, RSD)
3 globalRelation <- SG(ocd_entry, RSD),
referenceOrientation)
4 referenceRegion <- all <x,y> that are in the
globalRelation following
definition 6.3
5 return referenceRelation
---------------------------------------------------------

Algorithm 5 SG
=========================================================
input:
ocd_entry
RSD
output:
globalRelation
--------------------------------------------------------1 intrinsicRelation <- ocd_entry.relation
4 orientation <- getOrientation(ocd_entry.reference,
RSD)
5 globalRelation <- NS(((SN(orientation)
+ SN(intrinsicRelation))
mod 8), G)
6 return globalRelation
---------------------------------------------------------
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Definition 6.7 SN

The mapping SN assigns numbers ∈ N to the members of the sets S8 , G8 , R8
and D8 .
SN(SF) = 0
SN(RF) = 1
SN(RN) = 2
SN(RB) = 3
SN(SB) = 4
SN(LB) = 5
SN(LN) = 6
SN(LF) = 7

SN(N) = 0
SN(NE) = 1
SN(E) = 2
SN(SE) = 3
SN(S) = 4
SN(SW) = 5
SN(W) = 6
SN(NW) = 7

SN(north) = 0
SN(northeast) = 1
SN(east) = 2
SN(southeast) = 3
SN(south) = 4
SN(southwest) = 5
SN(west) = 6
SN(northwest) = 7

SN(sf) = 0
SN(rf) = 1
SN(rn) = 2
SN(rb) = 3
SN(sb) = 4
SN(lb) = 5
SN(ln) = 6
SN(lf) = 7

Definition 6.8 NS

The mapping NS takes a number and a type out of the set {S, G, R, D} and
provides the string representing the respective relation out of the named set.
NS(0,
NS(1,
NS(2,
NS(3,
NS(4,
NS(5,
NS(6,
NS(7,

S)
S)
S)
S)
S)
S)
S)
S)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

SF
RF
RN
RB
SB
LB
LN
LF

NS(0,
NS(1,
NS(2,
NS(3,
NS(4,
NS(5,
NS(6,
SN(7,

G)
G)
G)
G)
G)
G)
G)
G)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

NS(0,
NS(1,
NS(2,
NS(3,
NS(4,
NS(5,
NS(6,
NS(7,

R)
R)
R)
R)
R)
R)
R)
R)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

north
northeast
east
southeast
south
southwest
west
northwest

NS(0,
NS(1,
NS(2,
NS(3,
NS(4,
NS(5,
NS(6,
NS(7,

D)
D)
D)
D)
D)
D)
D)
D)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sf
rf
rn
rb
sb
lb
ln
lf

Algorithm 4 ‘calculateReferenceRegion’ uses the ocd entry and the RSD to
calculate the reference region. According to the reference object’s location within
the reconstruction (line 1), its orientation (line 2), and the global relationship of
reference and target object (line 3), the reference region is calculated in line 4
following definition 6.3.
‘SG’ (algorithm 5) translates the relationships using intrinsic relations out of
the set S8 into global relationships using relations out of the set G8 . In order to
easily do so the relations from S8 , G8 , and R8 are matched to natural numbers by
the mapping SN described in definition 6.7. Its counterpart is the mapping NS
that takes a number and an indicator out of the set {S, G, R, D} and matches
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the number onto the string that represents the relation.
Figure 6.5 illustrates the process for the configuration given in figure 6.3a),
described by the well ordered ocd : {(2 RF 1 ), (3 RN 1 ), (3 RB 2 ), (4 RF 1 ),
(4 RF 2 ), (4 RF 3 )}. Object 1 is placed with its orientation to the top of the
page (north). The first ocd entry allows the placing of 2 RIGHT FRONT of
object 1, as done in figure 6.5a). All relationships concerning object 3 follow and
can therefore be handled together. Object 3 is RIGHT NEUTRAL of object 1
which is somewhere within the grey area in figure 6.5b). So far it is not clear
exactly where the object will be in relation to object 2 but the next entry, (3 RB
2 ), resolves the problem and restricts its possible position to the intersection of
the areas RIGHT BACK 2 and RIGHT NEUTRAL 1 as shown in figure 6.5c).
Object 3 can be placed, anywhere within the remaining area, which is done in
figure 6.5d).
Object 4, is next to be inserted into the picture in the area RIGHT FRONT
of object 1 (figure 6.5e)) which is narrowed down to its intersection with the
area RIGHT FRONT of object 2 (figure 6.5f)). The resulting area is narrowed
down further to its intersection with the area RIGHT FRONT of object 3 shown
in figure 6.5g). Within the remaining area, object 4 can be placed anywhere.
Figure 6.5h) shows the result that qualitatively conforms with the original. Furthermore, every intermediate state during the reconstruction is also qualitatively
correct in comparison with the original object configuration.

6.5.2 The distance default
If the configuration is considered as an allocation of objects on a two-dimensional
grid, then for a given set of input relationships an infinite number of configurations
that are consistent with the input exist, since it is possible to place the objects
arbitrarily far away from each other. The reason for this is that no relation is
included which limits the distance between the objects. Therefore, a preference is
imposed on the possible configurations where objects are adjacent to each other,
or as close to each other as possible as defined in definition 6.9. The distance
default is motivated by two grounds: (1) the grid is regarded as being qualitative
with no metric considering distance assumed, and (2) the default appears to result
in reasonable answers to the queries that can be put to the system.
Furthermore, the application of this default is incremental. As the first relationship is received, a configuration is constructed that is consistent with that
relationship and with the default distance. Additional input relationships accumulate information to the configuration, but they may also make it necessary
to retract a previously applied distance in order to obtain a configuration that
conforms to the given input.
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Figure 6.5: The reconstruction from a well ordered ocd. A place for an object is first
completely determined before the next object is taken into account. a) The reconstruction
after the relationship (2 RF 1). b) (3 RN 1) identifies the so far possible space for object
3. c) (3 RB 2) narrows the possible space down to the intersection of RIGHT NEUTRAL
1 and RIGHT BACK 2. d) Object 3 is placed. e) (4 RF 1) gives the, so far possible,
space for object 4. f ) It is narrowed down to its intersection with RIGHT FRONT 2
after the relationship (4 RF 2) has been read. g) shows the spaces remaining after the
last relationship (4 RF 3) has been taken into account. f ) Finally the configuration is
fully reconstructed and qualitatively equivalent to the original.
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Definition 6.9 Distance default
The distance default for configurations using the set G8 of the eight global
relations N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW defines the insertion point <x’,
y’> for a new object (o’), depending on its relationship, r1 , to the first
reference object considered.
Let x* = the set of all integers (for the x coordinate)
Let y* = the set of all integers (for the y coordinate)
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

r1
r1
r1
r1
r1
r1
r1
r1

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

x’=x*,
x’=Min(x*),
x’=Min(x*),
x’=Min(x*),
x’=x*,
x’=Max(x*),
x’=Max(x*),
x’=Max(x*),

y’=Max(y*)
y’=Max(y*)
y’=y*
y’=Min(y*)
y’=Min(y*)
y’=Min(y*)
y’=y*
y’=Max(y*)

As long as only similar sized objects occupying exactly one cell are
considered x* only contains one element for the relationships N and S.
Respectively contains y* only one element for the relationships E and W.

6.5.3 Obtaining space between objects
Even when the ocd is well ordered and the distance default is applied during
reconstruction, sometimes a number of objects need to be moved to create space
where new objects can be merged into the scene. It is not an option to leave some
space between the objects in the reconstruction in order to be prepared to insert
further objects in between. If the number of objects to be inserted is unknown
from the beginning, the space might be too small, regardless.
Moving objects in order to obtain some space is, for example, the case in
the following ocd : {(2 RF 1 ), (3 RF 1 ), (3 RN 2 ), (4 RF 1 ), (4 RF 2 ), (4
SF 3 ), (5 RF 1 ), (5 RN 2 ), (5 LN 3 ), (5 LB 4 )}. The reconstruction works
as described above. Object 1 is placed somewhere in the scene, and object 2
is placed RIGHT FRONT of it accordingly. Thereafter the area for object 3
is obtained by intersecting the areas RIGHT FRONT of object 1 and RIGHT
NEUTRAL of object 2, and so object 3 is placed there. Object 4 follows after
intersecting the regions RIGHT FRONT of object 1, RIGHT FRONT of object
2 and STRAIGHT FRONT of object 3. The result is shown in figure 6.6a).
Continuing with object 5, the intersection of the areas RIGHT FRONT of
object 1, RIGHT NEUTRAL of object 2, LEFT NEUTRAL of object 3, and
LEFT BACK of object 4, is too small to hold another object. Obviously, object
5 needs to be placed to the left of objects 3 and 4 and to the right of objects 1
and 2. Therefore, the objects in the reconstruction are divided into two groups
as indicated by a line in figure 6.6b). Algorithm 6 ‘splitHorizontally’ performs a
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Figure 6.6: Making horizontal space between the objects, in order to merge object 5
into the reconstruction. a) The reconstructed scene before the procedure. b) The line
indicates where space has to be made, the objects in the picture are separated into two
groups one of each side of the line. c) The object groups have been moved apart from
each other. d) Object 5 has been placed into the newly obtained space.
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Figure 6.7: Making vertical space between the objects to merge in object 5. a) The
configuration before the procedure. b) The vertical line indicates where the objects are
separated. c) The object groups have been moved apart from each other. d) Object 5 has
been placed at its correct position.
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Figure 6.8: Making space in both dimensions. a) The reconstructed configuration before
the procedure is applied. b) The vertical line shows where the objects are separated to
obtain horizontal space. c) Horizontal space has been obtained and the horizontal line
now shows where the objects are separated to obtain vertical space. d) The sufficient
space has been acquired and object 3 has been filled in.
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horizontal split of the reconstruction. It moves the groups, as they are, apart from
each other in the horizontal dimension until enough space for one more object,
pictured in figure 6.6d), is acuired. At last, object 5 is placed into the newly
created space which is shown in figure 6.6e) and ends the reconstruction process
for the given ocd. Formally the horizontal split is described in definition 6.10.
Algorithm 6 takes the RSD and an object n after that the configuration has to be
split as input. Its output is a modified RSD (RSD’) describing the reconstructed
configuration after the split. The algorithm works straight forward. Every object
whose x-coordinate value is greater than object n’s x-coordinate value is moved
one step in increasing x-dimension, no other objects are moved.
Due to the projection based frame of reference with neutral zone, dividing
the space around the reference object into eight equivalence classes using axisparallel lines, a separation of the objects into two groups by an axis-parallel line
and moving the object groups apart does not influence the objects’ relationships.
Definition 6.10 Horizontal split
Let Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 , Rm , ORm , OCD, RSD, GCDi be a
simple configuration. The horizontal split of Conf to the right of n (n ∈ N+ )
is defined as Conf’ = hO, P, L, X, OL’, G8 , S8 , Rm , ORm , OCD, RSD’,
GCDi
where OL’ is obtained from OL as follows:
∀ o ∈ O : OL(o) = <x, y> ∧ x ≤ n ⇒ OL’(o) = <x, y>
∀ o ∈ O : OL(o) = <x, y> ∧ x > n ⇒ OL’(o) = <x+1, y>

RSD’ is the set of triples of the form
<o, OL’(o), ORm (o)> : <o, OL(o), ORm (o) > ∈ RSD
The process to obtain space in vertical dimension, the vertical split formally
described in definition 6.11, works accordingly and is illustrated by the example
in figure 6.7. The ocd that describes the object configuration is: {(2 SF 1 ), (3 RF
1 ), (3 RN 2 ), (4 RN 1 ), (4 RB 2 ), (4 RB 3 ) (5 RF 1 ), (5 LB 2 ), (5 SB 3 ), (5 LF
4 )}, space in vertical dimension is needed to place object 5. The same approach
as before is applied. Object 5 needs to be behind objects 2 and 3 but in front of
objects 1 and 4 therefore, the objects in the reconstruction are divided into two
groups, one containing 2 and 3 the other containing 1 and 4 and the groups, as
they are, are moved vertically apart from each other. New space appears exactly
where needed, to place object 5. The vertical split and the horizontal split of
a simple configuration for an arbitrary splitting point results in a new simple
configuration, as is expressed in proposition 6.1. For the correct interpretation
of the vertical split it must be realized that the reconstruction area’s coordinate
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system originates at the top left corner. Therefore, a vertical split below n results
in moving objects into an increasing y-dimension.

Algorithm 6. splitHorizontally
=========================================================
input:
RSD (describing all objects’ positions
within the reconstruction)
object_n (The object from that on all objects with
a higher x-position have to be moved.)
output:
RSD (after the objects’ positions have been
changed)
-------------------------------------------------------1 for all entries in the RSD do
2
if rsd_entry.x > object_n.position.x
3
then rsd_entry.x <- object.position.x + 1
4
end if
5 end for
6 return RSD
---------------------------------------------------------

Definition 6.11 Vertical split
Let Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 , Rm , ORm , OCD, RSD, GCDi be a
simple configuration. The vertical split of Conf below n, (n ∈ N+ ) is defined
as Conf’ = hO, P, L, X, OL’, G8 , S8 , Rm , ORm , OCD, RSD’, GCDi
where OL’ is obtained from OL as follows:
∀ o ∈ O : OL(o) = <x, y> ∧ y ≤ n ⇒ OL’(o) = <x, y>
∀ o ∈ O : OL(o) = <x, y> ∧ y > n ⇒ OL’(o) = <x, y+1>

RSD’ is the set of triples of the form
<o, OL’(o), ORm (o)> : <o, OL(o), ORm (o)> ∈ RSD
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Proposition 6.1
If a configuration Conf is OCD-consistent, then both a vertical split and a
horizontal split of Conf for an arbitrary n is also a simple configuration, and
it is OCD-consistent.
Proof.
The intuitive proof for the horizontal split is as follows: At the
beginning, the reconstruction correctly contains all objects’ relationships.
Objects will only be moved in increasing x-dimension and will therefore never
cross any reference frame line that separates regions horizontally. For every
object that is unmoved and situated W, NW, or SW of the moved object.
The moved object is NE, E, or SE of it. These regions are infinite to the
east and the object will never leave them by moving eastwards. All other
objects are moved in the same way as the first-hand object and therefore its
relationships to these objects do not change. ¥
The proof for the vertical split is analogous.
Sometimes it is necessary to obtain new space in both dimensions simultaneously. In this case, the two algorithms ‘splitHorizontally’ and ‘splitVertically’
are applied sequentially. This applies when reconstructing from the ocd : {(2 RF
1 ) (3 RF 1 ), (3 LB 2 )}. Figure 6.8a) shows the reconstruction after the first
relationship. Thereafter, object 3 has to be inserted right and in front of object
1 and left and back of object 2. The vertical line in figure 6.8b) shows where
the objects are moved apart to gain some space in the horizontal dimension. The
result of this procedure, together with the horizontal line that illustrates where
the objects are to be separated to obtain new space in the vertical dimension, is
shown in figure 6.8c). After these two operations, object 3 can be placed into
the new space, as shown in figure 6.8f). When well ordered ocd s are used, these
three ways of providing space are sufficient. Rearranging the objects’ relative
positions is never necessary, as all qualitative relationships are correct all along
the reconstruction process.

6.5.4 The optimal order of objects
The order in which the objects are introduced can reduce the reconstruction effort
even more. In the last example in figure 6.8, the objects need to be moved apart
horizontally and vertically to obtain some space for a new object. If the ocd
introduces the objects in a different order, for instance as: {(3 RF 1 ), (2 RF
1 ), (2 RF 3 )} no such action is needed. An optimal order of objects is therefore
well ordered, and does not require the making of space in between already placed
objects. Starting the description with an object in the middle of the observed
object configuration and continuing helically to the outside is one possible strategy
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Figure 6.9: Some description sequences that lead to well ordered ocds.
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Figure 6.10: Influencing Objects. a) The configuration can be described by two relationships: (2 RF 1) and (3 RF 2). If these two relationships are known the relationship
(3 RF 1) does not add any further information. 1 is no influencing object of 3. b) In
this configuration all three relationships are necessary. If (2 LF 1) and (3 RF 1) are
known the relationship between 2 and 3 is still unclear. 2 is an influencing object of 3.
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Figure 6.11: Influencing objects. a) A configuration of six objects. b) Only the relationship (7 RF 6) is required to correctly insert object 7. Once this relationship is known
none of the other five objects influence object 7’s position any further. c) The completed
configuration.
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for an optimal order. Another strategy is to start at a point at the border or the
corner of the scene and to describe the objects from there to the opposite border or
corner. Figure 6.9 shows some intuitive description sequences leading to optimal
orders.
However, it might not always be possible to obtain optimally ordered ocd s from
the observer. The optimality might depend on the observer’s skills and on the
infrastructure of the observation area. Furthermore, for instance, if the objects
are the result of biological or chemical processes, new objects might appear after
the description process has been started and are added at the end of the ocd.

6.5.5 Influencing objects
Depending on the configuration,
it might be possible to find a suitable description
¡ ¢
without calculating all n2 relationships. The configuration of three objects shown
in figure 6.10a) could be described by the three relationships (2 RF 1 ), (3 RF
1 ) and (3 RF 2 ) but not all these relationships are necessary. The relation
RF is transitive and therefore the two relationships (2 RF 1 ), and (3 RF 2 ) are
sufficient. The region RIGHT FRONT of object 2 is equivalent to the intersection
of the regions RIGHT FRONT of object 1 and RIGHT FRONT of object 2.
Therefore, the relationship (3 RF 1 ) does not influence object 3 ’s position any
further, given that the relationships (2 RF 1 ) and (3 RF 2 ) are already known.
However, for the configuration shown in figure 6.10b), all three relationships,
(2 LF 1 ), (3 RF 1 ) and (3 RN 2 ), are necessary. Suppose that the objects 1
and 2 are already in the scene and object 3 has to be placed RIGHT FRONT
of object 1. Before it can be inserted, its relationship to object 2 needs to be
known as this relationship will narrow down the space for its position to one of
the intersections of RIGHT FRONT of object 1 with RIGHT FRONT of object
2, RIGHT NEUTRAL of object 2, or RIGHT BACK of object 2. That means
that object 2 influences object 3 ’s position and is therefore called an influencing
object of 3.
In general, influencing objects can be found in regions of the same reference
object that are in-line with the region where the new object has to be placed
and within the region itself. In figure 6.10b), object 3 has to be placed RIGHT
FRONT of object 1. Horizontally in-line with the region RIGHT FRONT are the
regions STRAIGHT FRONT and LEFT FRONT. Object 2 is situated in region
LEFT FRONT and is therefore an influencing object of object 3. A region is horizontally in-line, when it is reachable just by moving horizontally from the region
where the new object has to be inserted (in this case RIGHT FRONT of object
1 ). The regions LEFT FRONT, STRAIGHT FRONT and RIGHT FRONT are
horizontally in-line with each other. For objects orientated to the top of the page,
the regions RIGHT NEUTRAL, SAME, and LEFT NEUTRAL are horizontally
in-line, and so are the regions RIGHT BACK, STRAIGHT BACK, and LEFT
BACK. A region is vertically in-line when it is reachable just by moving vertically
from the region to place the object. The regions RIGHT FRONT, RIGHT NEU-
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TRAL, and RIGHT BACK, and respectively the regions STRAIGHT FRONT,
SAME, and STRAIGHT BACK and the regions LEFT FRONT, LEFT NEUTRAL, and LEFT BACK are vertically in-line.
In figure 6.11a) object 7, (7 RF 1 ), is to be put RIGHT FRONT of object 1, which means that all other objects in the picture are influencing objects.
When the next given relationship is (7 RF 6 ), the number of remaining influencing objects immediately reduces to zero, as shown in figure 6.11b). If the next
relationship had instead been (7 RF 2 ), four of the previously five influencing
objects would have remained. Considering influencing objects
¡ ¢ while formulating
the ocd makes it possible to provide ocd s with less than n2 relationships. The
previous example shows that the number of relationships needed to describe the
configuration decreases with every influencing object that is taken into account.
It is therefore of advantage to first choose influencing objects that have a strong
impact on the number of remaining influencing objects.

6.6 Preserving OCD-consistency
The purpose of the reconstruction algorithm presented above is to successively
extend a simple configuration with additional objects while preserving OCDconsistency.
If the ocd provided by the observer from which the reconstruction is carried
out and given as input to algorithm 2, is not empty, algorithm 2 starts with
placing the first object (o1 ), which itself is not mentioned in the ocd, into the
reconstruction area (line 1 to 8). The resulting configuration Conf1 = ho1 , P(o1 ),
L, X, OL(o1 ), G8 , S8 , R1 , OR1 (o1 ), ∅, <o1 , OL(o1 ), OR1 (o1 )>, ∅i obviously is
OCD-consistent, since the OCD component so far considered in the reconstruction
is empty.
The loop starting in line 10 of algorithm 2 begins with this OCD-consistent
configuration. For each new object o’ introduced in the ocd, algorithm 3 ‘placeNextObject’ is called in line 16 of algorithm 2. So far the configuration has not been
changed, therefore, algorithm 3 starts with an OCD-consistent configuration.
Generally, every time the algorithm is called it starts with an OCD-consistent
configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 , R1 , OR1 , OCD, RSD, GCDi. In
line 1 the target region (targetRegion) for the new object o’ is set to the whole
reconstruction area. At this moment no relationships of object o’ to other objects
have been considered.
Let the reconstruction area be defined by the values Xmin , Xmax , Ymin , and
Ymax . The target region therefore contains all locations <x,y>:(Xmin ≤ x ≤
Xmax ) ∧ (Ymin ≤ y ≤ Ymax ). Let it be defined by:
Xmintarget =Xmin , Xmaxtarget =Xmax , Ymintarget =Ymin , Ymaxtarget =Ymax .
By the loop starting in line 3, a set (let it be called N) of triples of the form <o’,
r, oi > describing the relationships of the new object o’ that is not yet a member
of O, to objects oi ∈ O, P(oi ) = i, (previously inserted objects) is considered.
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Each iteration of the for loop takes the relation r of the new object o’, which is
called the target, to the provided reference object oi (referenceObject) and calls the
function ‘calculateReferenceRegion’ which returns the referenceRegion according
to oi ’s location within the reconstruction and the relation r using definition 6.3.
The resulting referenceRegion is the area defined by Xminref erence , Xmaxref erence ,
Yminref erence , Ymaxref erence .

In line 8 the targetRegion is intersected with the referenceRegion and only
those locations that remain are:
{<x,y>: Max(Xmintarget ,Xminref erence ) ≤ x ≤ Min( Xmaxtarget , Xmaxref erence )
∧ Max(Ymintarget ,Yminref erence ) ≤ y ≤ Min( Ymaxtarget , Ymaxref erence )}.

In case this intersection is empty the function ‘moveObjects’ is called in line
10. This function, depending on the situation, either calls ‘splitVertically’ or
‘splitHorizontally’ both of which return modified configurations but according to
the proof provided in proposition 6.1 preserve OCD-consistency. Thus if line 10
has been executed, the previous steps in line 6 to 12 are repeated on a modified
but OCD-consistent configuration.

If the target region is not empty, obviously all locations in this area are the
only locations that previously belonged to both, referenceRegion and targetRegion.
The referenceRegion calculated using definition 6.3 ensures that all positions in
the remaining targetRegion conform to the relation r ∈ <o’, r, oi >.

Further iterations of the for loop (line 3 to 14) lead to a target region that
conforms to all spatial relations provided for object o’. When the loop finishes
in line 14, the target position is chosen by using the distance default (definition
6.9) out of all locations within the targetRegion. Therefore the chosen location
conforms to all relations considered. Algorithm 3 ends by returning this location
to algorithm 2, the only changes that algorithm 3 does to the configuration is done
by a horizontal or vertical split which both preserve OCD-consistency. Therefore
after algorithm 3 has terminated the configuration remains OCD-consistent.

Algorithm 2 adds the <o’ OL(o’), OR1 (o’)> to the RSD (line 17 to 20), which
changes the configuration by adding the new object o’ at its position within the
grid. As this position is the intersection of all relations r considered and iteratively
calculated it follows from definition 6.3 that the resulting configuration is OCDconsistent. Formally the new configuration Conf’ is given by:
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Conf’ = hO’, P’, L, X, OL’, G8 , S8 , R1 , OR1 ’, OCD’, RSD’, GCD’i, where
• O’= O ∪ o’

The new object o’ joins the set of objects

• P’ = P ∪ P(o’).
• OL’ = OL ∪ OL(o’).
• OR1 ’ = OR1 ∪ OR1 (o’)
• OCD’ = OCD ∪ N

The OCD joint by the triples in N.

• RSD’ = RSD ∪ <o’, OL(o’), OR1 (o’)>.
S
• GCD’ = GCD all <o’, SG(r), oi > : <o’, r, oi > ∈ N.
This chapter introduced the representation scheme QuaDRO, defined many
of the technical terms used, presented the most essential algorithms applied, and
showed with several examples how a configuration of objects without orientations, described by a complete ocd is reconstructed. The following chapter takes
QuaDRO’s expressibility one step further and introduces the additional techniques
used to handle objects with intrinsic orientations.
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Chapter

7

Description and reconstruction of a
configuration of objects with
orientation
In the previously described processes for reconstructing a configuration of objects
which lack individual orientations, the intrinsic frame of reference was globally
oriented the same for each object. The region STRAIGHT FRONT was pointing
to the top of the page and the other regions were distributed accordingly. This
equals the use of an absolute frame of reference. In other words, the orientation
assigned to all objects within the reconstruction has been north. As described
in chapter 4, an absolute frame of reference can be changed into an intrinsic
frame of reference in consideration of the object’s orientation. For objects that
are aligned with the QuaDRO grid this change clearly allows for four axis-parallel
orientation classes where an object’s front is to one of its edges. The description
and reconstruction processes adjusted to four object orientations are described
in section 7.1. In section 7.2 the challenges of broadening the processes to eight
object orientations are introduced. The approach made in QuaDRO to handle
eight orientations and still use the simple procedures presented in chapter 6 for
objects without orientations and in section 7.1 for objects with four axis-parallel
orientations, with just small adjustments, is presented in section 7.3.
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Algorithm 7.
buildOCDfromSurveyPerspectiveUsingFourOrientations
=========================================================
input:
observedObjectList (A sequence of all observed objects)
output:
ocd (A sequence of ocd_entries)
-------------------------------------------------------1 describedObjectList <- getFirstObject
(observedObjectList)
2 observedObjectList <- removeFirstObject
(observedObjectList)
3
4
5
6
7

for all entries in the observedObjectList do
target <- current observedObjectList entry
for all entries in the describedObjectList do
create a new ocd_entry
//postion description
ocd_entry.reference <- the current object from the
describedObjectList
8
ocd_entry.relation <- the relation the
current target object has
to the current object from
the describedObjectList
9
ocd_entry.target <- target
10
add ocd_entry to ocd
11
end for
12
create a new ocd_entry
//orientation description
13
ocd_entry.reference <- target
14
ocd_entry.target <- the last handled object from
the describedObjectList
15
ocd_entry.relation <- the relation of the last
handled object form the
describedObjectList to the
target object
16
add ocd_entry to ocd
17
add target to describedObjectList
18 end for
19 return ocd
---------------------------------------------------------
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7.1 Objects with four axis-parallel orientations
Algorithm 7 ‘buildOCDFromSurveyPerspectiveUsingFourOrientations’ shows that
the description process for configurations of objects with four orientations works
in
¡n¢the same way as for configurations of objects without orientation (line 1-11).
2 relationships are needed to describe all objects’ positions. The number can be
reduced by taking only influencing objects into account and further by ordering
the objects optimally. With n-1 further relationships, all objects’ orientations can
be described. In line 12 to 14 of algorithm 7, the orientation is given by a reversed
relationship where the object to be inserted functions as the reference object and
another object already introduced before is positionally described in relation to
the first object. This is motivated by the scenario introduced in chapter 5. The
observer does not keep track of his own orientation within a global frame of reference and therefore cannot use the object’s absolute orientation. Moving from
object to object on a route tour, he describes all object relationships he sees from
the object at which he stands, using this object as the reference object. Assuming
that object A is visible from object B if object B is visible from object A, the
observer will automatically describe the relationships of A to B and B to A.
In figure 7.1a) object 2 ’s position is described by (2 RF 1 ) but its orientation
is unclear until the relationship (1 RB 2 ) is processed in figure 7.1b). When object
2 is RIGHT FRONT of object 1 and object 1 is concurrently RIGHT BACK
of object 2, object 2 must have an orientation where the area where object 1 is
situated becomes 2 ’s RIGHT BACK region. An object is completely described
by all its relationships to the objects introduced before and a relationship to one
of theses objects reversed for orientation information. If the observer is instructed
to always present the relationship to the object he came from first, the orientation
of the new reference object is given before further objects are introduced.
An object configuration using objects with the four axis-parallel orientations
out of the set R4 = {north, east, south, west} is called a 4-oriented configuration
and formally described in definition 7.1.
The reconstruction process presented in algorithm 8 ‘reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCDusingOrientations’ is in princiole similar to the previously described reconstruction using algorithm 2. The difference is that it distinguishes
between ocd entries describing objects’ positions and ocd entries describing objects’ orientations. Besides which the objects are inserted into the grid, the distance default is applied and space is made in the horizontal or vertical dimensions,
if needed, as before. In addition, the object’s orientation is added by algorithm 9
‘addOrientations’ immediately after the object is placed into the reconstruction.
To estimate an object’s region and to finally insert the object into the reconstruction, the orientations of the first reference object and all influencing objects
have to be considered. The algorithm ‘placeNextObject’, presented in chapter 6
is applied.
Algoritm 9 ‘addOrientations’ takes an ocd entry as input and calculates the
orientation of this entry’s target. Therefore it needs the further input of the
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ocd and the RSD. It uses the current ocd entry and the next ocd entry if this
provides the reversed relationship of target and reference object. The orientation
of the target object is calculated using the reversed relationship and the reference
object’s orientation. In order to do so the algorithm needs the mapping SN,
defined in definition 6.7 that assigns a natural number to each intrinsic relation
from the set S8 .

Definition 7.1. 4-oriented Configuration
A 4-oriented configuration is a configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 ,
R4 , OR4 , OCD, RSD, GCDi where
• O a finite set of objects.
• P is a mapping from O to N+ reflecting the order in which the objects
have been encountered.
• L ⊆ N+ × N+ , representing the set of points in the Cartesian plane with
integer coordinates.
• X ⊆ L × L = {<x, y>, <x’, y’> : x=x’ ∧ y=y’} is the equality relation.
• OL is a mapping from O to L with OL(o)=<x, y> : o ∈ O.
• G8 is a finite set of binary predicates: {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW}.
• S8 is the set of binary predicates: {SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF}.
• OR4 mapping from O to R4 .
• R4 is the set of unary predicates: {north, east, south, west}.
• OCD is a subset of O×S8 ×O the object configuration description.
• RSD is a finite set of tuples of the form <o, OL(o), OR4 (o)>: o ∈ O.
• GCD ⊆ O×G×O the global configuration description.
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Algorithm 8.
reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCDusingOrientations
=========================================================
input:
ocd (a sequence of ocd_entries)
output:
RSD (a sequence of rsd_entries)
GCD (a sequence of gcd_entries)
-------------------------------------------------------1 if ocd != {}
2
then
3
create new rsd_entry
4
rsd_entry.x <- 7
5
rsd_entry.y <- 7
6
rsd_entry.object <- 1
7
rsd_entry.orientation <- north
8
add rsd_entry to RSD
9 end if
10 for all entries in the ocd do
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

if current ocd_entry.target
= previous ocd_entry.target
then %
end if
if (current ocd_entry.target
= previous ocd_entry.reference)
and
(current ocd_entry.reference
= previous ocd_entry.target)
then %
else
create new rsd_entry
rsd_entry.object <- current ocd_entry.target
position <- placeNextObject
(current ocd_entry, ocd, RSD)
rsd_entry.x <- position.x
rsd_entry.y <- position.y
rsd_entry.orientation <- addOrientation
(ocd_entry, ocd, RSD)
add rsd_entry to RSD
create new gcd_entry
gcd_entry.target <- ocd_entry.target
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26
27

gcd_entry.referenc <- ocd_entry.reference
gcd_entry.relation <- SG(ocd_entry.relation,
RSD)
28
add gcd_entry to GCD
29
end if
30 end for
31 return RSD, GCD
---------------------------------------------------------

2

2

1

1

a)

b)

Figure 7.1: Description of orientation. a) The OCD entry (2 RF 1) specifies the
position of object 2 in relation to object 1. b) (1 RB 2) can only be the case if object 2
has the orientation shown.
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Algorithm 9. addOrientations
=========================================================
input:
ocd_entry (ocd-entry.target’s orientation is
to be calculated)
ocd
RSD
output:
orientation (the orientation of ocd_entry.target)
-------------------------------------------------------1 current_ocd_entry <- ocd_entry
2 next_ocd_entry <- the entry from the ocd following
the current ocd entry
3 if (next_ocd_entry.target
= current_ocd_entry.reference)
and
(next_ocd_entry.reference = current_ocd_entry.target)
4
then
5
referenceOrientation <- getOrientation(the
rsd_entry that
corresponds to
next_ocd_entry.taget)
6
targetOrientation <- NS ((
(SN(next_ocd_entry.relation)
+ SN(referenceOrientation))
mod 8), R)
7 end if
8 return orientation
---------------------------------------------------------
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An example for four object orientations
An example of the processes is given for the configuration shown in figure 7.2. The
observer introduces the objects in the order 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. He first describes
the position of one object completely in relation to all other already described
objects. He adds one reversed relationship for the object’s orientation, which
results in the ocd : {(2 RN 1 ), (1 RN 2 )(3 RF 1 ), (3 RB 2 ), (1 LB 3 ), (4 SF 1 ),
(4 RB 2 ), (4 LB 3 ), (1 RN 4 ), (5 RF 1 ), (5 RB 2 ), (5 LB 3 ), (5 LF 4 ), (1 LF
5 )}.
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Figure 7.2: The reconstruction process of the configuration of objects with orientations
shown in a), demonstrated systematically in the pictures b) - p).

The listener processes the information in the same order and reconstructs
the scene systematically. First object 1 is placed into the scene (figure 7.2b))
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and its orientation is set to north. As only relative positions are considered, the
orientation attached to object 1 does not influence the result. Regardless of which
orientation is assigned to the first object, all relationships in the scene will be the
same as in the original in figure 7.2a). After object 1 has got its orientation object
2 (2 RN 1 ) can be placed directly (figure 7.2c)), and the relationship (1 RN 2 )
clarifies the orientation of object 2 as described above (figure 7.2d)). The process
is continued as described before for orientationless objects, and in addition the
orientation for each inserted object is added.

7.1.1 Preserving OCD-consistency for 4-oriented configurations
The proof of OCD-consistency for 4-oriented configurations is very similar to
the proof of OCD-consistency for simple configurations. The difference between
simple and 4-oriented configurations is the used set of orientations which is R1
for simple configurations but R4 for 4-oriented configurations. The reconstruction
starts by placing the first object o1 at position 7,7 and attaches the orientation
north to it.
The result is the configuration Conf1 = ho1 , P(o1 ), L, X, OL(o1 ), G8 , S8 , R4 ,
OR4 (o1 ), ∅, <o1 , OL(o1 ), OR4 (o1 )>, ∅i that obviously is OCD-consistent, since
the OCD component so far considered in the reconstruction is empty.
The reconstruction algorithm ‘reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCDusingOrientations’ is nearly the same as algorithm 2 ‘reconstructObjectConfiguration’.
The difference is that because of the additional ocd entries, containing orientation information, a second test (line 14) is done to filter out these ocd entries
from those that describe object positions. This does not influence any objects’
positions and has therefore no influence on OCD-consistency.
Generally, every time algorithm 3 is called it starts with an OCD-consistent
configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , S8 , R4 , OR4 , OCD, RSD, GCDi. In
line 1 the target region (targetRegion) for the new object o’ is set to the whole
reconstruction area. At this moment no relationships of object o’ to other objects
has been considered.
The loop starting in line 3, considers a set (let it be called N) of triples of
the form <o’, r, oi > describing the relationships of the new object o’ that is not
yet a member of O, to objects oi ∈ O, P(oi ) = i, (previously inserted objects) is
considered.
Each iteration of the for loop takes the relation r of the new object o’, which is
called the target, to the provided reference object oi (referenceObject) and calls the
function ‘calculateReferenceRegion’ which returns the referenceRegion according
to oi ’s location within the reconstruction and the relation r using definition 6.3.
The resulting referenceRegion is the area defined by:
Xminref erence , Xmaxref erence , Yminref erence , Ymaxref erence .
In line 8, the targetRegion is intersected with the referenceRegion and the
only remaining locations are:
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{<x,y>: Max(Xmintarget ,Xminref erence ) ≤ x ≤ Min( Xmaxtarget , Xmaxref erence )
∧ Max(Ymintarget ,Yminref erence ) ≤ y ≤ Min( Ymaxtarget , Ymaxref erence )}.
In case this intersection is empty the function ‘moveObjects’ is called in line 10.
Depending on the situation, this function either calls ‘splitVertically’ or ‘splitHorizontally’ both of which return modified configurations but according to the proof
provided in proposition 6.1 preserve OCD-consistency. Thus, if line 10 has been
executed, the previous steps in lines 6 to 12 are repeated on a modified but OCDconsistent configuration.
If the target region is not an empty set of positions, obviously all locations in
this area are the only locations that previously belonged to both referenceRegion
and targetRegion. The referenceRegion calculated using definition 6.3 ensures
that all positions in the remaining targetRegion conform to the relation r ∈ <o’,
r, oi >.
Further iterations of the for loop (line 3 to 14) lead to a target region that
conforms to all spatial relations provided for object o’. When the loop finishes
in line 14, the target position is chosen by using the distance default (definition
6.9) out of all locations within the targetRegion. Therefore the chosen location
conforms to all relations considered. Algorithm 3 ends by returning this location
to algorithm 8, the only changes that algorithm 3 does to the configuration is done
by a horizontal or vertical split which both preserve OCD-consistency. Therefore
after algorithm 3 has terminated the configuration remains OCD-consistent.
Algorithm 2 adds the <o’ OL(o’), OR4 (o’)> to the RSD (line 20 to 23), which
changes the configuration by adding the new object o’ at its position within the
grid. As this position is the intersection of all relations r considered and iteratively
calculated following definition 6.7, definition 6.8 and definition 6.3 the modified
configuration is OCD-consistent.
A further difference is that after the new object is in place, an orientation
is attached to it wherefore algorithm 9 ‘addOrientation’ is called. Adding an
orientation to an object does not change any objects’ positions and does not
therefore influence OCD-consistency.

7.2 Objects with eight orientations
Considering that, in tasks of way finding or route description people distinguish
often between eight direction or orientation classes [Kli03a], [Kli03b], it would be
advantageous if eight orientation classes could be handled in QuaDRO without
losing the simplicity of the description and reconstruction processes.
With only axis-parallel orientations, it is possible to split the reconstructed
scene in x- or y-dimension and to move the resulting parts of the configuration
apart from each other obtaining space between already represented objects. Besides axis-parallel moving of a group of objects, no rearrangement of objects is
necessary.
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Unfortunately, when objects at angles to the grid are included in the configuration the reconstruction process becomes more complicated. Reconstructing for
instance the configuration described in the ocd : {(2 RF 1 ),(1 SB 2 ), (3 RN 1 ),
(3 RN 2 ), (2 SF 3 ), (4 SB 1 ), (4 RB 2 ), (4 LN 3 ), (3 LN 4 ), (5 LN 1 ), (5 LB
2 ), (5 LF 3 ), (5 SB 4 ), (1 SB 5 ), (6 RN 1 ), (6 RB 2 ), (6 LF 3 ), (6 LB 4 ),
(6 SB 5 ), (2 SB 6 )}, only objects 1 to 5 can be placed following the same rules
earlier introduced for objects with axis-parallel orientations. The reconstruction
including these first five objects is shown in figure 7.3a).
Object 6 has to be inserted in the middle of the reconstruction to the RIGHT
NEUTRAL of object 1 and to the RIGHT BACK of object 2. Space to place
object 6 correctly needs to be obtained. Dividing the plane horizontally and
moving object 2 apart from the other objects provides enough space for object 6
within the intersection of the two regions. Unfortunately, this action influences
the relationship of object 1 to object 2 and in order to preserve the relationship
(1 SB 2 ) object 2 has to be moved one additional step to the right. Even if all
other objects to the right of object 2 are moved in the same way, the result is not
sufficient to preserve the relationships (3 RN 2 ) and (2 SF 3 ). Therefore, object
3 has to be moved one step further to the right. This, in turn, influences the
relationship between the objects 3 and 4 and object 4 has to be moved two steps
downwards to fulfill the relationships (3 LN 4 ) and (4 LN 3 ). The last change
has an impact on the relationship of object 4 to object 5 and object 5 has to be
moved two steps to the left in order to conform with the relationship (5 SF 4 ).
Figure 7.3b) shows the resulting reconstruction with object 6 included.
This more complicated reconstruction process contains a source of error, as
the objects have to be moved in different directions depending on the direction of
movement of the previously moved object in combination with their relationship.
It is easy to miss an influenced relationship. To avoid errors the listener would
have to constantly check all relationships within the reconstruction in order to
guarantee their continued validity.
Another problem occurs for objects that are in one of the regions RIGHT
FRONT, RIGHT BACK, LEFT FRONT, and LEFT BACK of an object with
an orientation at an angle to the grid. Using these relations as description of an
objects position, the object’s alignment information to other objects within the
underlying absolute frame of reference is lost. For instance, object 2 in figure 7.4a)
is described as being RIGHT BACK of object 1. In the reconstruction, using
cardinal directions, assuming that north is at the top of the page, this relation
can be translated into object 2 being southwest, south, or southeast of object 1. To
distinguish between the three relationships a higher granularity of the reference
frame is needed. The regions RF, RB, LF, and LB are to be subdivided into
three different regions. Figure 7.4b) shows the result, which is a reference frame
with sixteen positional relations. Even though the sixteen regions are named
intuitively, this approach adds a lot more cognitive load to a human observer or
listener. Firstly, because of their number, which exceeds a cognitive convenient
number of relation classes, and secondly, due to an easy mix up between the
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Figure 7.3: Reconstruction of a configuration that includes objects at angles to the grid.
a) A reconstruction of five objects where object 6 has to be placed RIGHT NEUTRAL of
object 1 and RIGHT BACK of object 2. b) The same reconstruction after object 6 has
been inserted. c) The configuration reconstructed using QuaDRO.

regions. Even if the region were named differently, for instance with numbers, it
is difficult for a human observer to accurately describe object relationships.

7.3 QuaDRO’s approach to eight orientations
QuaDRO makes an approach to handle eight different orientations and still be
able to use the simple strategies introduced for orientationless objects, to obtain
space.
In order to use the simple strategies previously introduced all objects in
QuaDRO are represented by rectangles that are aligned with the underlying global
frame of reference. Furthermore, the projection-based frame of reference with neutral zone presented in figure 7.5a) is used. The object’s front points to one of the
rectangle’s edges. For objects with orientations at angles to the underlying global
frame of reference the frame of reference is rotated by 45◦ and the object’s front
points to one of the rectangle’s corners as shown in figure 7.5b).
The latter approach originates from the following considerations. The projection based frame of reference with neutral zone with sixteen relationships,
presented in figure 7.4b), for objects with orientations at angles to the grid, can
be simplified by regrouping the qualitative regions. For example, the regions Left
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Figure 7.4: Necessary relations to provide sufficient information for objects at angles to
the grid. a) The relationship (2 RB 1) in a projection based intrinsic frame of reference
for an object with orientation at an angle to the underlying grid. b) 16 positional relations
that allow for an unambiguous distinction between eight orientations.

Front Left, Left Neutral, and Left Back Left are grouped to LN, and the regions
Back Right Back, Straight Back, and Back Left Back are grouped to SB. This
results in the frame of reference shown in figure 7.5b) with eight different regions
using the same intuitive names that have been used for objects at orientations
aligned with the underlying absolute frame of reference.
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Figure 7.5: QuaDRO’s frame of reference. The regions around the reference object are
named according to the object’s intrinsic front. a) Projection based frame of reference
with neutral zone. b) The frame of reference rotated by 45◦

Even though this approach might not seem very intuitive at first glance and
adds an additional load onto the observer to recognize if an object has an overall
aligned orientation or an orientation at an angle to the underlying absolute reference frame, and to switch between the two frames of references according to the
object’s orientations, it has the following advantages:
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• All possible lines separating qualitative regions, are in x- or y-dimension and
therefore allow the use of all techniques introduced in chapter 6 for objects
without orientation and objects with just four axis-parallel orientations.
• An object’s orientation can be described by the duality of its relationship
and its reversed relationship to a reference object, using only the eight basic
relations instead of sixteen relations as shown in the previous section or
twelve relations as, for instance, is the case in TPCC [Mor03a] presented in
chapter 4.
• The similar representation of all objects aligned with the grid allows the
listener to represent objects with unknown orientation and to add the orientation when it becomes available without need to redraw the objects.
• The observer, as described in section 5, might use a pseudo intrinsic frame
of reference, the objects’ own intrinsic frame of reference or a momentarily
applied absolute frame of reference to describe the objects’ relationships.
When an object’s frame of reference is changed, its relationships to other
objects change accordingly. Using the suggested types of frames of reference
all objects that are in a certain relationship to the reference object within
one frame of reference are in the same new relationship to the reference
object after the frame of reference has been changed. For instance will all
objects that are LEFT FRONT of a reference object be LEFT NEUTRAL
when the reference object’s orientation changes 45◦ clockwise.
Using this approach the ocd for the example above would be different according
to the different reference frames. The relationships (4 RB 2 ), (5 LB 2 ), and (6
LB 4 ) given above are changed to (4 SB 2 ), (5 SB 2 ), (6 LN 4 ). During the
reconstruction process, no object has to be moved and object 6 can be inserted
directly into the picture, which has been done in figure 7.3c). The advantage
using objects at angles is that more information about distances between objects
can be gained from the qualitative configuration description. The example in
figure 7.3 shows that objects had to be moved several steps apart from each other
in order to fulfill certain relationships. However, by only using nine positional
equivalence classes, the reconstruction might not represent the objects’ alignment
in the underlying absolute frame of reference. In contrast, the approach used in
QuaDRO preserves the objects’ alignment to the absolute frame of reference but
leads to reconstructions that are more compact. Free space between objects is
often automatically condensed.
Formally, an 8-oriented configuration is presented in definition 7.3. Besides
the mapping R8 , presented in definition 7.5 that assigns one out of the set of eight
orientations: {north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west, northwest}
to an object, an 8-oriented configuration’s definition is similar to the definition of
simple and 4-oriented configurations. Because all objects represented are aligned
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with the underlying grid, the horizontal and the vertical split as defined in chapter 6 are applicable. The reconstruction process for 8-oriented configurations is
done in polynomial time and the reconstruction provides OCD-consistency.
Definition 7.3 8-oriented Configuration
An 8-oriented configuration is a configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 ,
S8 , R8 , OR8 , OCD, RSD, GCDi where
• O is a finite set of objects.
• P is a mapping from O to N+ reflecting the order in that the objects
have been encountered.
• L ⊆ N+ × N+ , representing the set of points in the Cartesian plane with
integer coordinates.
• X ⊆ L × L = {<x, y>, <x’, y’> : x=x’ ∧ y=y’} is the equality relation.
• OL is a mapping from O to L with OL(o)=<x, y> : o ∈ O.
• G8 is a finite set of binary predicates: {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW}.
• S8 is the set of binary predicates: {SF, RF, RN, RB, SB, LB, LN, LF}.
• R8 is the set of unary predicates
{north, northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west, northwest}.
• OR8 mapping from O to R8
• OCD is a subset of O×S8 ×O the object configuration description.
• RSD is a finite set of tuples of the form <o, OL(o), OR8 (o)> : o ∈ O.
• GCD ⊆ O×G8 ×O the global configuration description.

7.3.1 Preserving OCD-consistency for 8-oriented configurations
The proof of OCD-consistency for 8-oriented configurations is almost the same
as the proof of OCD-consistency for 4-oriented configurations. The difference between 4-oriented and 8-oriented configurations is the used set of orientations which
is R4 for 4-oriented configurations but R8 for 8-oriented configurations and the
mapping OR4 for. However, this does not influence the reconstruction algorithm
and the same algorithm ‘reconstructObjectConfigurationFromOCDusingOrientations’ inclusive of all called functions is the same.
This chapter presented an innovative approach to handle eight different object
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orientations for a qualitative object configuration reconstruction in a global frame
of reference from a complete object configuration description. In the next chapter
the QuaDRO technical prototype is presented and some implemented examples
are provided.

Chapter

8

The QuaDRO technical prototype
The QuaDRO representation scheme has been developed with the intention to
alleviate and support human-machine communication in a dialogue situation. An
observer (human or machine) in the field describes an object configuration from
a survey perspective or from different local viewpoints. The description consists
of binary object position relationships. The listener (human or machine) reconstructs the described configuration from the description into a global frame of
reference (a piece of paper, computer screen, digitalization table). The purpose
of this research is to develop a representation scheme that humans, autonomous
agents or expert systems, can use to communicate about object relationships.
Therefore, both sides of the process need to be cognitively easy for a person
to understand and to fulfill. Figure 6.1a) and 6.1b) in chapter 6 show the high
level flow of information between the two communication partners. The QuaDRO
technical prototype has been implemented as a proof of concept for many of the
developed methods and techniques. In figure 6.1c) the high level flow of information in the prototype is presented.
This chapter reassembles the processes realized within the technical prototype. Much of the information provided has been mentioned in previous chapters
describing the representation system QuaDRO. The prototype consists of an observer process, operating in the observation area and a listener process, operating
in the reconstruction area. Both areas are represented by grids of equal sized cells
in which objects of different orientations can be placed. Observer- and listener
processes use the QuaDRO representation scheme (frame of reference). The observer deploys it to generate an object configuration description (ocd ), and the
listener applies it to reconstruct the configuration from that ocd. The technical
prototype for QuaDRO has been implemented in Java on the Haphazard virtual
environment simulation engine [And05].
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The observation area
The QuaDRO observation area contains a grid of adjustable length and width.
The grid fields are rectangular and all of the same size. The version implemented
so far considers only objects that are assumed to be of the same size and occupying
one cell each. Thereby the granularity of the eight relations SF, RF, RN, RB, SB,
LB, and LF can be achieved. The cells that represent the objects can be seen
as equally sized and to the underlying Cartesian coordinate system, axis-parallel
containers for real world objects. This abstracts from an object’s shape and size
but not from its two-dimensionality.
Objects without orientation and objects with eight different orientations can
be represented. For ease of use the orientations are called north, northeast, east,
southeast, south, southwest, west and northwest, assuming that the orientation
north is facing the top of the observation area and the other orientations are
represented accordingly. An object configuration is put into the grid by the object
configuration generator, which produces a random configuration of objects each
with one of the eight respective orientations, or a configuration of orientationless
objects. Furthermore, several hand-coded examples exist that show the processes
for specific object configurations.
The observer
Several observation strategies are implemented where the observer either has a
survey perspective on the whole configuration or a smaller view field which forces
him to move around in order to see all the objects. The observer can start
his observation from any cell within the observation grid. It is further possible
to implement alternative suitable strategies, either following a preprogrammed
path, using one of the parsing strategies suggested in chapter 4, for instance, or
pursuing a more reactive behavior.
The listener
The listener operates on the QuaDRO reconstruction area, a grid of adjustable
size with equally sized cells into which the reconstructed object configuration has
to be inserted. The basis for the reconstruction is given by the ocd only. If
necessary, as is the case for the second observation alternative, the ocd is sorted
into a well ordered ocd, whereby duplicate relationships are removed. Objects
are inserted one by one into the reconstruction area, by calculating their position
whilst considering influencing objects.
As long as no relationship concerning an object is known, the object can
be anywhere within the reconstruction area. Assuming that the reconstruction
area spans 30x30 coordinates, the preliminary values describing the region are:
prel x min = 1, prel x max = 30, prel y min = 1, and prel y max = 30. This
area is narrowed down according to the relationships to the reference- and influencing objects. If, for instance, the relationship to object 1 is RIGHT FRONT
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and object 1 is at the position (7;7) facing in decreasing y-dimension the new values bordering the area are: prel x min = 8, prel x max = 30, prel y min = 1,
prel y max = 6. After all influencing objects have been taken into account the
resulting area is given by the values x min, x max, y min, and y max. Depending on which relationship the new object has to the first given reference object,
the x- and y-values are chosen according to the distance default.

8.1 An example for eight object orientations using the
QuaDRO prototype
QuaDRO’s observation area is shown on the left of figure 8.1 as an example configuration of objects with eight different orientations. The objects’ positions are
quantitatively described in the geometrical scene description (GSD) presented on
the left in figure 8.2. They occupy one grid cell each and are displayed in green,
with a yellow edge or corner indicating their front and orientation. The observer
is displayed as a blue square also with a yellow edge or corner indicating its orientation and direction of movement. A red 3x3 grid that moves with the observer
shows its field of view. Each object that comes into this field is identified and its
qualitative relationships to all other objects that have previously been observed
are established. In this example, the observer always knows its own position and
the position and orientation of any object observed. It is therefore possible to
provide a complete object configuration description containing all necessary relationships to reconstruct the configuration without doubt of any object’s positional
relationships to other objects. The resulting ocd is similar to an ocd generated
from a survey perspective. In this example, the observer starts the observation
from the middle of the observation area and continues outwards in a spiral path.
The resulting qualitative ocd submitted to the listener is presented in figure 8.3.
The listener reconstructs the object configuration following the order the objects are mentioned within the ocd. The process starts by placing the first object
at coordinate 7,7, which is about the middle of the window initially shown of the
reconstruction area. All other objects are successively inserted at their relative
positions. The reconstructed configuration is qualitatively correct with regard to
all qualitative relationships between the objects, which are identical to the original, considering both the object’s intrinsic frames of reference and the underlying
absolute frame of reference. However, due to the distance default objects may
appear closer to each other than in the original. Furthermore, all movements of
objects by horizontal or vertical splits are either done in increasing x- or in increasing y-dimension and the configuration develops more to the bottom and right
side of the reconstruction area. In general, the strategy to place the first object in
the middle of the reconstruction field might lead to a more shifted reconstruction,
as the first object in the ocd does not need to be the object in the middle of the
configuration. When all objects are placed, the reconstructed scene description
(RSD), listed in figure 8.2b), contains the objects’ quantitative positions within
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the reconstruction.
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Figure 8.1: Observation and reconstruction in QuaDRO. Left: The observation area
containing objects with eight different orientations. Right: the corresponding reconstructed configuration from the OCD shown in figure 8.3. The numbers in both pictures
represent the order in that the observer introduced the objects.

Figure 8.2: Representation of object positions. Left: The Geometrical Scene Description (GSD) describing the object configuration graphically shown in figure 8.1 in the
observation area. Right: The Reconstructed Scene Description (RSD), quantitatively
describing the reconstructed configuration shown in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.3: The OCD for the configuration shown in figure 8.1 to the left. The OCD
was established on a spiral path from the middle of the observation area outwards.
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8.2 The observation scenario in QuaDRO
The scenario addressed in chapter 5 describes an observer on the ground whose
field of view is limited. If the environment is too wide to give an overview from
one position, the observer has to move around in order to provide position relationships for all objects. This excludes the possibilities of a description from a
survey perspective or a gaze tour [Tve99; Lev82] from a single position. Instead he
describes the object configuration performing a route tour between certain objects
and describing the relationships of all observed objects in relation to the visited
objects in a gaze tour and in relation to each other in a momentarily applied absolute frame of reference. This section presents the description and reconstruction
processes that are used to realize the scenario and shows an example observation
and reconstruction in the QuaDRO technical prototype.

8.2.1 The route tour scenario
The observer performs a route tour between certain objects. Each of these objects
functions as a reference object for the time the observer is present. At each
visited object, all objects observed from this point are described in relation to the
reference object in a gaze tour. Thereafter the relations between the object in the
same frame of reference, now functioning as a momentarily applied absolute frame
of reference, are given. At the first reference object, the applied pseudo intrinsic
frame of reference functions at the same time as the underlying absolute frame of
reference. The observer does not have to keep track of his orientation within this
absolute frame of reference, but he needs to know if he moves in alignment or at
an angle to it. When he moves in alignment with it, the next reference object uses
the frame of reference where the object’s orientation is to one of its edges. When
the observer moves at an angle to the underlying absolute frame of reference the
next reference object uses the frame of reference rotated the by 45◦ where the
object’s orientation is at one of its corners.
As described in [Tve99] people are able to change perspectives during a task.
Furthermore, they are often willing to accept a higher cognitive load if they feel
that this might alleviate the cognitive load for their communication partners.
Therefore, the observer is asked to switch between both frames of reference. The
only information for him to remember is what frame of reference he used at the
last route-tour stop. If he leaves the object in one of the relative directions sf, sb,
rn, or ln he must not change the frame of reference, but if he leaves in one of the
directions rf, rb, lf or lb the frame of reference must be changed. Furthermore, the
observer is assumed to recognize objects that he has observed before and is observing again from a different viewpoint. An activity diagram illustrating the route
tour is presented in figure 8.4. Algorithm 10 ‘buildOCDbyGazeTour’ and algorithm 11 ’buildOCDinMomentarilyAppliedAbsoluteFoR’ illustrate the two main
subprocesses of a route tour.
Algorithm 10 takes as input the observer’s current position as an x,y-coordinate
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Figure 8.4: The route tour process.
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and the object that is located at this position. Furthermore it gets a set of all
objects that are within the observer’s field of view, while he stands at his current
position. For every observed object a new ocd entry is created that contains information of which object (ocd entry.target) is in which relations (ocd entry.relation)
to the object at the current position (ocd entry.reference). When all objects have
been described in this way, the algorithm returns the ocd.
The algorithm ‘buildOCDinMomentarilyAppliedAbsoluteFoR’ also receives as
input the object located at the observer’s current position, and the set of all
objects observed from this position. It then creates an ocd entry for every object
(outer for loop) to every other object in this set (inner for loop). The algorithm
returns the accumulated ocd entries, collected in the ocd.

Algorithm 10 buildOCDbyGazeTour
=========================================================
input:
currentPosition (The observer’s current position)
currentObject (The object at the current position)
observedObjectList (A sequence of all objects observed
from the current position)
output:
ocd (A sequence of ocd_entries.)
-------------------------------------------------------1 for all entries in the observedObjectList do
2 create a new ocd_entry
3 ocd_entry.target <- the current object from the
ObservedObjectList
4 ocd_entry.relation <- the relation the
current target object has
in relation to the
orientation of the object
at the current position
5 ocd_entry.reference <- the object at the current
position
6 add ocd_entry to ocd
7 end for
8 return ocd
---------------------------------------------------------
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Algorithm 11 buildOCDinMomentarilyAppliedAbsoluteFoR
=========================================================
input:
currentObject (The object at the current position)
observedObjectList (A sequence of all objects observed
from the current position)
output:
ocd (Asequence of ocd_entries.)
-------------------------------------------------------1 for all entries in the observedObjectList do
2
reference <- current observedObjectList entry
3
for all entries in the observedObjectList do
4
target <- current observedObjectList entry
5
if target == reference
6
then %
7
else
8
if target != reference
9
then
10
create a new ocd_entry
11
ocd_entry.target <- target
12
ocd_entry.relation <- the relation of the
target object to the
reference object in
the FoR originated
by the currentObject’s
orientation
13
ocd_entry.reference <- reference
14
add ocd_entry to ocd
15
end if
16
end for
17
end for
18
return ocd
---------------------------------------------------------
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The listener needs to keep track of the observer’s movements in order to translate the relationships given in different frames of references into the absolute frame
of reference used in the reconstruction. As the observer first describes where the
objects are in relation to his first viewpoint the listener knows what relative orientation the observer takes when he moves to the next object. If the observer
moves freely in order to find new objects, he has to inform the listener of all
orientation changes. In order for the listener to know when the frame of reference
has changed, the observer must inform the listener when he changes position.
Figure 8.5 shows a possible route tour between three objects. The object configuration description (ocd ) for the example is: {(2 LB 1), (3 RB 1 ), (4 RF 1 ), (5
SF 1 ), (2 LB 5 ), (4 RB 5 ), (3 RB 5 ), (4 RF 2 ), (4 RF 3 ), (3 RN 2 ), continuing
right front to object 4, (1 SB 4 ), (3 SB 4 ), (6 RF 4 ), (7 SF 4 ), (3 SB 6 ), (1 SB
6 ), (7 LN 6 ), (3 SB 7 ), (1 SB 7 ), (3 RN 1 ), continuing straight front to object
7, (4 SB 7 ), (6 RN 7 ), (5 LB 7 ), (5 LN 6 ), (4 LB 6 ), (5 LN 4 )}.

7

5

4

6

1

2

3

Figure 8.5: Route tour (red/black) combined with several gaze tours (blue).

As in chapter 5, the listener uses the terms north, northeast, east, southeast,
south, southwest, west, and northwest as global directions in the reconstruction.
The intrinsic relationships can be translated into global relationships using the
two formulas:
FoRGlobalOrientation
= NS(((SN(previousFoRGlobalOrientation) + SN(movingDirection)) mod 8), R)
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globalRelation
= NS(((SN(FoRGlobalOrientation) +SN(intrinsicRelation)) mod 8), G)

Knowing in which direction the observer has moved enables the listener to follow the angle that the applied frame of reference has in relation to the underlying
global frame of reference. This translated ocd is better described by the term
global configuration description (gcd ) as it contains only global relationships between objects. The observer might have described the relationship of two objects
from different viewpoints. These relationships translate to the same relationship
in the global frame of reference. For a smooth reconstruction, it is advantageous if
the description is sorted into a well ordered gcd where all duplicate relationships
are removed. In the previous example, the well ordered gcd, where the listener
chooses the orientation north for object 1 is: {(2 southwest 1 ), (3 southeast 1 ), (3
east 2 ), (4 northeast 1 ), (4 northeast 2 ), (4 northeast 3 ), (5 north 1 ), (5 northeast
2 ), (5 northwest 3 ), (5 northwest 4 ), (6 east 4 ), (6 northeast 3 ), (6 northeast 1 ),
(6 southeast 5 ), (7 northeast 4 ), (7 northwest 6 ), (7 northeast 3 ), (7 northeast
1 ), (7 east 5 )}. The activity diagram in figure 8.6 provides an overview of the
reconstruction process.
Algorithm 12 ‘reconstructObjectConfigurationFromGCD’ takes the gcd as input and provides an RSD and the GCD component of all relations within the gcd
that have been reconstructed. If the provided gcd is not empty the algorithm
starts by placing the first object, that is not mentioned in the gcd into the reconstruction at position 7,7. (line 3 - 7). For all entries in the gcd that introduce new
objects an rsd entry is created in line 13. The object’s position is calculated by
the function ‘placeNextObjectGlobal’ called in line 15 and described in algorithm
13. The returned position is attached to the rsd entry for that object in lines
16 and 17. The rsd entry is added to the RSD (line 18) and the gcd entry is
added to the GCD component of all reconstructed relationships. Algorithm 13 is
almost similar to algorithm 3 (‘placeNextObject’). The difference is that it uses
the gcd instead of the ocd and global relationships instead of intrinsic relationships. Therefore, in line 7 the referenceRegion can be found directly by applying
definition 6.3 and no further translation of relationships is required.
A reconstruction accomplished by the previous two algorithms does not contain the object’s orientations. During the route-tour description the objects were
assumed to be orientationless, the intrinsic frame of reference were attached to
them, which were identical oriented as the observer. Therefore, the reconstruction containing only orientationless objects does not lead to a loss of information.
A configuration like this is called a global configuration, formally described in
definition 8.1. Compared to the previously introduced configurations a global
configuration lacks the components R and OR for object orientations and the
components S and OCD that are used for the object’s intrinsic orientations.
OCD-consistency is not applicable for global configurations, since no OCDcomponent is available. Instead, reconstruction is done with the gcd as input and
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the GCD-component is successively established with every gcd entry encountered.
Therefore, for these types of configuration GCD-consistency (definition 8.2) is
necessary to assure that the reconstruction mirrors all given constraints in the
input gcd.

Algorithm 12. reconstructObjectConfigurationFromGCD
=========================================================
input:
gcd (a sequence of gcd_entries)
output:
RSD (a sequence of rsd_entries)
GCD (a sequence of gcd_entries that have been
reconstructed)
-------------------------------------------------------1 if gcd != {}
2
then
3
create new rsd_entry
4
rsd_entry.x <- 7
5
rsd_entry.y <- 7
6
rsd_entry.object <- 1
7
add rsd_entry to rsd
8 end if
9 for all entries in the gcd do
10
if current gcd_entry.target
= previous gcd_entry.target
11
then %
12
else
13
create new rsd_entry
14
rsd_entry.object <- current gcd_entry.target
15
position <- placeNextObjectGlobal
(current gcd_entry.target, gcd, RSD)
16
rsd_entry.x <- position.x
17
rsd_entry.y <- position.y
18
add rsd_entry to RSD
19
add gcd_entry to GCD
20
end if
21 end for
22 return RSD, GCD
---------------------------------------------------------
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Algorithm 13. placeNextObjectGlobal
=========================================================
input:
gcd_entry (the target object has to be placed)
gcd (The global object configuration description)
RSD (The reconstructed scene description)
output:
targetPosition (The x,y coordinate for the target)
--------------------------------------------------------0 target <- gcd_entry.target
1 targetRegion <- the whole reconstruction area
2 referenceRelation <- gcd.entry.relation
3 for all entries in the gcd that have target
as target object do
4
referenceObject <- the chosen
gcd_entry.reference
5
relation <- the chosen gcd_entry.relation
6
repeat
7
referenceRegion <- All x,y coordinates that fulfill
the definition for this relations
following definition 6.3
8
targetRegion <- intersect
(referenceRegion, targetRegion)
9
if targetRegion is empty
10
then moveObjects
(referenceObject, rsd, relation)
11
end if
12
until targetRegion is not empty
13
add the chosen gcd_entry to GCD
14 end for
15 targetPosition <- insertObjectUsingDistanceDefault
(targetRegion, referenceRelation)
16 return targetPosition
---------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 8.6: The reconstruction process.
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Definition 8.1 global Configuration
A simple configuration is a configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , RSD,
GCDi where
• O a finite set of objects.
• P is a mapping from O to N+ reflecting the order in which the objects
have been encountered.
• L ⊆ N+ × N+ , representing the set of points in the Cartesian plane with
integer coordinates.
• X ⊆ L × L = {<x, y>, <x’, y’> : x=x’ ∧ y=y’} the equality relation.
• OL is a mapping from O to L with OL(o)=<x, y> : o ∈ O.
• G8 is a finite set of binary predicates: {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW}.
• RSD is a finite set of tuples of the form <o, OL(o)>: o ∈ O.
• GCD ⊆ O×G8 ×O the global configuration description.

Definition 8.2 GCD-consistency
A configuration Conf = hO, P, L, OL, G, RSD, GCDi is GCD-consistent
iff

∀ <o, r, o’> ∈ GCD : <OL(o), r, OL(o’)>

8.2.2 Preserving GCD-consistency
The reconstruction process (algorithm 12) preserves GCD-consistency. The proof
is similar to the previously presented proofs of OCD-consitency.
If the input (gcd ) to algorithm 12 is not empty, algorithm 12 starts with
placing the first object (o1 ), which itself is not mentioned in the gcd, into the
reconstruction area (lines 1 to 7). The resulting configuration Conf1 = ho1 ,
P(o1 ), L, X, OL(o1 ), G8 , <o1 , OL(o1 )>, ∅i obviously is GCD-consistent, since
the GCD-component so far considered in the reconstruction is empty.
The loop starting in line 9 of algorithm 12 begins with this GCD-consistent
configuration. For each new object o’ introduced in the gcd, algorithm 13 ‘placeNextObjectGlobal’ is called in line 15 of algorithm 12. So far the configuration has not
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been changed, therefore, algorithm 13 starts with a GCD-consistent configuration.
Generally, every time the algorithm is called it starts with a GCD-consistent
configuration Conf = hO, P, L, X, OL, G8 , RSD, GCDi. In line 1 the target region
(targetRegion) for the new object o’ is set to the whole reconstruction area. At
this moment no relationships of object o’ to other objects have been considered.
Let the reconstruction area be defined by the values Xmin , Xmax , Ymin , and
Ymax . The target region therefore contains all locations
<x,y>: (Xmin ≤ x ≤ Xmax ) ∧ (Ymin ≤ y ≤ Ymax ). Let it be defined by
Xmintarget =Xmin , Xmaxtarget =Xmax , Ymintarget =Ymin , Ymaxtarget =Ymax .
By the loop starting in line 3, a set (let it be called N) of triples of the form <o’,
r, oi > describing the relationships of the new object o’ that is not yet a member
of O, to objects oi ∈ O, P(oi ) = i, (previously inserted objects) is considered.
Each iteration of the for loop takes the relation r of the new object o’, which
is called the target, to the provided reference object oi (referenceObject). The
referenceRegion is calculated to contain all x,y-coordinates that fulfill the definition of the relation (r) following definition 6.3. The resulting referenceRegion is
the area defined by Xminref erence , Xmaxref erence , Yminref erence , Ymaxref erence .
In line 8 the targetRegion is intersected with the referenceRegion and only
those locations that remain are:
{<x,y>: Max(Xmintarget ,Xminref erence ) ≤ x ≤ Min( Xmaxtarget , Xmaxref erence )
∧ Max(Ymintarget ,Yminref erence ) ≤ y ≤ Min( Ymaxtarget , Ymaxref erence )}.
In case this intersection is empty the function ‘moveObjects’ is called in
line 10. Depending on the situation, this function calls either ‘splitVertically’
or ‘splitHorizontally’ both of which return modified configurations but preserve
GCD-consistency in the same way they preserve OCD-consistency. (The proof
is straight forward and the same as for OCD-consistency and therefore omitted.)
Thus if line 10 has been executed the previous steps in lines 6 to 12 are repeated
on a modified but GCD-consistent configuration.
If the target region is not empty, obviously all locations in this area are the
only locations that previously belonged to both referenceRegion and targetRegion.
The referenceRegion calculated using definition 6.3 ensures that all positions in
the remaining targetRegion conform to the relation r ∈ <o’, r, oi >.
Further iterations of the for loop (lines 3 to 14) lead to a target region that
conforms to all spatial relations provided for object o’. When the loop finishes
in line 14, the target position is chosen by using the distance default (definition
6.9) out of all locations within the targetRegion. Therefore, the chosen location
conforms to all relations considered. Algorithm 13 ends by returning this location
to algorithm 12, the only changes that algorithm 13 makes to the configuration
is made by a horizontal or vertical split both of which preserve GCD-consistency.
Therefore after algorithm 13 has terminated, the configuration remains GCDconsistent.
Algorithm 12 adds the <o’ OL(o’)> to the RSD (lines 16 to 18), which changes
the configuration by adding the new object o’ at its position within the grid.
As this position is the intersection of all relations r considered and iteratively
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calculated following definition 6.3 the modified configuration is GCD-consistent.

8.2.3 An example scenario in the QuaDRO prototype
The objects in the observation area, shown on the left of figure 8.7 are orientationless. Generally, the observer can start at any point within the observation
area. The size of its field of view can range from a global overview to just one
cell visited at a particular time. He is able to move in eight different directions.
Any implemented parsing strategy can be applied. The example given here uses
a simple parsing strategy that provides a good result in an environment with a
certain density of objects.
The observer starts from the lower edge and moves forward until the first
object comes into his field of view. His own position is now his first viewpoint, in
relation to which he describes the positions of the observed object. He moves to
that object which becomes his second viewpoint which then inherits the observer’s
orientation at arrival. In a gaze tour he describes the objects he sees in relation
to the viewpoint and in a momentarily applied absolute frame of reference their
relations to each other. In the observation field’s graphical representation a visited
object shows which orientation the observer had with a yellow edge or corner. On
the right of figure 8.7 the observation area is shown following a few moves. In
this example, the observation ends when the observer does not see any further
objects that he had not previously observed. On the left of figure 8.8, the objects
that are only colored green have been observed from several positions but have
never been used as viewpoints themselves. In order to obtain an ocd that allows
for the reconstruction process to be made the same way as described in previous
examples the ocd is first translated into a description where all relations are given
in the same frame of reference and all duplicate relations are removed.
Due to the observer’s limited field of view, he can only describe the relationship
of two objects if both objects are present within his field of view at the same
time. In the case of an object’s relationship to an influencing object not being
available, the influencing object’s possible impact on that object’s position is
ignored. This might, of course, lead to misplaced objects and, depending on fault
accumulation, in certain cases even to wrong reconstructions. The next chapter
provides a different approach that considers the case where some relationships are
not known.
This chapter briefly introduced the QuaDRO technical prototype developed
to describe an object configuration qualitatively and to reconstruct the configuration from that description alone. Two examples were presented to illustrate the
observation of objects with eight individual intrinsic orientations and the route
tour scenario described in chapter 5. So far the object configuration description
has either been a complete description of the observed objects, or as in the implemented route tour scenario, missing object relations have been ignored. In certain
situations this might lead to incorrect reconstructions. It is advantageous to use
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Figure 8.7: The route tour scenario in QuaDRO. Left: A configuration of objects
without own intrinsic orientations. The observer has reached a position from that he sees
the first object in the top left corner of the view field. Right: The same configuration
after a while. The visited objects show the orientation that the observer used for the
description while standing at the objects.
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Figure 8.8: The route tour scenario in QuaDRO. Left: The observation process has
come to an end. Not all objects have been visited but all have been observed. Right: The
configuration reconstructed from the provided OCD.
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reasoning strategies to achieve at least some knowledge about missing object relationships. Therefore, the following chapter introduces the reasoning techniques
suitable for usage in QuaDRO. It further describes how objects with unknown or
partly unknown relationships are represented in the reconstruction.
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Chapter

9

Object configuration reconstruction
using coarse relations

In all processes described earlier, the ocd has been a complete description of the
object configuration using only the eight basic relations. When a relationship
between two objects would not have been available within the ocd the reconstruction process would ignore this relationship. Under certain circumstances,
ignoring certain relationships might lead to reconstructions that are not qualitatively equivalent to the original object configuration, with regard to the nine
equivalence classes. To improve the reconstruction process and to provide qualitatively correct reconstructions even from underspecified ocd s, reasoning techniques
to obtain coarse relationships between objects are necessary. Section 9.1 explains
how QuaDRO can be extended with reasoning techniques in order to gain coarse
information about missing object relationships. Section 9.2 shows how objects
with coarse relationships are represented within the reconstruction in order to establish qualitatively correct object configuration reconstructions. The reconstruction process for underspecified ocd s is presented in section 9.3 and illustrated by
an example in section 9.4. In addition to the provided techniques, several further
strategies are necessary to cover all possible situations that might arise during the
reconstruction process when using coarse relations. These strategies are described
in section 9.5.
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Definition 9.1 G16 - General Global Relations
The set G16 of spatial relations is a finite set of binary
predicates over locations <x,y>,<x’,y’> : x, x’, y, y’ ∈
N+ in the Cartesian plane. It contains the previously
defined set G8 of global relations as a subset and adds
the relations SAME and the coarse relations NORTH,
EAST, SOUTH, WEST, NEUTRAL-V, NEUTRAL-H,
and OPEN.
<x’,y’> N <x,y> iff (x’ = x) ∧ (y’ < y)
<x’,y’> NE <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ < y)
<x’,y’> E <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ = y)
<x’,y’> SE <x,y> iff (x’ > x) ∧ (y’ > y)
<x’,y’> S <x,y> iff (x’ = x) ∧ (y’ > y)
<x’,y’> SW <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ > y)
<x’,y’> W <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ = y)
<x’,y’> NW <x,y> iff (x’ < x) ∧ (y’ < y)
<x’,y’> SAME <x,y> iff (x’ = x) ∧ (y’ = y)
<x’,y’> NORTH <x,y> iff y’ < y
<x’,y’> EAST <x,y> iff x’ > x
<x’,y’> SOUTH <x,y> iff y’ > y
<x’,y’> WEST <x,y> iff x’ < x
<x’,y’> NEUTRAL-V <x,y> iff y’ = y
<x’,y’> NEUTRAL-H <x,y> iff x’ = x
<x’,y’> OPEN <x,y> iff nothing is known about the
relationships
Every coarse relation can be expressed as a
disjunction of basic relations:
NORTH = {NW ∨ N ∨ NE}
EAST = {NE ∨ E ∨ SE}
SOUTH = {SW ∨ S ∨ SE}
WEST = {NW ∨ W ∨ SW}
NEUTRAL-H = {W ∨ SAME ∨ E}
NEUTRAL-V = {N ∨ SAME ∨ S}
OPEN = {N ∨ NE ∨ E ∨ SE ∨ S ∨ SW ∨ W ∨ NW ∨ SAME}
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9.1 Reasoning
As mentioned in chapter 3, many existing qualitative calculi have been developed
for reasoning about implicitly available information. See for instance [Fra91;
Fre92b; Lig93; Ren04; Mor05; Sch95; Mor00; Dyl05; Güs89; Bal98; Ski05]. Using QuaDRO’s terminology in an absolute frame of reference a typical reasoning
question could be: Given the relationships (2 NE 1 ) and (3 NE 2 ) what is the
relationship of object 3 to object 1 ? An absolute frame of reference is used,
since reasoning is done within the reconstruction process after the relationships
provided have been translated into the reconstruction’s frame of reference. The
answer to this question is: (3 NE 1 ), which under these circumstances is the only
possible relationship of the two objects. Composition tables based on conceptual
neighbourhoods of spatial relations [Fre91a; Fre92c; Fre92a; Zim96] are often used
to provide answers to these kind of questions. The relationship of object 2 to object 1 is presented in the table’s row and the relationship of object 3 to object
2 in its column. At the intersection of row and column, all possible relationships
of object 3 to object 1 can be found. The composition table for QuaDRO is
given in figure 9.1. The table is based on similar sized objects. For instance the
relationships in the third row, (2 E 1 ), and first column, (3 N 2 ), are evaluated
to (3 NE 1 ) which is only correct for equally sized objects. If the objects are of
different size the two relationships (3 NE 1 ) and (3 E 1 ) are possible.
However, the usual question in the tasks presented here is: Given the relationship of object 2 to object 1 and the relationship of object 3 to object 1 what is
the relationship of object 3 to object 2 ? For example, in the case (2 NE 1 ) and
(3 NW 1 ). To use the composition table the relationship (2 NE 1 ) needs to be
inverted to (1 SW 2 ). The new relationship can then be looked up in the composition table in the intersection of (1 SW 2 ) and (3 NW 1 ) which turns out to be
the coarse relationship WEST, which can also be interpreted as the disjunction of
the relationships ((3 NW 2 ) ∨ (3 W 2 ) ∨ (3 SW 2 )). A composition table where
the relationship of object 3 to object 2 can be found without the need to first
reverse the relationship, is given in figure 9.2. This table principally contains the
same information as the table in figure 9.1 and its presence here is just for convenience. Most composition table entries allow only one basic relationship of the
two objects. Even if such a relationship is missing from the gcd there is implicitly
only this single alternative and the object is automatically placed correctly into
the reconstruction area without the need for reasoning.
Reasoning becomes necessary for relationships of objects that have been introduced as influencing objects in chapter 6. The composition table shows that in
all these cases, there are at least three possible basic relationships, in some cases
even nine possible basic relationships. We call the triples of possible relations
coarse relations and name them EAST containing the relations NE, E, and SE,
WEST, containing the relations NW, W, and SW, NEUTRAL-V (v for vertically) containing the relations N, SAME, and S, NORTH containing the relations
NE, N, and NW, NEUTRAL-H (h for horizontally) containing the relations W,
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3:2
2:1

Figure 9.1: The composition table for QuaDRO. The first column shows the relationship
of object 2 (blue) to object 1 (yellow), the first row the relationship of object 3 (red) to
object 2 (blue). In the intersections the relationships of object 3 (red) to object 1 (yellow)
are found.

SAME, and E, and SOUTH, containing the relations SE, S, and SW. The relation
OPEN denotes the case where all nine relationships are possible. Together with
the previously defined set of global relations G8 these build a set of sixteen global
relations called G16 as defined in definition 9.1.
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3:1
2:1

Figure 9.2: A more convenient composition table for the type of reasoning questions
typically used in QuaDRO. The table shows the relationship of object 2 (blue) to object
1 (yellow) in the first column and the relationship of object 3 (red) to object 1 (yellow)
in the first row. The intersection provides the relationship of object 3 (red) to object 2
(blue).

9.2 The allocation of space for objects with coarse relationships
In the reconstruction processes described so far, the position for an object was
calculated by intersecting the regions given by the reference object and the influencing objects to a resulting area (target region) where the object is allowed to be.
This area is defined by the values Xmintarget , Xmaxtarget , Ymintarget , Ymaxtarget .
Following the distance default, this area’s cell nearest the already reconstructed
part of the configuration is chosen as the object’s position.
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When an object’s relationship to an influencing object is not known and reasoning will provide a coarse relationship that is a disjunction of three or more
possible basic relationships, the object’s position becomes ambiguous. If one definite position out of the possible positions were chosen, there is only a one in
three chance to pick the correct one. In order to provide the correct result a nondeterministic approach could establish all possible reconstruction alternatives in
parallel. One of these alternatives qualitatively matches the original configuration.
However, without comparing the reconstruction to the original it is not possible
to know which one it is. It is likely that many incorrect reconstructions will be
terminated by ending in contradictory states, however, this is unfortunately not
guaranteed.
The intention in QuaDRO is to embed the nondeterminism into just one reconstruction that, in addition, is qualitatively correct in any reconstruction step,
regarding the objects’ relative positions to each other described by the nine given
equivalence classes. To achieve this, an object’s concrete position is not decided
upon as long as this position is unclear. Instead, the minimal space that covers all
possible relative positions for the object is allocated. The following reconstruction
steps deal with the fact that the object could be at any of these positions and
the following objects are inserted in the way that whichever position the object
takes, the rest of the reconstruction will still be correct. As long as no further information clarifies the object’s position, the whole area that represents the object
is treated as the object. Dealing with coarse objects includes some new situations
that have to be dealt with in order to develop qualitatively correct reconstruction
results.
• The first case has already been discussed. When the object’s relationship
to an influencing object is unknown, reasoning will be used to decide if the
object is EAST, WEST, NORTH, SOUTH, NEUTRAL-H, or NEUTRALV of the influencing object or if its relationship is OPEN. Enough space
is allocated for the object for all the basic relationships that the concluded
coarse relationship consist of to be fulfilled.
In figure 9.3a) the relationships (2 northwest 1 ) and (3 northeast 1 ) are
given. Object 2 is an influencing object to object 3 ’s position. With help
of reasoning the relationship can be identified as (3 EAST 2 ). This means
that in the end, object 3 will be either NE, E, or SE of object 2. From
now on at least three cells, one for each possible relation, represent object
3 until further information resolves the ambiguity.
• The more relationships to influencing objects that are missing the bigger
the area that represents a coarse object becomes. Figure 9.3b) shows the
situation where the relationships (2 N 1 ), (3 N 2 ), (4 E 1 ), (5 E 4 ), and
(6 E 5 ) are enough to reconstruct the configuration excluding object 7. For
the position of object 7 only the relationship (7 N 6 ) is given. There is
no doubt about object 7 ’s relationships to objects 1, 4, and 5 but objects
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Figure 9.3: Space allocation for coarse objets. a) gcd: (2 NW 1), (3 NE 1).
Reasoning provides the relationship (3 EAST 2). b) gcd: (2 N 1), (3 N 2), (4 E
1), (5 E 4), (6 E 5), (7 N 6). Reasoning provides the relationships (7 EAST 2)
and (7 EAST 3).

2 and 3 are influencing objects. After applying reasoning the coarse relationships (7 EAST 2 ) and (7 EAST 3 ) are available. In order to leave
all possible contained basic relationships open the space to be allocated for
object 7 needs to cover the situation where 7 is NE of object 3 and the
situation where it is SE of object 2. In addition, care must be taken that
the relationships (7 SE 3 ) and (7 NE 2 ) are possible at the same time. To
achieve the latter at least one cell space is needed between objects 2 and 3.
If the space is not already available between these two objects, they have to
be moved apart by a vertical split in order to obtain the necessary space.
• When influencing objects are in two dimensions the coarse object’s area
expands into both dimensions as shown in figure 9.4. In 9.4a) object 5’s
relationship to object 2 is not presented in the gcd and is calculated to
EAST. Furthermore, object 5’s relationship to object 4 is not available
and is therefore calculated as NORTH. Figure 9.4b) shows object 6 whose
relationships to the influencing objects 2, 4 and 5 are unclear and calculated
as (6 EAST 2 ), (6 NORTH 4 ), and (6 NORTH 5 ).
• Opposed to the single cell objects that are situated in the announced cells,
are coarse objects represented by an area, in one out of the area’s cells.
However, a coarse object represented by an area is in principle treated in
the same way as a single cell object. It can be moved in x- and y-dimensions
by a horizontal or vertical split (definition 6.10 and 6.11) in order to obtain
space for other objects. Used as a reference object the frame of reference is
applied around the whole area representing the object.
• When a reference object is a coarse object, the target object becoming
a coarse object or being represented as a single cell object depends on the
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Figure 9.4: Space allocation for coarse objects. a) gcd: (2 N 1), (3 N 2), (4 SE
1), (5 NE 1), (5 SE 3). Reasoning provides the relationships (5 EAST 2) and (5
NORTH 4). b) gcd: (2 N 1), (3 N 2), (4 SE 1), (5 E 4), (6 NE 1), (6 SE 3).
Reasoning provides the relationships (6 EAST 2), (6 NORTH 4), and (6 NORTH
5). c) gcd: (2 N 1), (3 N 2), (4 SE 1), (5 E 4), (6 NE 1), (6 SE 3), (6 NW 5),
(7 NE 5), (7 E 6).

target object’s relationship. When the target object is in one of the relationships NE, SE, NW, or SW to the reference object and no other influencing
object has any further impact on its position it is represented by one cell
only. In these relationships, the reference object’s size has no impact on the
target object’s representation.

• If the target object is in the relationship N, S, E, or W of the reference
object, the target object’s size is influenced by the reference object’s size.
Figure 9.4c) shows the example where the target object 7 is E of reference
object 6, which is represented by an area. Depending on the reference
object’s exact and so far unknown position the position of the target object
will be one out of three possible cells. As long as the reference object’s
position is not clarified, the target object’s position is neither clarified and
all cells covering the qualitative area for all possible positions need to be
allocated for the target object. Whenever further information about object
6 reduces or increases object 6’s area, the area of object 7 needs to be
adjusted accordingly.

• While applying a vertical or horizontal split, the separating line might intersect a coarse object. In this case the object must be extended, so that the
part of the object on one side of the line is moved and the cells that appear
in the middle between the two object parts become part of the object.
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9.3 The reconstruction process for coarse objects
QuaDRO’s reconstruction process for objects at uncertain positions follows the
activity diagram presented in the previous chapter in figure 8.6. The ocd is
first translated into a global description, all duplicate relationships are removed
and the remaining relationships are sorted into a well ordered gcd. After all
areas describing all relationships of the target object have been intersected, but
before an object can be inserted, it should be checked whether there are further
influencing objects whose relationships are not presented in the gcd. Influencing
objects are all objects that are north, east, south, or west of the target region.
The relationship of the target object to the influencing object is calculated
by reasoning. Considering the possible coarse relationship provided by the composition table, enough space to fulfill all possible basic relationships the coarse
relationship consists of is allocated. After the object’s area has been established
it needs to be checked for interfering objects. Interfering objects are influencing
objects that have not yet been considered and that are west, east, north, or south
of the allocated area for the target object. Because the target’s relation to these
objects is so far unknown they must be moved to positions where it is still possible
to establish all relationships. As the interfering objects are influencing objects,
their impact on the target object’s area is calculated next. A reconstructed configuration using the set G16 of global relations is called a coarse configuration,
formally described in definition 9.2.
Definition 9.2. coarse Configuration
An coarse configuration is a configuration Conf = hO, P, L, OL, G16 , RSD,
GCDi where
• O is a finite set of objects
• P is a mapping from O to N+ reflecting the order in which the objects
have been encountered.
• L ⊆ N+ × N+ , representing the set of points in the Cartesian plane
with integer coordinates.
• OL is a mapping from O to L x L x L x L describing the four edges of
an objects area Xmin , Xmax , Ymin ,Ymax
OL(o) = all <i,j> ∈ L: (Xmin (o) ≤ i ≤Xmax (o)) ∧ (Ymin (o) ≤ j ≤
Ymax (o)) o ∈ O.
• G16 is a finite set of binary predicates, defined in definition 9.1
• RSD is a finite set of tuples of the form <o, OL(o)>: o ∈ O.
• GCD ⊆ O×G16 ×O, the global configuration description.
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9.4 An example reconstruction with coarse objects
The reconstruction process establishes a reconstruction with all objects’ relationships, that are mentioned within the gcd. Relationships to influencing objects are
handled by the implicit nondeterministic approach to allocate as much space as
needed for an object, in order that all possible basic relationships can be fulfilled.
However, it might be possible to send the observer to certain places to look for
specific relationships that have not been provided within the original ocd. When
these further relationships arrive, the reconstruction established so far can be improved by adding the new information and diminishing the areas allocated for
coarse objects.

9.4.1 Reconstruction using coarse objects
The following example shown in figure 9.5 demonstrates how space is allocated
for coarse objects. Suppose the incomplete gcd for an object configuration is: {(2
NW 1 ), (3 SE 1 ), (4 E 1 ), (5 NE 1 ), (6 NE 5 ), (7 E 5 ), (7 SE 6 )}. The first three
objects are handled in the same way as before, shown in figure 9.5a). Object 4
has to be inserted W of object 1 whereby object 2 becomes an influencing object
on object 4 ’s position. Because there is no entry in the gcd that clarifies the
relationship of object 4 to object 2, reasoning is used to conclude that object 4
is SOUTH of object 2. This means that at least three cells need to be allocated
for object 4, covering the three basic relationships SE, S and SW that the coarse
relation SOUTH is composed of. Space to fulfill the relationships S and SW is
available in the reconstruction area but the relationship SE can currently not be
fulfilled. Therefore, object 2 has to be moved in order to provide the space. The
grey area in figure 9.5b) shows the three cells allocated for object 4. Object 4 will
only be in one of them but while it is not known in which one, the reconstruction
represents object 4 by the whole area of its potential position.
The next entry gives the information that object 5 is NE of object 1, which
makes object 2 an influencing object. As the gcd does not contain any information
of their relationship the reasoning process comes to the result that object 5 is
EAST of object 2. To fulfill this relation, three cells in the vertical dimension,
as shown in figure 9.5c), need to be occupied by object 5. In addition, object 3
is also an influencing object whose relationship is also unavailable from the gcd.
Therefore, the reasoning process concludes that object 5 is NORTH of object 3.
This relation alone would be fulfilled by occupying three cells but together with
the relationship (5 EAST 2 ) an area of nine cells has to be preliminarily allocated
for the possible position of object 5. In order to fulfill the possible relationship
(5 NW 3 ), which is part of (5 NORTH 3 ) object 3 has to be moved to the
right before the area representing object 5 can be completely inserted into the
reconstruction, shown in figure 9.5d).
To place object 6 correctly without knowing exactly where object 5 will be
placed, it is inserted NE of the whole area that has been allocated for object 5, as
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shown in figure 9.5e). If later on, the relationships between object 5 and objects 3
and 2 become available and object 5 can be placed in its unambiguous position,
this will not influence the position of object 6. In any case it will be NE of object
5. The insertion of object 7 SE of object 6 and E of object 5 is not as simple.
Depending on the real position of object 5, there are three possible alternatives
for object 7. This means that object 7 ’s position is dependent on object 5 ’s. In
order to cover this, an area containing all possible positions that object 7 might
have depending on object 5 ’s position, is allocated for object 7, which is also
depicted in figure 9.5e). This figure shows the result of the reconstruction of the
configuration described by the gcd above.
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Figure 9.5: A reconstruction example with coarse object relationships. a) to e) The
reconstruction process from the incomplete gcd: (2 NW 1), (3 SE 1), (4 E 1), (5 NE 1),
(6 NW 5), (7 E 5), (7 SE 6), where an object with at an ambiguous position is represented
by the smallest area that provides enough space that every possible relationship for the so
far unknown relationships could be fulfilled. f ) to i) The so far missing relationships (5 N
3), (5 NE 2), and (4 SW 2) have become available and the reconstruction is modified by
reducing the allocated areas for objects successively to one cell only, taking into account
to even resize the area for object 7 which is dependent on object 5.
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9.4.2 Reduction of coarse objects’ areas
Assuming that later on new information about the missing object relationships
becomes available, the reconstruction can be improved. Suppose that the relationships (5 N 3 ), (5 NE 2 ), and (4 SW 2 ) become available and are handled in
the same order. The first relationship leads to an intersection of the allocated area
so far for object 5 with the N region of object 3, shown in figure 9.5f). Object 5 ’s
possible position is now restricted within this intersection, shown in figure 9.5g).
The additional relationship (5 NE 2 ) is handled the same way. The intersection
of the area allocated for object 5 and the area NE of object 2 is calculated. The
result represents the remaining possible area for object 5, which in this case is
unambiguous.
Object 7 is the only object that has been inserted into the reconstruction after
object 5 as a dependent object. The relationship (7 E 5 ) has to be fulfilled and
therefore the area previously allocated for object 7 is now intersected with the
area E of object 5 at its new position and the intersection becomes the remaining
possible space for object 7 which in this case is also unambiguous. The result
of the improved reconstruction process so far is shown in figure 9.5h) where only
object 4 ’s position is still uncertain. The last relationship, (4 SW 2 ), resolves
this ambiguity and the complete reconstruction is finally available in figure 9.5i).

9.5 Further necessities to cover all possible cases
The previous example summarized the techniques used to reconstruct object configurations from underspecified ocd ’s into a global frame of reference taking all
possibilities for unknown object positions into account. To be able to cover all
possible situations that can arise using underspecified ocd s, some further strategies need to be introduced.
• Several objects can have unknown relationships to the same influencing object, which leads to overlapping object areas. In the example in figure 9.6a)
object 3 and object 4 are both NE of reference object 1, furthermore the
relationship 4 E of 3 is known, but neither the relationships of object 3
to object 2 or object 4 to object 2 are known. Object 2 is an influencing
object for both and reasoning leads to the conclusion that 3 and 4 are both
NORTH of object 2. The space allocated for both objects must keep the
possibilities open that both objects are to the NW of object 2 or to the NE
of object 2. Therefore, the areas of the two objects overlap.
• The previous case includes the necessity to resize a coarse object’s area
after the object has been placed into the reconstruction. In the example
scenario above object 3 is most likely to be first inserted NORTH of object
2 allocating three cells for it. After the information 4 is E of 3 and NORTH
of 2 is available the allocated space for object 3 is no longer sufficient.
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Object 4 must have the possibility to be to the NW of object 2 and object
3 needs to be W of object 4. Therefore one more cell needs to be allocated
to the left of the currently allocated area for object 3 allowing both objects
to be NW of object 2. In addition, object 4 also allocates four cells.
Figure 9.6b) shows three objects overlapping. All three objects are in the
relationship NORTH to the influencing object 2. It must be possible for all
of them to end up NW as well as NE of it. Therefore, three cells to the
NW and a further three cells to the NE of the influencing object have to be
allocated and the objects’ areas overlap. As in the previous example object
3 which has been inserted first will be resized when object 4 is inserted.
Both objects have to be resized again when object 5 appears.
• The object representation as areas of all possible locations of an object
includes the possibility that just a part of an areal object influences a target
object’s position. This describes the case where the object so far represented
as an area of all possible positions ends up at a certain single cell and
influences another object’s position. This potential influence needs to be
taken into account in the reconstruction. Whether the areal object turns out
ultimately to be at an influencing position or not, the reconstruction must
be qualitatively correct during all steps in the reconstruction process, and
therefore all possibilities have to be considered in the same reconstruction.
This problem cannot be solved by adjusting the newly introduced object.
Instead, the influencing coarse object has to be resized to cover all possible
relationships to the target object. In the example in figure 9.7a) object 3 ’s
relationship to object 1 is NORTH. When object 4 is inserted W of object
1, shown in figure 9.7b) the case where object 3 is in fact NW of object
1 needs to be considered because it will influence the position of object 4.
Reasoning provides the relationship (4 SOUTH 3 ).
In this case, object 4 will either be SE, S or SW of object 3. In other words
object 3 will either be NE, N or NW of object 4. In this particular case
object 3 is an area object and only a part of it is inside the region NW 1,
which is the inline-region to W 1 and therefore just this part of object 3
is influencing object 4 ’s position. For the correct reconstruction object 3
has to be resized. Allocating more space for object 4 will never solve the
problem as object 4 cannot be SE of object 3 and still be inside the region
W of object 1. Note, that the reconstruction would look the same were the
objects’ relationships given in a different order: The gcd : {(2 NE 1 ), (4 W
1 ), (3 NW 2 )} would lead to the same reconstruction, whereby in this case
object 3 would be placed last and no object inserted earlier would have to
be changed.
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Figure 9.6: Overlapping coarse object areas. a) gcd: (2 SE 1), (3 NE 1), (4 E
3). Reasoning provides (3 NORTH 2) and (4 NORTH 2). Object 3’s area spans
all cells that are at least partly red whereas object 4’s area is presented by at least
partly blue cells. Multicolored cells represent the overlapping part of the two object
areas. b) gcd: (2 SE 1), (3 NE 1) (4 E 3), (5 E 4). Reasoning provides (3 NORTH
2), (4 NORTH 2), and (5 NORTH 2). The area occupied by object 3 is presented
in red, the area occupied by object 4 in gray and the area occupied by object 5 is
shown in blue. Multicolored cells represent the overlapping parts of the areas.
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Figure 9.7: The reconstruction from the gcd: (2 NE 1), (3 NW 2), (4 W 1). a)
The first two entries from the gcd have been taken into account. After placing the
objects 1 and 2 reasoning has been used to provide the relationship (3 NORTH 1)
which lead to the areal representation of object 3. b) The next gcd entry is handled.
Object 4 has to be W of object 1 which makes the part of object 3 that overlaps with
the area NW of object 2 to an influencing object of object 4’s position. Therefore,
object 3 has to be adjusted to cover the relationship (4 SOUTH 3) that reasoning
has provided for the relationship of object 4 to its influencing object 3.
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This chapter illustrated how neighbourhood-based reasoning can be applied
to QuaDRO in order to handle underspecified object configuration descriptions.
However, the techniques presented are only partly implemented so far. The following chapter will, besides summarizing and discussing the work presented in
this thesis, give a further outlook on future plans to integrate the techniques
discussed.
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Chapter

10

Summary, discussion, and future
work
10.1 Summary
This thesis describes the results of a state of the art research project in the area
of qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR). Its overall intention is to support and alleviate human-machine communication about object configurations, such as, for
instance, during rescue missions. The result presented is the QuaDRO representation scheme for qualitatively describing and reconstructing object configurations.
The description is obtained from several local viewpoints within the object configuration using different perspectives. The configuration’s reconstruction from
the provided description takes place in a global frame of reference. The result is
an abstract map of the described configuration from the survey perspective.
The suggested method of qualitative object configuration description is inspired by psychological research results about taking perspective and classification of space [Tve99; Lev96; Fra91; Lev82]. It is important that the description
contains all spatial information necessary to reconstruct the configuration into a
global frame of reference. In order to obtain the description the observer performs a route tour between certain objects that function as reference objects for
object relationship descriptions. They further function as the origin of a coordinate system for a momentarily applied absolute frame of reference to describe
the observed objects in relation to each other. Eight (nine when the position
of the reference object is counted itself) positional relations are used to describe
object relationships and eight direction classes are used to describe the relative
orientation of an object or the observer’s direction of movement.
Fourteen qualitative spatial calculi have been analyzed regarding their usability in this description and reconstruction task. For objects represented as line seg163
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ments, Bipartite Arrangements [Got04] provide the necessary expressibility due
to the separation of the objects’ position representation and the objects’ orientation representation. For point representations, OPRA4 [Mor05; Mor06; Dyl06] is
an applicable choice. Unfortunately, no rectangle representation has been found
that provides enough expressibility. However, rectangle representations seem to
be cognitively adequate for this task. The representation scheme QuaDRO therefore provides a rectangle representation of the desired expressivity.
A qualitative grid underlies the reconstruction process. For most of the results presented here, only objects of the same size, each occupying one grid cell
have been taken into account. Otherwise the number of cells the objects occupy
is accountable for the granularity of expressible object relations. Objects are inserted into the reconstruction following the distance default placing them as close
as possible to the objects already represented. Object orientations are grouped
into eight orientation classes, four aligned to the grid, using a projection based
frame of reference with neutral zone, and four at angles to the grid using the same
frame of reference rotated 45◦ . The reason for using these two different frames
of reference is justified by the need to provide an effortless procedure to obtain
space within the reconstruction to insert new objects. This procedure requires
that all objects that are represented are aligned to the underlying grid.
An object’s relationships that are not given in the object configuration description (ocd ) but still have an impact on the object’s position are concluded by reasoning based on conceptual neighbourhoods of relations [Fre91a; Fre92a; Fre92c;
Zim96]. The reasoning process provides all possible basic relationships that the
objects could have to each other. In order to assemble only one reconstruction,
coarse relationships are treated as though all contained basic relationships were
concurrently true while the ambiguity remains.

10.2 Discussion
During the system development, decisions had to be made to what extent to
be responsive to psychological results of typical human behavior in configuration
description and to what extent to manufacture an easy reconstruction process.
Both components are important in order to develop a representation scheme that
is usable by a person from each side of the process. Nevertheless, these two aims
are conflicting. Tversky, Lee and Mainwaring [Tve99] experienced that people
accommodate the acceptable amount of inconvenience according to the cognitive
load the task requires from their communication partners. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to balance the endeavors on both sides. The following list discusses
decisions and compromises made.
• The presented representation scheme provides the designated results. The
object configuration, described from different local viewpoints is represented
in a global frame of reference representing all qualitative positional informa-
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tion requested. The reconstruction is equal to a reconstruction established
based on the same qualitative relations provided from a survey perspective.
The result is an abstracted map of the object configuration. Distance information is not explicitly included. Therefore, the reconstruction might
provide a more condensed picture of the configuration than a true-to-scale
representation.
• The representation scheme allows for eight positional relations (different
from the reference object) and eight orientations. To describe these 64
combinations only eight basic relations are necessary. The relation names
are cognitively easy to understand and in situations where an object overlaps
several position classes at the same time its relationship can be described
by a combination of basic relations.
• The description process uses typical human strategies and is therefore not
awkward for a person to assemble.
However, the observer needs to provide the description in a structured way
and is restricted to the suggested procedures.
• The observer only needs a fraction of global orientation information knowledge in comparison to what would normally be needed to describe an object
configuration in a survey-perspective-manner. In order to provide the same
expressibility this would, for instance, be eight cardinal direction classes.
Here the observer only needs to know if an orientation is aligned with an
assumed underlying coordinate system or at an angle to it.
• The reconstruction process allows the insertion of objects anywhere in the
reconstruction with very little effort. No allowance has to be made to keep
the already represented relationships correct while space for objects that
have to be inserted is made. However, two problems arise
– To maintain this advantage even when eight different object orientations are represented, two different frames of reference have to be used.
The 45◦ rotated frame of reference used for objects with orientations
at angles to the grid might appear nonintuitive. However, for use in
a small-scale environment that already has the reconstruction grid as
its underlying global frame of reference, wherein all objects are represented aligned to the grid, its use does not appear difficult.
– Even though the reconstruction process is simple and intuitive, it does
not allow for a simple reconstruction with just pen and paper.

10.3 Future work
The results presented are satisfying as they provide a solution for the initial
problem. At the same time they also encourage the continuation of this project’s
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research. Several ideas that had to be left aside in order to condense the work
into a reasonable amount for a Ph.D. project remain to be addressed, and several
further ideas arose during the work. The following is an (incomplete) list of the
most discussed continuations.
1. Coarse reasoning needs to be extended in two ways:
• The observer is allowed to provide coarse object relationships.
• Using a chain of reasoning steps including coarse relations in order to
obtain information about missing relations in an underspecified ocd.
2. Distance information is not included in the representation scheme. Nevertheless some distance information is implicitly available by the number of
objects that are between two objects that do not have to be adjacent to each
other. It is a challenge to explore how much explicitly stated distance information is necessary to improve the reconstructed object configuration map
up to the level where it could be used in the same way as a to a true-to-scale
representation.
3. Within this thesis, only static objects have been considered. The attempt
to extend this approach to similar sized moving objects has already been
started in [Ste06b]. The hope is to include this work in the representation
scheme prototype and to broaden it to different sized objects and uncertainty
about position and movement in space over time.
4. The representation scheme is brand new. A relatively small prototype has
been implemented that functions as a proof of concept for the strategies and
techniques developed. The desire is to implement the representation scheme
on a true to life scale and deploy it to real outdoor (and even indoor) missions
where it can be properly tested.
• This includes representing objects of different sizes, which will not
be difficult to achieve, considering that already objects of uncertain
positions are represented as the area of all their possible positions.
These areas are in many aspects already treated as objects of different
sizes.
• It further includes using the already provided ability of combined relations with an underlying adjustable reconstruction grid. This is necessary to describe relationships of different sized objects. Nevertheless,
it improves expressibility which bears the possibility to even describe
relationships of equally sized objects with higher granularity.
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